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2. Summary of the research cruise P-342 
GALlOMAR (Galicia Ocean Margin Expedition) 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERN, RESIDENCE TIMES AND EXPORT OF SEDIMENTS ON 
THE PLEISTOCENE/HOLOCENE GALlCIAN SHELF (NW IBERIAN PENINSULA) 
Continental shelves are complex and individual sedimentary systems. The 
understanding of their evolution and their role in sediment filtering, storage and release 
is of major importance since all land-derived sediments have essentially to cross the 
continental shelf zone as part of the global sedimentary cycle. The cruise P-342 
GALlOMAR to the NW-Iberian shelf was performed to supply an existing RCOM-
project with scientific material. 
Shallow-acoustic profiling shows surficial mud-belt deposits along the inner shelf and 
abundant surficial sediment sheets, lenses, patches on its outer parts. These young 
deposits are separated from each other either by rocky outcrops or by areas of non-
deposition, although the outcrops also often cause sediment trapping. Internal 
stratification of these young depocenters suggests a multi-story depositional history, an 
observation which is corroborated by the fact that these depocenters do not fully 
correspond to seafloor mapping of modern mud distribution pattern. Oeeper-
penetration seismic profiling has elucidated the interplay of massive sediment 
accumulation units due to high terrigenous sediment supply and tectonic activity plus 
erosion over longer time periods. 
Due to perfect weather condition over major parts of the cruise, we obtained 43 
spectacular sediment cores in dense coverage of the study area. This success was 
made possible by the utilization of a 5-m vibrocorer with a 200-m long electrical cable 
and by a core-location selection strategy on the basis of Boomer profiles. The retrieved 
sediment cores show a highly variable inventory of sedimentary facies. Mentioned as 
some examples, homogeneous mud is related to local depocenters along current-
driven sediment pathways. Well-sorted shell gravel horizons indicate the wide 
occurrence of paleo-coastal remnants, whilst abundant distinct beds of chaotic texture 
have probably been formed by frequent storm events. These findings evidence a 
complex depositional shelf history with strong influences through forcing sea-level 
changes, persistent oceanographic material separation processes and intensive storm 
modification. 
Sedimentological, (organo-) geochemical and geophysical analyses together with a 
robust stratigraphic control will lead to a reconstruction of the sedimentary history 
which then will be used to focus on the transport and deposition pattern of individual 
sediment components. 
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3. Scientific Motivation and Background 
3.1 Introduction 
The research project C6 "Sediment partitioning and transformation on the shelf' as part of the 
Research Center Ocean Margins (RCOM) of the German Research Foundation (OFG) focuses 
on sedimentary processes in shelf systems with a multi-disciplinary approach. Main objectives 
are i) the separation of different material-component groups along the sediment pathways, and 
ii) the individual temporary or long-lasting residence times of these groups. 
The modern oceanographic and sedimentary systems of the Galician shelf are well 
understood, which is mainly the benefit of the European OMEX program. The 
Pleistocene/Holocene history of this shelf is, however, almost unknown yet. The aim of this 
cruise was i) to elucidate the sedimentary transport and partitioning pattern, ii) to define the 
component-specific filter effects, iii) to investigate the transformation of material groups with 
regard to their individual residence times in the shelf system, and iv) to understand the 
influence of framing factors, such as sea-level variations, climatic and oceanographic changes, 
on the sedimentary system. As well, the continental slope as the final material sink should was 
included. 
3.2 Program of the RCOM Project C6 
3.2.1 Scientific targets 
By fractionating and delaying the transport of sediments on its unidirectional source-to-sink 
traveling, shelves create complex sediment flow pattern. The interplay of several factors con-
trols sediment transport, distribution and deposition. Of these factors, composition of the 
terrigenous material, quantity of sediment input, local shelf physiography, and oceanic current 
conditions are most important. On geologic time scales, however, climate variability and sea-
level changes are predominant forces. Biogenic and clastic materials delivered from land pass 
a series of depositional zones on the shelf. Several processes like current sorting, selective 
deposition, bypassing, winnowing, and remobilization modify the sediment composition on its 
transit. As one result, the contrast of multi-story condensation (palimpsest) versus centers of 
high accumulation appears in local differentiation. Furthermore, the residence time of 
sediments on their way from the coastal zone towards the shelf break, the ultimate drain for 
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shelf material, is controlled by these complex interactions of preconditions (factors) and 
processes. 
Isolated sedimentary structures/bodies represent modern and ancient local depocentres on the 
shelf and provide continuous sedimentary records over certain (usually short-lasting but high-
resolution) time intervals. As well, they document characteristic environmental shifts through 
time, e.g. as response to sea-level changes. Moreover, zones and local places of non-
deposition indicate bypassing/erosion and provide a tool for stratigraphic correlation. The 
sediment characteristics express type and changes of sediment shelf sources (pri-
mary/redistribution) and sedimentary processes (transport/deposition). Different fractions of 
organic matter provide information on material distribution patterns leading to individual 
residence times with regard to grain size and duration of exposure. Accumulation rates of 
individual terrigenous and marine fractions and their lateral and temporal changes yield for 
semi-quantitative sediment budgeting. These calculations together with stratigraphy/facies 
models will be incorporated in a finite difference model for quantifications with regard to 
sediment types and morphology. In the end, the different shelf systems will be translated into 
generalized sedimentary facies models. 
3.2.2 Basic questions 
1) What factors and processes govern sediment transit patterns across the shelf with impact 
for the partitioning of sediments? 
First, we need to identify how material partitioning takes place which is directed by shelf-
internal forces: What processes determine general and selective sediment transport pathways 
across the shelf? What is the impact of type and volume of sediment input, transport, 
(re)distribution, (re)deposition, (re)mobilization and export, respectively, for the physical 
partitioning of sediment? Are different fractions, e.g., siliciciastic/carbonate/organic fractions, 
affected differently? How efficient is the fractionation process? What information on 
sedimentary processes can be extracted from 14C ages of the various carbon pools 
(terrestrial/marine OM, foraminifers, bulk organic matter) in a range of different shelf zones? 
Can age differences of these carbon pools be used to constrain and model sedimentation 
pattern on the shelf? What significance do locally restricted physiographic configurations have 
on sediment transport pathways? What mechanisms and configurations control the sediment 
export towards and beyond the shelf break? 
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2) How effective are the 'filter effects' in the shelf system? 
Then as a following step, we look at the time component delaying the sediment transit 
selectively to elaborate how the shelf filter imprints material characteristics in detail: What are 
the residence times of different kinds of material in shelf systems? What conditions are 
responsible for permanent or temporary storage, or bypassing of material? How reliable is the 
filter? Can we conceive models of long-term burial of carbon on the shelf and thus its role in 
the geologic carbon cycle? Is a (semi-)quantitative budgeting of sediment transport and 
deposition possible (by combining seismic and sediment analysis with modeling)? How did the 
sediment flux change through time and how has it been altered, if at all, by diagenetic 
processes? 
3) What is the impact of different delay time for material transformation? 
The idea is that local deposits bear a record of individual material groups that rest on in their 
position and change their chemical signature with time: What is the importance of mobilisa-
tion, sedimentation processes and storage time, respectively, for the chemical transformation 
of sediment components? What information can be extracted from 14C ages of the various 
carbon pools? Can OM in shelf sediments, which have accumulated rapidly and often under-
gone re-suspension and diagenesis, be distinguished from nearby slope sediments? 
4) How do the sedimentary processes on the shelf respond to varying shelf configura-tions 
with regard to short-living changes? 
This final part deals with the time-component, i.e., super-ordinate frame conditions and their 
changes with impact on the individual features summing-up the sedimentary shelf system and 
on the system as a whole. It combines the answers on questions 1) to 3) and transfers the 
find-ings on sediments from various time-slices of the glacial-interglacial shelf and shelf break 
evolution: What is the effect of changing frame conditions, e.g., sediment input due to run-
off/vegetation, shelf geometry and sea level, oceanographic pattern, on both controlling base-
level and accommodation space? How does the sedimentary pattern change at the interface 
shelf/upper continental slope through time? 
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3.2.3 Methods 
Sedimentology 
Radiography, grain-size analysis (Sonic Sifter, Sedigraph/Laser particle sizer), end-member 
modelling, XRD-scanner, sand/silt component analysis, clay mineralogy, TOC/carbonate 
(Leco), 14C-dating; provenance analysis, ecosystem analysis, correlation, facies analysis, se-
quence-stratigraphy. 
Organic Geochemistry 
Accelerated microwave extraction, liquid chromatography, preparative high performance liq-uid 
chromatography (HPLC), 14C-dating, HPLC-mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS), gas 
chromatography (GC), GC-mass spectrometry (GC-MS), GC-isotope ratio mass spectrometry 
(GC-IRMS). 
SedimentacousticlSeismics 
Hydroacoustics (Sediment echo sounder/swath bathymetry), high-resolution multi-channel 
seismics, sediment physics, Sidescan Sonar. 
Sediment Physics 
On board: magnetic susceptibility and porosity (multi sensor core logger), photo scanner. 
In the lab: alternating field demagnetization & generation of different synthetic remanent 
magnetization (automated cryogenic rock magnetometer), magnetic properties measurement 
system for temperature and field dependent experiments. 
3.2.4 Research Progress 
The progress of this project can be seen on the following internet address: 
hUQ:!!www.Jcom.mam1.Tl .de/Projeqt .&!Jl·,btrn! 
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3.3 Strategy of the RCOM Cruise P-342 
To fulfill the targets of the above introduced RCOM-project, we have selected the Minho-
Galician (NW Iberian) shelf for our studies. This area is well-suited for the intensions due to 
several reasons. 
1. The point sources delivering terrigenous material are defined, as main contributors the 
Douro and Minho rivers, and their discharge in terms of sediment quality and quantity is 
known (e.g., Araujo et aI., 2002); 
2. Modern oceanographic system and sedimentary pattern are documented in detail 
(OMEX 11; van Weering et aI., 2002, and articles therein) providing detailed modern-
analogue reference data sets; 
3. Confined river and coastline systems seem to have left erosional and accretionary 
remnants (Dias et aI., 2002) but almost no detailed downcore studies have been made 
yet (Martin et al 2005); 
4. Slope data document the pre-Holocene history and provide a linkage to the shelf 
sedimentary history (ENAM I; Mienert et aI., 1998, and articles therein; Baas et aI., 
1997); 
5. This area represents one of the northernmost European shelves which was not 
covered by ice during glacial times; 
6. But: the development of the former system, i.e. in the latest Pleistocene to Holocene 
time interval, is more or less unknown except for some studies from the mid-shelf mud 
belt. 
The research area is bordered by the mouth of the Douro River as the main sediment supplier 
in the south and the region around Cap Finisterre in the North as the assumed area of ultimate 
sediment export. The eastern boundary is defined by the innermost shallow-waters close to the 
coast and the basinward limit is represented by the lower continental slope as the potential 
final sediment sink. The extension of the research area is consequently framed by the 
coordinates 43°30' N 10°00' Wand 41 °30' N 8°00'W. 
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Fig. 3.3.1: Study area of research cruise P-342. 
To receive the highest-quality data and material, the overall cruise strategy required a stepwise 
communication of sediment-acoustic and seismic profiling on the one hand, and sediment 
coring with instruments proved for sand-drilling on the other. Due to the typical local lateral 
variability of sedimentary facies and small-scaled sedimentary depocenters the core locations 
could only be selected on the base of sediment-acoustic results. As overall strategy, we 
planned to start with an overview survey as initial data base. Then, detailed succeeding 
profiling has provided insight into the local subbottom and deeper structures. Especially the 
boomer profiling should then serve for the selection of core stations with the preference i) to 
cover the expected high variability of sedimentary facies types as complete as possible, and ii) 
to install a dense grid of cores to be able to trace the sediment pathway in suited lateral and 
temporal resolution. 
The close combination of different geoscientific disciplines - Sedimentology, Sediment-
acoustics/Seismics, Geochemistry, Organic Geochemistry, and Geophysics - provides a 
modern and powerful approach to obtain answers on the main scientific questions. 
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4. Preliminary Results 
4.1 Pre-Cruise Onshore Sampling Trip 
(M. Elvert, F. Schmidt) 
4.1.1 Introduction 
Two major and several smaller rivers drain into the Galician shelf system and deliver sediment 
load. The two main sources of terrestrial material to the Galician shelf are the Douro River in 
the southern region and the Minho River in the northern part of Galicia (e.g. Oias et al. 2002). 
For a clear characterization of the terrestrial material, particularly for the geochemical analysis 
of organic matter, the rivers were sampled. Sampling locations were selected close to the 
estuary to receive realistic information of the sediment input. Some of the sampling locations 
were affected by infiltration of seawater as a result of reduced fresh water discharge during 
summer. In the case of high salinity content at a given sampling site, an additional station 
further inland was chosen to avoid masking of terrestrial compounds by marine organic matter. 
In general, the surrounding area of the rivers near the estuary is characterized by rank 
vegetation (Fig. 4.a). The climate zone in the working area changes from humid sea climate in 
the North (Rlas Baixas, Minho) to less humid, winter rain climate in the South (Oouro). The 
hinterland of the Minho is completely dominated by dense woodland of temperate humid 
climate. The Oouro on the other hand, before entering the humid climate zone, passes the 
semi-arid plains of central Spain. 
Fig. 4.1.1: a) Vegetation in the surrounding area of the Minho River (Station 3). 
b) poe in GF/F- filter after filtration of 1.5 L river water (Station 9, Lima River). 
c) Mini-sediment core (Station 1, Minho River). 
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The main river discharge of the Douro is held back by several dams, with the final one located 
in 20 km distance close to the estuary. To record the effects of these water reservoirs on the 
biomarker distribution one such station (Station 4) was sampled which will be compared to a 
station (Station 5) right below the dam. The third station in this sequence (Station 6) was close 
to the estuary where a clear marine impact was observed. All characterizations of the sampling 
sites are shown in Tab. 4.1 
Tab. 4.1: Characterization of onshore sampling locations. 
Sampling site Latitude Longitude Characterization 
Station 1 41°55'30.55"N S046'39.27"W distance to coast: 11 km 
Minho river vegetation: rank (grass, ivy, several types of trees) 
1 km SE' As Eiras sediment: muddy sand, brownish grey colour 
north bank (oxic/anoxic boundary in 3 cm depth) 
water: near the riverbank muddy, slightly saline 
Station 2 42°04'37.60"N S031 '03.90"W distance to coast: 42 km 
Minho river vegetation: rank (grass, several types of trees) 
0.7 km N' Cortes, 1.5 km W' sediment: bottom load and coarser sand 
Bridge to San Salvaterra water: no salinity, fresh water bivalves, algae-rich 
south bank 
Station 3 42°03'06.4S"N S031 '03.90"W distance to coast: 35 km 
Minho river vegetation: rank (grass, several types of trees) 
1.5 km N' Ganfei sediment: fine sand, anoxic below 5 cm depth 
south bank water: laminar flow, no salinity, fresh water bivalvae, algae 
Station 4 41°04'32.42"N S02S'52.69"W distance to coast: 21 km 
Douro river vegetation: rank (grass, climbers, several types of trees) 
reservoir near Crestuma sediment: artificial bank, no sediments 
north bank water: stagnant water, no salinity 
Station 5 41°04'19.12"N S030'25.4 T'W distance to coast: 19 km 
Douro river vegetation: rank (grass, several types of trees) 
1 km W' Crestuma sediment: middle sand, schist (bedrock) 
down river of the dam water: slightly saline 
north bank wide riverbed 
Station 6 41°06'45.0T'N S032'1S.03"W distance to coast: 13 km 
Douro river vegetation: grass, several types of trees, reed 
2 km W' Jovim sediment: middle sand 
north bank water: slightly saline 
wide riverbed 
Station 7 41°21'06.03"N S040'53.76"W distance to coast: 7,5 km 
Ave river vegetation: grass, several types of trees 
near Ponte D'Zamairo sediment: soil 
north bank water: swampy, algae-rich 
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Station 8 41 °31 '00 .39"N S044'3S.30"W distance to coast: 6 km 
eavado river vegetation: grass, several types of trees 
1.5 km W' Gemezes sediment: muddy sediment 
north bank water: slightly saline, high concentration of fine poe 
Station 9 41°42'41.6S"N S042'53.40"W distance to coast: 11 km 
Lima river Vegetation: grass, several types of trees 
0.5 km S' Torre sediment: coarser grained sand 
north bank water: slightly saline, high concentration of fine poe 
river bed wide + branched 
Station 10 42°43'55.07"N S037'33.S2"W distance to coast: 16 km 
Ulla river vegetation: rank (grass, several types of trees) 
3 km W' Barcala sediment: stony, sheltered locations with mica-rich fine sand 
ca. O.S km E' highway water: no salinity, clear water, relatively fast flowing 
Vigo-Santiago location was badly affected by forest fire 
Station 11 42°42'23.5S"N S042'20.63"W distance to coast: 9 km 
Ulla river vegetation: reed 
1 km in the north of Vilar sediment: middle to coarse grained sandy beaches & 
south bank smooth rocks 
water: relatively high salinity 
Station 12 42°20'54.72"N S042'23.63"W distance to coast: - km 
Ria de Vi go vegetation: grass, several types of trees 
Ponte Sempaio sediment: tidal flat, muddy sediment, eelgrass, mussels 
water: seawater 
Station 13 42°20'3S.19"N S034'2S.14"W distance to coast: 4 km 
Verdugo river vegetation: (grass, several types of trees) affected by forest 
Taboadelo, fires 
near sewage work sediment: rocky river bed 
north bank water: saline 
Station 14 42°20'36.96"N S034'OS.41 "W distance to coast: 4.5 km 
Verdugo river vegetation: (grass, several types of trees) affected by forest 
1 km S' Taboadelo fires 
near old + new bridge sediment: rocky river bed 
north bank water: slightly saline 
4.1.2 Water and Sediment Collection 
At ea eh station 2 - 3 L of river water were filtrated through GF/F filters (pore size of 0.7 ~m) to 
sample the partieulate organic matter (POM) (Fig. 4.b). 50 ml of the filtrated water were 
retained for biomarker analysis of dissolved organic matter (DOM). Sediment samples of the 
surface were taken most of the time at the riverbank for biomarker and sedimentological 
analyses (Fig. 4.c). The DOM and sedimentology samples were stored at +4 QC in the dark, 
the sediment samples and POC filters at -20 QC in the dark. All samples are listed in Tab. 4.2. 
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Biomarker samples (sediments and POM) will be analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively by 
GC-FID (gas chromatography-flame ionization detection) and GC-MS (gas chromatography-
mass spectrometry) as well as by GC-IRMS (gas chromatography isotope ratio mass 
spectrometry) for their isotopic compositions. DOM samples will be analyzed via ultrahigh-
resolution MS (FT-ICR-MS = Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry) for 
detailed compositional information of organic matter. For more details of the analytical 
techniques see Chapter 4.5.1. 
Tab. 4.2: Sampling list Galician rivers. 
Sampling site Date Sample Sampling location I sediment depth 
Station 1 15.08.2006 POM (2 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
POM (2 L) 10 m distance to riverbank 
DOM 10 m distance to riverbank 
mini-sediment core 1 m distance to riverbank (0-10,5 cm depth) 
mini-sediment core 1 m distance to riverbank (3-13,5 cm depth) 
mini-sediment core 5 m distance to riverbank, 0.5 m water depth (0-10,5 cm depth) 
sedimentology sample 1 m distance to riverbank (0-6 cm) 
sedimentology sample 1 m distance to riverbank (6-12 cm) 
sediment sample deposited on tree branch in intertidal area 
Station 2 15.08.2006 POM (3 L) river middle 
DOM river middle 
sedimentology sample riverbank sand in between stream-worn cobble 
Station 3 15.08.2006 POM (2 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
mini-sediment core at the riverbank (0-10,5 cm depth) 
sediment sample surface 
sediment sample 5-10 cm 
sedimentology sample riverbank surface sand 
Station 4 16.08.2006 POM (2 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
Station 5 16.08.2006 POM (3 L) 2 m distance to riverbank 
DOM 2 m distance to riverbank 
Station 6 16.08.2006 POM (3 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
Sedimentology sample riverbank surface sand 
Station 7 16.08.2006 POM (2 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
Station 8 16.08.2006 POM (1.5 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
sediment sample surface sample 
Station 9 16.08.2006 POM (1.5 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
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Station 10 17.08.2006 POM (4 L) north riverbank, ash particles 
DOM north riverbank 
sediment sample north riverbank, under water 
sedimentology sample south riverbank, upper 3 cm 
mini-sediment core south riverbank 
Station 11 17.08.2006 POM (4 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
sediment sample 2 m distance to riverbank, surface sample 
Station 12 17.08.2006 POM (1 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
sediment sample riverbank, surface sample 
sedimentology sample riverbank 
Station 13 17.08.2006 POM (2 L) riverbank 
Station 14 17.08.2006 POM (2 L) riverbank 
DOM riverbank 
4.2 Seismic and Sedimentacoustics 
(S. Krastel, F. Strozyk, M. Wagner-Friedrichs) 
Three different acoustic systems were used during Poseidon Cruise P-342. An Elac Seabeam 
1000 sounder was used for bathymetric mapping of the seafloor. Seismic data were collected 
by means of a Boomer and a high-resolution multichannel seismic system. An outline of the 
seismic system is shown in Fig. 4.2.1 Technical details of the individual systems as well as first 
results are described below. 
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Fig. 4.2.1: Seismic system setup during RN Poseidon Cruise P-336. 
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4.2.1. Parameters and Preliminary Data Processing 
4.2.1.1 Multibeam mapping 
During the P-342 cruise, the ELAC SEABEAM 1000 multibeam echo sounder was used for 
continuous mapping of the seafloor. The echo sounder consists of several units: (i) a transmit 
and a receive transducer array is fixed in a moon pool below the keel of the vessel; (ii) a 
preamplifier unit contains the preamplifiers for the received signals; (iii) the transducer unit 
contains the transmit and receive electronics and processors for beam-forming and control of 
all parameters with respect to gain, ping-rate and transmit angles. Furthermore, the system 
monitors via serial interfaces the ship's motion, such as roll, pitch and heave, external GPS 
time and vessel position and heading. A high performance PC is used as an Operator station. 
The Operator station processes the collected data, applies standard corrections, displays the 
results, and logs the raw data to internal or external disks. 
The ELAC SEABEAM 1000 uses a frequency of about 12 KHz with a whole angular coverage 
sector of up to 1200 (60 0 per port-/starboard-side). One ping is sent and the receiving signal is 
formed into 191 beams by the transducer unit through the hydrophones in the receiver unit. 
The beam spacing can be defined as equidistant or equiangular, or a mix of both. Running the 
system in full 120 0 -configuration the sounder maps a swath of roughly 4-5 times the water 
depth. The ping-rate depends on the water depth and the runtime of the signal through the 
water column. Depending on the state of the sea, an opening angle of 40-120 0 (deep to 
shallow water) was used, restricting the coverage to a max 1.2 km wide swath to gain a 
relatively continuous spacing of beams on the ocean floor. The spacing within this limit was 
controlled automatically by the echo sounder system. 
A CTD-profile (20.08.06, ca. 80 m water depth) and ship parameters were integrated into the 
HydroStar software, which controls the ELAC echo sounder. An alignment of the transducers, 
calibrating the swath of the port- and starboard transducer to the roll of the vessel, was carried 
out at 22.08.06 at around 80 m water depth, tracking two profiles two times (port and starboard 
calibration). The calculated values of port and starboard roll (p: -0.27/s: 0.'88) caused high 
pitching on the swath borders, so that existing values (P-336, p: -0.32/s: -0.5) were preloaded. 
Data storage of 10 MByte files was set to "SSSYYDDmmmHHHMMSS_ TTT", which causes a 
conflict between HydroStar storage used UTC and PC used time (UTC+2 h). Setting the PC 
time to UTC solved this problem. 
4.2.1.2 Boomer system 
The Boomer plates and the power supply used during the cruise were provided from the BSH 
(Bundesanstalt fOr Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie). The Mini-Streamer for recording the 
energy was supplied by Kiel University. 
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The Boomer plate was a UWAK 05 transducer. The frequency band of this plate is between 
300 Hz and 20 kHz. The pulse length is 0.6 I..ls. The boomer plate was mounted beneath a 
small surf board in -20cm beneath the sea surface -12m behind the vessels stern (see Fig. 
4.2.2). The boomer plate was powered and controlled by a PULSAR 2002 power-supply. This 
unit provides three energy levels from 150 to 450 joules (at 3900 V). We used the 450 joule 
energy level during the entire cruise. In shallow water depth «400 m) we shot the boomer 
every second with a 2 second break after 6 shots. The break was used for firing and recording 
the GI-Gun (see trigger unit). In water depth> -400 m < -900 m we shot the Boomer only 2 
times in a 9 second interval (see trigger unit). The Boomer was switched off in water depth> 
-900 m. 
The energy was recorded by a Mini-Streamer consisting of 20 hydrophones distributed over 3 
meters. The streamer was connected to an ORE Geopulse receiver 5210a. The signal was 
amplified and filtered by this unit. The low and high cut filters were set to 300 Hz and 10kHz, 
respectively. The filtered output signal was recorded by a Paradigma system. The sampling 
frequency was 20 kHz, the recording length was 400ms (300m). The energy was additionally 
recorded by the multichannel streamer, though only two Boomer shots were recorded between 
the GI-Gun shots. This procedure allowed to record Boomer data also for water depths >300m. 
The sampling frequency for this kind of recording, however, was only 2501..ls, and lateral 
resolution is decreased as not all shots could be recorded. 
The Boomer worked very reliable during the cruise. Some problems occurred at the beginning 
of the cruise. Due to a missing electrical contact, it was not possible to switch on the high 
voltage. This problem was solved by the ships electrician. Firing of the Boomer also caused 
miss-triggers at the MaMuCS system. This problem was solved by the used trigger scheme 
(see trigger unit). Due to theses problems, Boomer data are only available from 21.08.06, 
07:52h UTC (Profile GeoB06-554). 
Recording of the Boomer data with the Paradigma System was done without navigati on. The 
system did not change the dates at midnight in the ps3-files. This is only done after a reset of 
the system. As we reset the system only in deep water (when the boomer was not fired) or 
after finishing a survey, the dates in the header values might be wrong. The correct dates can 
be read from the file names of the ps3-data. 
4.2.1.3 Seismic reflection 
With the high-resolution multichannel seismic equipment of Bremen University, small scale 
sedimentary structures and closely spaced layers can be imaged on a meter scale, which can 
usually not be resolved by means of conventional seismic systems. During RN Poseidon 
Cruise P-342, a Mini-Generator-Injector (GI) airgun with reduced chamber volume (2 x 0.25 L, 
50-500 Hz) was used as seismic source. Data were recorded with a 100m-long 16 channel 
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streamer with 8 hydrophones per group and a channel distance of 6.25m. Figs. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 
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Fig. 4.2.2a: Deck and seismic gun setting during P-336 for Profiles GeoB06-549 to GeoB06-
599 as well as Profiles GeoB06-613 to GeoB06-633. 
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Fig. 4.2.2b: Deck and seismic gun setting during P-336 for Profiles GeoB06-600 to GeoB06-
612. 
During seismic surveying, a Mini-GI-Gun with reduced chamber volume (2 x 0.25 L) was shot 
on all seismic lines. The gun was towed at the port side appx. 12.5 m behind the ship's stern 
Fig. 4.2.2). The gun was connected to a bow with the GI-Gun hanging on two chains 30 cm 
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beneath. An elongated buoy, which stabilized the guns in a horizontal position at a water depth 
of -70 cm, was connected to the bow by two rope loops. The gun was shot in a harmonic 
mode (same volume of generator and injector). The injector was triggered with a delay of 20 
ms with respect to the generator signal, which basically eliminated the bubble signal. 
Air was provided by two portable KAP14 Bauer compressors, which provided 380 I/minute of 
air each. The Mini-Gi-Gun was shot at an air-pressure of -140-150 bar. The shooting rate was 
between 8 and 9 seconds depending on water depth (see trigger unit). Speed during seismic 
profiling was - 4 kn resulting in a shot-point distance of -17 m. The geometry of source and 
receiver systems during the measurements is shown in Fig. 4.2.2. 
The reflection seismic data are obtained using a 10 1-m-long streamer. It is a 16 channel unit 
built by Teledyne Exploration Co. in 1993. The system comprises four parts, a 101 m active 
length, a 25 m stretch section, a 120 m tow leader, and a 75 m deck leader (Fig. 4.2.3). Only 
12.5 m of the tow leader were in water during cruise P-342 except for Profiles GeoB06-600 to 
GeoB06-612 (Fig. 4.2.3b). Due to problems with the streamer (see below) we took the stretch 
section out of the streamer for these profiles but increased the length of the tow leader in water 
to 40m. 
The active streamer section is separated into 16 groups of 8 hydrophones. Within one group 
the hydrophones are 0.78 m apart building a 6.25 m long unit (Fig. 4.2.3). The whole unit is 
stored and operated from a manual winch midship of RV POSEIDON. Tailrope is 20 m. The 
distance between the sips stern and the midpoint of the first channel is - 48.5 m except for 
Profiles GeoB06-600 - GeoB06-612, where the modified setting resulted in a distance 
between the sips stern and the midpoint of the first channel of - 51 m. 
During recording of data several serious noise peaks were detected in the data. Occasionally 
the number of these peaks increased dramatically and afterwards the sensitivity of the 
streamer was significantly reduced. As we considered salt water in the streamer for the most 
likely explanation of the noise peaks, we checked and cleaned all plugs several times during 
this survey. The noise peaks were the reason for replacing the stretch section for Profiles 
GeoB06-600 to GeoB06-612. Neither cleaning the plugs nor removing the stretch section 
showed a major effect. The occasionally occurrence of the noise peaks could not be solved 
onboard. Nevertheless the data quality for most profiles is excellent. 
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P342- 19.08. - 29.08. & 31.08. - 04.09.2006 
Tow Leader Stretch Transducer Active Section 
12.5m in water 25m 7m 16 groups a 6.25m, total101m 
0( .... "--_~_,, .. 
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O,781m (Distance between phones) 
1 m (first group only) 
Fig. 4.2.3a: Schematic sketch of the streamer for Profiles GeoB06-549 to GeoB06-599 as well 
as Profiles GeoB06-613 to GeoB06-633. 
P342- 29.08. - 31.08.2006 
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Fig. 4.2.3b: Schematic sketch of the streamer for Profiles GeoB06-600 to GeoB06-612. 
The acquisition system used during Poseidon Cruise P-342 was completely developed at the 
working group marine technology/environmental research at the University of Bremen. The 
MaMuCS system (Marine MultiChanel Acquisition System) consists of a Pentium IV based PC 
(3 GHz, 1 GB RAM, Windows XP) with one NI6052E 16bit AD-converters. The AD-converted is 
connected to a 32 channel multiplexer (NI-SCXI1102-C) with onboard preamplification and 
anti-alias filter. The system therefore provides a maximum of 32 channels at maximum 
sampling rate of 10kHz per channel. Sample rate can be increased dynamically if number of 
channels is reduced. 
The acquisition software is also a custom development and provides nearly continuous 
recording of all channels with data storage in demultiplexed SEG-Y format to hard disk. The 
software allows online quality control by displaying shot gathers and an online profile plot using 
brute stacks of arbitrary channels. The online profile can additionally be printed immediately to 
an attached windows printer and / or stored in SEG-Y format. The acquisition system worked 
very reliable. 
Data were recorded with a sample rate of 250 IJS over intervals of 2 - 3 seconds depending on 
water depth. The delay was adjusted to the water depth (see trigger unit). Data backup was 
performed by writing recorded files on an external USB-Harddisc with 300 GB capacity as well 
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as on DVDs. This type of data management allowed immediate postprocessing of the data, 
which was very important on the cruise for planning purpose and quality control. 
The custom trigger unit used during RN Poseidon Cruise P-342 controls seismic source and 
acquisition systems (Fig. 4.2.1). The unit is set up on an IBM compatible PC with a Windows 
NT 4.0 operating system and includes a real-time controller interface card (SORCUS) with 16 
1/0 channels, synchronized by an internal clock. The unit is connected to an amplifier unit and 
a gun amplifier unit. The PC runs custom software, which allows to define arbitrary 
combinations of trigger signals. The PC was additionally used for logging of GPS-data. 
Based on the water depth different trigger schemes were used during the cruise. When data 
were recorded without delay, one GI-Gun shot was followed by 6 Boomer shots. The total 
trigger period for once cycle was 8 sec. All six Boomer shots were recorded by the Paradigma-
System (see above), but additional 2 of the six shot were recorded by the Mamucs-System. By 
using a delay of 500 ms, one GI-Gun shot was followed by 2 Boomer shots. The total trigger 
period for one cycle was 9 sec. All shots were recorded by the MaMuCS System. For delays ~ 
1000ms no Boomer was shot. The GI-Gun was shot every 8 seconds and recorded by the 
MaMuCS-System. 
For an immediate evaluation of data quality, brute stacks of the GI-Gun data were produced for 
each multichannel seismic line. Processing was done with the Vista software (Seismic Image 
Software Ud) on a Laptop. Usually the field traces 2-4 were chosen for the brute stacks due to 
a good signal to noise ratio of these traces. The data were filtered with a wide bandpass 
(55/110 - 600/800 Hz), corrected for spherical divergence, NMO-corrected and thereafter 
simply summed up. These images were used for preliminary analyses of the seismic data. 
4.2.2. Shipboard Results of acoustic profiling 
Bathymetric data were recorded continuously during the cruise. The swath width of the 
mutlibeam sounder was relatively low due to the shallow water depth on the shelf. No 
systematic mapping was carried out with the multi beam sounder resulting in isolated stripes 
with bathymetric data. Due to the limited use of these data no examples of the multibeam data 
are shown in this report. 
The multichannel seismic and boomer lines were collected to image subsurface structures of 
the Galician shelf and the upper continental slope. In total we collected about 1900 km of 
seismic lines (Figs. 4.2.4 - 4.2.6). The structure of the shelf significantly changes from North to 
South. In the following we present (if available) boomer lines crossing the selected stations for 
coring. Thereafter we show some examples of multichannel seismic lines collected on the shelf 
and the continental slope. 
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Fig. 4.2.4: Location of Seismic Profiles and Stations during Cruise P-342. 
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Fig. 4.2.5: Close up of track chart of the survey area between 42°30'N and 42°45'N. 
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Fig. 4.2.6: Close up of track chart of the survey area between 41°40'N and 41°51'N. 




Boomer profiles collected across the shelf demonstrate the great lateral variability of the shelf 
sediments. The Boomer profiles were the basis for selecting the coring stations. Boomer 
Profile GeoB06-568 (Fig. 4.2.7) shows a typical example of the northern survey area. Core 
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GeoB 11012 was taken west of an outcrop, which sticks up above the surrounding seafloor for 
more than 40 m. The uppermost sedimentary unit west of the outcrop is characterized by a 
transparent acoustic seismic facies. The thickness of this unit is several meters. This unit 
represents the Galician mud belt, which is an elongated body with an extension of 100 km x 10 
km. The base of the mud belt is marked by a continuous distinct high amplitude reflector. A 
very similar pattern is found immediately east of the outcrop. Two additional transparent units 
each -10 m thick were imaged beneath the strong reflector. These units are separated by a 
low amplitude reflector. These two transparent units sit on top of an unconformity. This 
unconformity probably represents the top of a clinoform, which is clearly visible on seismic 
profiles in this area (see Fig. 4.2.21). Thus the Boomer profile clearly shows an up to 20 m 
thick cover on top of the clinoform. The unconformity is coming closer to the surface close to 
the shelf edge, but does not reach the surface. Core GeoB11013 is located at the western 
edge of the mud belt but a very thin sedimentary unit is imaged on top of the mud belt at this 
station (Fig 4.2.7). West of this location the two transparent units beneath the mud belt quickly 
thin out and disappear close to the shelf edge. Core GeoB 11014 was taken close to the shelf 
edge, where the boomer data show a sediment wedge. 
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Fig. 4.2.7: Boomer Profile GeoB06-568 with Stations GeoB11012 to GeoB11014. See Fig. 
4.2.5 for location. 
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Boomer Profile GeoB06-560 (Fig. 4.2.8) gives a typical example of a the area directly south of 
the Rio de Vigo. This profile shows great lateral variability from west to east. The western area 
close to the shelf edge shows an rock outcrop with an irregular surface. East of this outcrop an 
erosional unconformity almost reaches the surface. Steeply inclined reflectors are imaged 
beneath the unconformity. This unconformity is also clearly visible on the seismic data (see 
Fig. 4.2.24). Sediment thickness above the unconformity increases to the east. Several 
transparent units were stacked in the in the surrounding of Stations GeoB 11027 and 
GeoB 11028. East of Stations GeoB 11028 a well stratified sequence is imaged on top of the 
transparent units. Core GeoB 11030 was taken at a location, where the well stratified sequence 
pinches out. Further to the east the sedimentary cover is getting thinner and a high amplitude 
reflector representing the acoustic basement is coming to the sea floor. At the very eastern 
part of the profile two thin transparent units were imaged above the acoustic basement 
reflector. Profile GeoB06-560 (Fig. 4.2.8) nicely illustrates the coring strategy during the cruise. 
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Fig. 4.2.8: Boomer Profile GeoB06-560 with Stations GeoB11027 to GeoB11030. See Fig. 
4.2.4 for location. 
Boomer data are generally available for all coring locations in water depth shallower than 300 
m. Boomer data were only recorded up to 300 m with the Ministreamer. Some Boomer data 
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were collect up to 900 m water depth with the large streamer, but the vertical resolution is 
significantly reduced due to the sampling rate of 250 IJs and horizontal resolution was reduced 
due to a reduced shooting rate. In the following (Figs. 5.2.9 - Figs. 5.2.20) we show all 
available Boomer profiles from North to South, which were collected with the Ministreamer 
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Fig. 4.2.9: Boomer Profile GeoB06-577 with Station GeoB11016. 
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Fig, 4.2.19: Boomer Profile GeoB06-606 with Stations GeoB11038 and GeoB11040. 
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Fig. 4.2.20: Boomer Profile GeoB06-604 with Stations GeoB11 039 and GeoB11 043. 
5.2.2.2 Preliminary Results of Multichannel Seismic Profiling 
The seismic lines allow to image subsurface features on the Galician shelf and the adjacent 
continental slope. Significant differences in the subsurface structure were found over the 
survey area. 
Profile GeoB06-579 (Fig. 4.2.21) is recorded in the northern part of the survey area about 10 
km south of Cap Finisterre. The Profile starts -10 km off the coast and runs -40 km to the 
west crossing the shelf edge and ending on the upper continental slope (the western most part 
of the profile is not shown on Fig. 4.2.21). The water depth at the eastern end of the profile is 
-75 m but suddenly increases to -120 m west of a major rock outcrop. From there on the 
profile gently dips with a slope gradient of -0.10 to the shelf edge, which is found in -180 m 
water depth. Shelf width is -40 km. Several outcrops were identified in the eastern part of the 
profile. The largest outcrop has a diameter of -2 km and a height of almost 40 m above the 
surrounding seafloor. Penetration of the seismic signal between the outcrops is low, though 
some sediment lenses are visible between the outcrops. A thick clinoform is imaged west of 
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the outcrops. The thickness of the clinoform reaches up to -200 ms TWT (Two-Way-
Traveltime). The inclined reflectors show downlap structures on the lower boundary of the 
clinoform. Inclination of the reflectors is in the range of 10 slightly increasing to the shelf edge. 
The reflectors are general characterized by good continuity and a wavy pattern but continuity is 
significantly reduced for the uppermost sediments at the shelf edge. The clinoform seems to 
be overlain by a thin cover (-10 m) of almost horizontally layered sediments though the 
detection of this cover is at the limit of the resolution of the used system. The Boomer data, 
however, clearly show that a thin sedimentary cover is deposited on top of the clinoform (Fig. 
4.2.7). The reflectors beneath the clinofom are clearly truncated by the basal reflector of the 
clinoform. This erosional unconformity suggests major erosive phases during the evolution of 
the shelf. The -40 steep upper continental slope does not show a major sediment cover on the 
seismic data. 
- geob579-











Fig. 4.2.21: Brute stack of Profile GeoB06-579. See Fig. 4.2.4 for location. 
Profiles GeoB06-552 (Fig. 4.2.22) and GeoB06-554 (Fig. 4.2.23) were collected perpendicular 
to Profile GeoB06-579 (Fig. 4.2.21) described above. Profile GeoB06-552 (Fig. 4.5.22) runs 
parallel to the coast in southeast-northwest direction along the inner shelf. This profile is 
characterized by numerous peaks arising up to -50 m above the surrounding seafloor. The 
seismic facies of these peaks is characteristic for rocky outcrops. Seismic penetration is low. 
Some thin (10 m-20 m) thick sediment lenses are visible between the outcrops. These 
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sediment lenses show acoustic transparency indicating relatively homogenous sediments. 
Some weak deeper reflection patches are imaged but they cannot be traced over larger 
distance. 
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Fig. 4.2.22: Brute stack of Profile GeoB06-552. See Fig. 4.2.4 for location. 
Seismic Line GeoB06-554 (Fig. 4.2.23) is collected on the outer shelf in a south-north 
direction. Average water depth is -170 m. The upper part of the profile is characterizes by sub-
parallel continuous reflectors with varying amplitudes. Only the uppermost reflectors at the 
southern end of the profile show a slightly reduced continuity. The unit reaches a maximal 
thickness of 250 ms TWT. This unit is the clinoform already described on Profile GeoB06-579 
(see Fig. 4.2.21). In the central and southern part of the profile this unit terminates with a 
toplap relationship against the seafloor though a closer look at the seismic and the Boomer 
data indicate a thin (-10 m) thick cover on top of the clinoform. The clinoform shows increasing 
thickness to the South, which is partly caused by a divergent reflection pattern. The main 
reason for the increasing thickness, however, are additional younger sediments at the upper 
part of the clinoform, which are absent in the North. The inclination of the reflectors is much 
lower than on Profile GeoB06-579. Therefore the main dip direction for the reflectors is to the 
West, which is consistent with the interpretation of this unit as a clinoform. The base of the 
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clinoform is marked by a continuous very strong reflector. Only some short reflection patches 
were identified beneath the clinoform but they are clearly truncated by the base reflector of the 
clinoform. 
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Fig. 4.2.2.3: Brute stack of Profile GeoB06-554. See Fig. 4.2.4 for location. 
8629 
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While the northern part of the survey area shows a thin sedimentary cover on top of a thick 
prograding sequence, which in turn is underlain by steeply inclined truncated reflectors, a 
different setting is found in the central survey area. Seismic Profile GeoB06-599 (Fig. 4.2.24) 
represents a typical image of the central survey area. The profile is located immediately south 
of the Rio de Vigo and starts -6 km off the coast. From there on it runs for 40 km to the west, 
crosses the shelf edge and ends in -500 m water depth. Water depth at the eastern coastal 
end of the profile is -90m; the shelf edge is in -240 m depth. The shelf gently dips with a slope 
angle of -0.1-0.2° but slightly steepens to -0.3°-0.4° close to the shelf edge. The seismic 
section images two units, which are separated by a very pronounced erosional unconformity. 
The lower unit (Unit 3, see Fig. 4.2.24) consists of steeply inclined reflectors with moderate 
continuity. The reflectors are folded and faulted at some locations. Unit 3 almost reaches up to 
the sea floor at the shelf edge. Munos et al (2003) suggested that Cretaceous rocks are 
present at the shelf edge at some parts of the Galician shelf. Hence Unit 3 might be of 
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Cretaceous age. Unit 1/2 is separated to Unit 3 by an erosional unconformity. Unit 1/2 is 
characterized by relatively weak reflectors showing a moderate continuity. Several 
terminations, especially toplaps, downlaps and on laps can be found in this unit indicating the 
importance of lateral sediment transport in this unit. A subdivision of this unit is probably 
possible but would require a fully processed data set. Profile GoB06-559 (Fig. 4.2.25) crossing 
Profile GeoB06-599 (Fig. 4.2.24) supports a further subdivision of the upper unit, which is the 
reason to name it Unit 1/2. Maximal thickness of this unit is -60m but it is almost absent close 
to the shelf edge as well as close to the coast. The occurrence of possibly Cretaceous 
sediments (Unit 3) directly overlain by a thin younger unit shows, that major erosive phases 
have regularly occurred in the survey area. Sediments which were most likely deposited on the 
shelf during times of sea level high stands were eroded during a following period of sea level 
low stand. 
. geob599· 








Fig. 4.2.24: Brute stack of Profile GeoB06-599. See Fig. 4.2.4 for location. 
Profile GeoB06-559 (Fig. 4.2.25) runs in a North-South direction in the central survey area 
along the outer shelf. This profile can be separated in three units. The lower Unit (Unit 3) 
shows folded and faulted sediments with the same seismic facies as described for Line 
GeoB06-599 (se Fig. 4.2.24). The very pronounced fault in the central part of the profile 
indicates a strong segmentation of the older shelf sediments. Unit 2 is separated from Unit 3 
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by an erosional unconformity. The sediments of Unit 2 are imaged as medium to high 
amplitude reflectors with a relatively good continuity. Faults identified in Unit 3 reach into Unit 
2. The sediments of Unit 2 are also partly folded, especially in the northern part of the profile. 
Unit 1 represents the uppermost sediments characterized by an almost transparent pattern 
though some very weak reflectors are visible. These reflectors onlap the sediments of Unit 2. 
The faults described for Unit 2 and 3 do not reach in the uppermost Unit 1. Unit 1 reaches a 
thickness of almost 50 m in the northern part of the profile but is almost absent in the southern 
part. As Profile GeoB06-599 (described above, see Fig. 4.2.24) crosses Profile GeoB06-559 
(Fig. 4.2.25) in the southern part, Unit 1 and 2 cannot be separated on Line GeoB06-599. Unit 
1 probably represents the Holocene, while the age of Unit 2 is unknown. 
- 559-
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Fig. 4.2.25: Brute stack of Profile GeoB06-559. See Fig. 4.2.4 for location. 
Profile GeoB06-604 shows a typical example of a seismic line in the southern survey area off 
Portugal (Fig. 4.2.26). The profile starts -6 km off the coast at -60 m water depth. Shelf width 
is -40 km; the water depth at the shelf edge is -180 m. The eastern part of the profile is 
characterized by inclined parallel reflectors of general good continuity, which are overlain by a 
very thin unit of parallel horizontally layered reflectors. The units are separated by an erosional 
unconformity. The western part of the profile shows an elevated rough seafloor with almost no 
penetration of the seismic signal. This area is interpreted by Dias et al. (2002) as Mesozoic 
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and Cenozoic outcrops. The outcrops stick -10 m out of the shelf sediments on this profile and 
therefore inhibit the direct export of sediments to the continental slope in the southern survey 
area. The belt of outcrops reaches up to -42°05'N and is an almost continuous feature though 
a small gap exists at -41 °45'N. 
- 604-











Fig. 4.2.26: Brute stack of Profile GeoB06-604. See Fig. 4.2.4 for location. 
Several profiles collected on the shelf were continued to the continental margin in order to 
study the sediment export from the shelf to the continental margin. Profile GeoB06-565 (Fig. 
4.2.27) is an example collected in the central survey area. The shelf edge is in a relatively 
large depth of -375 m. The upper continental slope is extremely steep and reaches slope 
angles of up to 30° in water depths between 500 m and 1000 m. Slump deposits characterized 
by acoustic transparency are imaged at the toe of the steep slope. Other profiles also show 
slump deposits relatively close to the shelf edge (see Fig. 4.2.24). At water depths greater than 
1400 m the slope gradient suddenly decreases and blocks of well stratified sediments can be 
seen on the profile (Fig. 4.2.27). A -70 m deep and -2 km wide channel is found at the 
western end of the profile around shot point 150. We do not know the direction of the channel 
but we speculate that this channel runs in a North-South direction and was probably formed by 
currents. The well stratified blocks on both sides of the channel might represent small 
contouritic bodies. The sediments beneath these bodies show a transparent to chaotic seismic 
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facies. Such a facies is typical for mass wasting deposits and demonstrates the importance of 
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Table 4.2.1: List of Seismic Profiles 
Start End 
Number of Time Latitude Longitude ~ Time Latitude Longitude ~ 
profile Date FFN Date FFN 
north west north west 
GeoS 06- UTC xxo xx. x' xxo xx.x' UTC xxo xx,x' xxo xx. x' 
546 19.8.06 1827 42'10,01 08'58,77 1413 19.8.06 23:17 42'10,00 09'29,96 3710 
547 19.8.06 23:17 42'10,00 09'29,96 3710 19.8.06 23:57 42'12,88 09'29,60 4056 
548 19.8.06 23:57 42'12.88 09'30.00 4014 20.8.06 4:26 42'17.10 09'03.03 6005 
549 20.8.06 16:06 42'14.94 09'04.91 560 20.8.06 1717 42'14.99 08'58.01 1091 
550 20.8.06 17:20 42'15.22 08'58.15 1119 20.8.06 22:45 42'34,99 9'14,995 3573 
551 20.8.06 22:45 42'34,99 9'14,995 3573 21.8.06 0:12 42'45,96 9'14,006 4676 
552 21.8.06 1:12 42'45,96 9'14,006 4676 21.8.06 4:58 42'59,95 09'24,98 6375 
553 21.8.06 4:58 42'59,95 09'24,98 6376 21.8.06 5:25 43'00,00 09'28,32 6575 
554 21.8.06 5:29 42'59,99 09'28,32 6608 21.8.06 8:49 42'43,98 09'28,04 9050 
555 21.8.06 8:53 42'43,88 09'28,27 9118 21.8.06 10:39 42'39,99 09'36,95 11470 
556 21.8.06 10:39 42'39,99 09'36,95 11470 21.806 11:11 42'39,00 09'34,95 12117 
557 21.8.06 11'11 42'39,00 09'34,95 12117 21.8.06 12:48 42'37,98 09'25,05 14235 
558 21.8.06 12:48 42'37,98 09'25,05 14235 21.8.06 17:12 42'20,05 09'12,02 20175 
559 21.8.06 17:12 42'20,05 09'12,02 20175 21.8.06 22:13 41'58,10 09'15,28 26933 
560 21.8.06 22:16 41'57,99 09'15,11 26992 22.806 1:23 41'58,00 08'57,32 31192 
561 22.8.06 1:27 41'58,22 08'57,14 31292 22.8.06 05:00 42'12,20 09'06,46 36086 
562 22.8.06 17:39 42'11,24 09'05,85 45 22.8.06 20:07 42'19,99 09'12.06 3373 
563 22.8.06 20:08 42'20,01 09'12,18 3408 23.8.06 00:42 42'23,61 09'38,01 8068 
564 23.8.06 00:47 42'23,61 09'38,21 8106 23.8.06 01.29 42'26,61 09'38,30 8422 
565 23.8.06 01:33 42'26,76 09'38,03 8451 23.8.06 06:25 42'32,13 09'09,52 13155 
566 23.8.06 15:59 42'35,00 09'10,77 304 23.8.06 21:18 42'35,00 09'44,94 5488 
567 23.8.06 21:21 42'35,11 09'45,02 5509 23.8.06 22:58 42'42,38 09'45,00 6240 
568 23.8.06 23:01 42'42,51 09'44,77 6263 24.8.06 04:54 42'42,49 09'10,46 12781 
569 24.8.06 13:58 42'52,71 09'19,20 692 24.8.06 18:14 42'52,72 09'42,91 6300 
570 24.8.06 18:19 42'54,98 09'42,59 6388 24.8.06 21:09 43'03,97 09'41,01 7635 
571 24.8.06 21'11 43'04,07 09'40,75 7661 25.8.06 0:35 43'06,31 09'20,63 1777 
572 25.8.06 0:38 43'06,17 09'20,65 11857 25.8.06 01:29 43'02,40 09'20,28 13002 
573 25.8.06 01:33 43'02,26 09'20,45 13090 25.8.06 04'16 43'01,61 09'35,92 16789 
574 25.8.06 04:18 43'01,61 09'36.00 16790 25.8.06 05:31 42'56,65 09'35,99 18086 
575 25.8.06 05:31 42'56,65 09'35,99 18087 25.8.06 07:28 42'56,49 09'25,29 20677 
576 25.8.06 07:31 42'56,32 09'25,17 20755 25.8.06 09:01 42'49,11 09'25,05 22774 
577 25.806 09:04 42'48,99 09'24,89 22832 25.8.06 11:07 42'48,98 09'13,37 25587 
578 25.8.06 11'14 42'48,73 09'13,01 25753 25.8.06 11:54 42'46,30 09'12,99 26655 
579 25.8.06 12:01 42'46,17 09'13,40 26815 25.8.06 16:41 42'46,18 09'37,89 33089 
580 25.8.06 16:48 42'45,75 09'38,03 33224 25.8.06 19:53 42'32,09 09'38,01 35091 
581 25.8.06 19:41 42'31,99 09'37,86 35114 25.8.06 20:37 42'32,02 09'32,65 35528 
582 25.8.06 20:41 42'32,24 09'32,57 35559 25.8.06 23:27 42'43.88 09'32,58 38976 
583 25.8.06 23:30 42'44,01 09'32,39 39055 26.8.06 00:11 42'44,47 09'28,42 39982 
584 26.8.06 00:15 42'44,36 09'28,19 40064 26.8.06 01:48 42'37,97 09'24,89 42154 
585 26.8.06 01:51 42'37,97 09'24,89 42220 26.8.06 04:55 42'37,98 09'07,59 46346 
586 26.8.06 18:39 42'45,10 09'33,42 125 26.8.06 19:24 42'41,52 09'33,40 1153 
587 26.8.06 19:27 42'41,49 09'33,18 1221 26.8.06 19:43 42'14,51 09'31,77 1556 
588 26.8.06 19:43 42'14,51 09'31,77 1556 26.8.06 20:30 42'44,49 09'31,22 2618 
589 26.8.06 20:30 42'44,49 09'31,22 2618 26.8.06 21:35 42'38,97 09'30,98 4092 
590 26.8.06 21:35 42'38,97 09'30,98 4092 27.8.06 01:44 42'23,63 09'21,08 9600 
591 27.8.06 01:48 42°23,55 09'20,80 9696 27.8.06 04:59 42'29,64 09'05,90 14000 
592 27.8.06 14.19 42'26,86 09'38,16 18 27.8.06 18:44 42'19,99 10'03,77 2010 
593 27.8.06 18:48 42'19,76 10'03,77 2035 27.8.06 20:57 42'10,89 10'03,75 3000 
594 27.8.06 21:03 42'10,78 10'03,24 3051 28.8.06 03:00 42'10,04 09'29,83 5713 
595 28.8.06 03:00 42'10,04 09'29,83 5714 28.8.06 08:54 42'26,40 09'03,59 13316 
596 28.8.06 15:25 42'09,98 09'22,41 328 28.8.06 19:52 42'10,02 08'58,07 6323 
597 28.8.06 19:57 42'10,31 08'58,00 6452 28.8.06 21:37 42'17,49 08'38,04 8705 
598 28.8.06 21:51 42'17,51 08'59,38 9005 29.8.06 00:37 42'05,17 08'58,03 12751 
599 29.8.06 00:42 42'04,95 08'58,26 12854 29.8.06 05:09 42'04,99 08'23,81 18787 
600 29.8.06 14:03 42'06,28 09'01,47 546 29.8.06 16:16 41'56,82 09'05.79 3541 
601 29.8.06 17:45 41'59,45 09'04,57 3773 30.8.06 00:24 41'30,10 09'03,00 12748 
602 30.8.06 00:27 41'29,26 09'02,73 12812 30.8.06 02:29 42'30,01 08'52,62 15567 
603 30.8.06 02:29 42'30,01 08'52,62 15568 30.8.06 03:09 41'32,99 08'52,55 16494 
604 30.8.06 03:09 41'32,99 08'52,55 16494 30.8.06 7'50 41'33,02 09'19,9 22410 
605 30.8.06 7'50 41'33,02 09'19,9 22410 30.8.06 09:01 41'37,96 09'19,98 22941 
606 30.8.06 09:01 41'37,96 09'19,98 22941 30.8.06 12:57 41'37,96 08'58,10 28142 
607 30.8.06 13:07 41'38,29 08'57,46 28357 30.8.06 14:13 41'42,94 08'57,41 29846 
608 30.8.06 14:19 41'43,08 08'57,98 29960 30.8.06 19:02 41'43,00 09'20,49 36356 
609 30.8.06 19:05 41'43,10 09'20,52 36410 30.8.06 21:22 41'47,96 09'20,97 39497 
610 30.8.06 21:22 41'47,96 09'20,97 39497 31.8.06 02:19 41'48,00 08'57,10 3297 
611 31.8.06 02:19 41'48,00 08'57,10 3298 31.806 03:26 41'53,07 08'57.03 5411 
612 31.8.06 03:26 41'53,07 08'57,03 5412 31.8.06 5:00 41'53,04 09'06,22 7532 
613 31.8.06 18:08 42'17,85 09'11,45 6 1.9.06 00:05 41'53,06 09'05,81 8034 
614 1.9.06 00'17 41'53,03 09'05,86 8314 1.9.06 3:36 41'52,99 09'24,03 12825 
615 1.9.06 3:36 41'52,99 09'24,03 12826 1.9.06 03:50 41'52,04 09'24,15 13109 
616 1.9.06 03:50 41'52,04 09'24,15 13110 1.9.06 05:00 41'51,91 09'17,24 14680 
617 1.9.06 15:59 41'41,99 09'04,85 721 1.9.06 18:35 41'42,47 09'20,02 4226 
618 1.9.06 18:35 41'42,47 09'20,02 4226 1.9.06 19:00 41'44,00 09'19,45 4804 
619 1.9.06 19:00 41'44,00 09'19,45 4804 1.9.06 21:24 41'44,01 09'05,06 8034 
620 1.9.06 21:36 41'44,91 09'05,01 8307 1.9.06 23:54 41'44,99 09'19,82 11424 
621 2.9.06 00:12 41'45,97 09'19,70 11817 2.9.06 02:35 41'46,01 09'04,98 15047 
622 2.9.06 02:49 41'47,00 09'04,99 15387 2.9.06 05:11 41'47,01 09'19,88 18551 
623 2.9.06 13:48 41'30,00 09'00,95 837 2.9.06 16:01 41'30,00 09'14,39 3832 
624 2.9.06 16:01 41'30,00 09'14,39 3833 2.9.06 17'12 41'35,36 09'14,98 5461 
625 2.9.06 17:12 41'35,36 09'14,98 5462 2.9.06 18:52 41'35,50 09'04,05 7689 
626 2.9.06 18:52 41"35,50 09'04,05 7690 2.9.06 22:30 41'49,81 09'13,39 125823 
627 2.9.06 22:33 41'50.00 09'07,11 12668 3.9.06 00:29 41'49,99 09'01,23 15264 
628 3.9.06 00:33 41°50,14 09'00,99 15348 3.9.06 01:37 41'55,00 09'01,00 16792 
629 3.9.06 01:41 41"55,00 09'01,24 16882 3.9.06 05:11 41'55.00 09'22,37 21638 
630 3.9.06 05:14 41'55,12 09'22,42 21673 3.9.06 06:56 41'57,72 09'20,31 22623 
631 3.9.06 16:52 41'47,72 09"19,75 260 3.9.06 21.10 41'49,99 09'43,62 2169 
632 3.9.06 21:10 41'49,99 09'43,62 2169 4.8.06 00:28 41°36,14 09'43,75 3645 
633 4.8.06 00:32 41'35,48 09'43,48 3680 4.8.06 05:57 41"34,89 09'12,36 6108 
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4.3 Sedimentology 
(V. Bender, S. Bujan, T. Hanebuth, B. Kockisch, H. Lantzsch, A. Mena Rodriguez) 
4.3.1 Sediment Sampling Strategy 
The cruise has covered different modern and ancient environmental settings. The modern 
environments include generally fine-grained deposits from the modern mud belt as well as 
from the lower portions of the continental slope; commonly coarse-grained deposits from the 
inner and outer shelf zones. Ancient environments comprise laterally shifted mud depocenters 
as well as extremely coarse-grained or over-consolidated deposits such as terrestrial, coastal 
or open shelf facies, including paleo-shorelines and tempestites. 
Therefore, we have used the Giant Box Corer (Grof3kastengreifer) for sampling of surficial 
seafloor sediments and the Vibrocorer (Vibr%t) and Gravity Corer (Schwere/ot) for deeper 
sediment penetration. In the following the different sampling strategies are briefly presented, 
the individual core descriptions are shown and a preliminary discussion of the first results is 
given. 
10~OO'W g030'W 9~OO'W 
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km 
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Fig. 4.3.1: Locations of cruise stations. 
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Tab. 4.3.1: List of all cruise stations 
GeoB Date Equip- Time Coordinates Water Recovery 
Sea 
No. 2006 ment floor Latitude Longitude Depth (m) 
(UTC) (m) 
11001-1 20.08.2006 06:09 42°14'59,6"N 9°04 '60,0"W 136 empty 
11001-2 20.08.2006 06:31 42° 14 '59,6"N 9°04'60,0"W 136 
11001-3 20.08.2006 VC-5 08: 10 42° 15'00, I "N 9°05'00,6"W 136 1,14 
11002-1 22.08.2006 06:14 42°09'59,7"N 8°59'24,4"W III 
11002-2 22.08.2006 GC-3 06:35 42° I 0'00,6"N 8°59'24,9"W III 2,52 
11002-3 22.08.2006 VC-5 07:20 42°10'00,1 "N 8°59'24,6"W III 4,39 
11003-1 22.08.2006 08:23 42°09'59,9"N 9°02'23,9"W 129 empty 
11003-2 22.08.2006 08:41 42°09'59,9"N 9°02'23,9"W 129 
11003-3 22.08.2006 VC-5 09:08 42° I 0'00,6"N 9°02'24,5"W 129 4,54 
11004-1 22.08.2006 10:05 42°09'59,9"N 9°06'17,4"W 141 
11004-2 22.08.2006 VC-5 10:37 42° 1 0'00,3 "N 9°06'17,5"W 141 3,5 
11005-1 22.08.2006 II :46 42° 1 0'00,1 "N 9°10'51,1 "W 161 
11005-2 22.08.2006 VC-5 12:10 42°10'00,2"N 9°10'50,1 "W 161 3,21 
11006-1 22.08.2006 13:57 42° 1 O'OO,O"N 9°20'01,2"W 234 
11006-2 22.08.2006 GC-3 14:27 42° 1 0'00,6"N 9°20'01,4"W 235 0 
11006-3 28.08.2006 GC-3 14:22 42°10'00,1 "N 9° 19'57,8"W 231 0 
11006-4 28.08.2006 GC-3 14:40 42°10'01,7"N 9°20'01,9"W 232 0 
11007-1 22.08.2006 15:34 42°09'59,2"N 9° 13 '49,3"W 184 
11007-2 22.08.2006 GC-6 16:00 42°09'59,5"N 9°13'49,2"W 183 3,2 
11008-1 23.08.2006 08: 11 42°21 '30,0"N 9°12'58,3"W 157 
11008-2 23.08.2006 VC-5 08:39 42°21 '29,4 "N 9° 13 '00, I"W 157 3,77 
11009-1 23.08.2006 10:10 42°25'29,4"N 9°15'59,4"W 166 
11009-2 23.08.2006 VC-5 10:42 42°25'29,4"N 9° 16'00,0"W 166 1,67 
11009-3 28.08.2006 VC-5 10:41 42°25'29,8"N 9° 15' 59,8"W 165 2,17 
11010-1 23.08.2006 12:19 42°25'00,1 "N 9°06'29,3"W 118 
11010-2 23.08.2006 VC-5 12:46 42°25'00,0"N 9°06'28,6"W 119 4,2 
11011-1 23.08.2006 14:25 42°31 '38, I "N 9°12'07,9"W lOO 
11011-2 23.08.2006 VC-5 14:50 42°31 '38,1"N 9°12'07,9"W 100 4,85 
11012-1 24.08.2006 06:06 42°42'30,8"N 9°15'57,6"W 119 
11012-2 24.08.2006 VC-5 06:31 42°42'29,4"N 9° 16'00,2"W 119 4,33 
11013-1 24.08.2006 07:23 42°42 '28,6"N 9°21 '09,2"W 130 
11013-2 24.08.2006 VC-5 07:50 42°42 '29,4 "N 9°21 '07,0"W 129 4,3 
11014-1 24.08.2006 09:08 42°42 '29,5"N 9°21'40,1 "w 153 
11014-2 24.08.2006 VC-5 09:28 42°42'29,7"N 9°21'39,0"W 153 4,5 
11015-1 24.08.2006 10:30 42°46' 1 0,8"N 9°21'59,0"W 158 
11015-2 24.08.2006 VC-5 10:50 42°46' 11 ,O"N 9°21'58,1 "W 159 4,95 
11016-1 24.08.2006 12: 13 42°48'60,0"N 9°21 '00, 1 "w 132 
11016-2 24.08.2006 VC-5 12:31 42°49'00,0"N 9°20'59,9"W 132 4,56 
11017-1 26.08.2006 06:18 42°31' 10,4 "N 9°14'40,4"W 120 
11017-2 26.08.2006 VC-5 06:39 42°31' 10,5"N 9°14'40,4"W 120 4,85 
11018-1 26.08.2006 07:24 42°30'54,3"N 9°16'06,5"W 124 
110 18- 27.08.2006 VC-5 06:35 42°30'54,6"N 9° 16'04,8"W 125 4 
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Time Coordinates 
Sea Water 
GeoB Date Equip floor Depth Recovery 
No. 2006 ment (UTC) Latitude Longitude (m) (m) 
11019-1 26.08.2006 08:00 42°30'28,8"N 9°18' 18,0"W 147 
11019-2 27.08.2006 VC-S 07:4S 42°30'28,4"N 9° 18' 16,2"W 149 4,49 
11020-1 26.08.2006 08:27 42°30'23,0' 'N 9°18'SS,2"W IS4 
1\020-2 27.08.2006 VC-S 09:17 42°30'22,7"N 9°18'S2,S"W IS4 3,92 
11021-1 26.08.2006 09:37 42°29'08,S"N 9°2S'31,S"W 484 
11021-2 26.08.2006 GC-3 10:OS 42°29'07,8' 'N 9°25'32,6"W 487 0 
11022-1 26.08.2006 11:24 42°34'S9,6"N 9°2S'17,2"W 289 
11022-2 26.08.2006 GC-3 11:41 42°34'S9,2"N 9°25' 17,6"W 292 0,32 
11023-1 26.08.2006 13:26 42°42'29,7"N 9°33 '25,9"W 405 
11023-2 26.08.2006 GC-3 13:45 42°42'30,3"N 9°33 '2S,3"W 403 0,28 
11024-1 26.08.2006 15:35 42°41' 46,8"N 9°45'37,2"W 1831 
11024-2 26.08.2006 GC-6 16:40 42°41 '46,4"N 9°4S '00, I "w 1823 1,1 
1102S-1 27.08.2006 II :28 42°38'03,8"N 9°21'18,8"W 131 
11025-2 27.08.2006 VC-S II :45 42°38'03,9' 'N 9°21 '18,6"W 131 
11026-1 28.08.2006 12:12 42°21 '37,2"N 9°24' 32,9"W 340 bended 
1\027-1 29.08.2006 07:00 41°5T59,8"N 9°10'37,4"W 137 
11027-2 29.08.2006 VC-5 07:20 41°5TS9,9"N 9° I 0'34,9"W 136 4,55 
11028-1 29.08.2006 08: 18 41 °58 '00, I "N 9°05 '32,2"W 127 
11028-2 29.08.2006 VC-5 08:35 41°5TS9,9"N 9°0S'29,6"W 127 4,S2 
11029-1 29.08.2006 09:20 41°STS9,8"N 9°02'4S,2"W liS 
11029-2 29.08.2006 VC-S 09:36 41°STS9,9"N 9°02'42,3"W 114 4,9 
11030-1 29.08.2006 11:0S 4 JOSTS9,8"N 8°S9'23,9"W 94 
11030-2 29.08.2006 VC-S II :23 41°S8'00,0"N 8°S9'24, I "W 94 4,4 
11031-1 31.08.2006 06:48 42°0S'02,6' 'N 9°09'27,1 "W 149 
11031-2 31.08.2006 VC-S 7 :07 42°0S'04,0' 'N 9°09 '2S,4"W 149 0 
11031-3 03.09.2006 VC-S 09:40 42°05'04,3 "N 9°09'2S,3 "w 148 1,98 
11032-1 31.08.2006 08:03 42°0S'OS,S"N 9°14'42,9"W 166 
11033-1 31.08.2006 10:33 42°10'11,1 "N 9°33' SO,3"W 1873 
11033-2 31.08.2006 GC-6 11:23 42°10'II,S"N 9°33 '49,7"W 1874 S,21 
11034-1 31.08.2006 GC-6 13: 13 42°10' 10,3"N 9°38'28, I"W 1983 4,72 
11034-1 31.08.2006 13: 13 42° I 0' 10,3' 'N 9°38'28,1 "w 1983 
1103S-1 31.08.2006 GC-6 14:31 42° I 0' 17,8"N 9°39'28,0"W 204S S,OS 
1103S-1 31.08.2006 14:31 42° I 0' 17,8"N 9°39'28,0"W 204S 
11036-1 01.09.2006 06:20 41°48'04,2"N 9°11 '16,2"W 12S 
11036-2 01.09.2006 VC-S 06:46 41°48'03,0"N 9° II ' 15,0"W 12S 3,36 
11037-1 01.09.2006 08:S2 41°43'10,2"N 8°S8'47,8"W 80 
11037-2 01.09.2006 VC-5 09: IS 41 °43 '09,0"N 8°S8'48,0"W 80 2,7 
11038-1 01.09.2006 10:42 41°38'03,6"N 8°S8'26,4 "W 78 
11038-2 01.09.2006 VC-S 10:S9 41°38'03,0"N 8°S8'27,0"W 78 4,SS 
11039-1 01.09.2006 12:29 41°33'03,6"N 9°04'39,6"W 99 
11039-2 01.09.2006 VC-5 12:S3 41°33'03,7"N 9°04 '38,9"W 99 4,41 
11039-3 04.09.2006 GC-6 07:31 4 J033 'OS,9"N 9°04 '38,3 "W 99 2,09 
11040-1 01.09.2006 14:IS 41°38'04,2"N 9°04 '03,O"W 99 
11040-2 01.09.2006 VC-S 14:33 41°38'04,4"N 9°04 '02,4"W 98 4,92 
11041-1 02.09.2006 07:29 41°38'04,7"N 9°00'38,3 "W 93 
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Time Coordinates 
Sea Water 
GeoB Date Equip floor Depth Recovery 
No. 2006 ment (UTC) Latitude Longitude (m) (m) 
11041-2 02.09.2006 VC-5 07:48 41°48'04,9"N 9°00'36,6"W 93 4,79 
11042-1 02.09.2006 08:55 41 °43 '03,0"N 9°0 1'08,4 "W 95 
11042-2 02.09.2006 VC-5 09: 13 41 °43 '03,7"N 9°0 1'07,2"W 96 4,51 
11043-1 02.09.2006 11:14 41 °33 '05,2 "N 9°00'02,9"W 84 
11043-2 02.09.2006 VC-5 11:30 41 °33 '05,6"N 9°00'03,2"W 84 4,51 
11044-1 03.09.2006 11:59 41 °53 '05,7"N 9°09'41,T'W 126 
11045-1 03.09.2006 13:31 41°45'02,1 "N 9° 13 '51 ,3 "W 129 
11046-1 03.09.2006 14:11 41°44'03,8"N 9° 15'27,3"W 142 
4.3.2 Seabed Sampling with the Giant Box Corer 
The Giant Box Corer has an edge length of 50 cm and a maximum sea bed penetration depth 
of 50 cm. This corer was applied as first tool on all of the stations to provide an amount of 
surface material sufficiently enough for the different involved research groups. As well, the 
decision which type of corer should be used subsequently was made on this first impression to 
receive cored material in best-possible quality later on. 
After arriving on deck, the over-standing water was removed and the sediment surface was 
documented by a brief description and photography. Then, liners were pressed in and surfaces 
samples were taken. Finally, the front wall was opened and the downcore profile was 
described, photographed and sampled. 
The original Giant Box Core descriptions are attached in the Appendix. 
Tab. 4.2.3: List of GIANT BOX CORER stations. 
GeoB Date UTC Coordinates Water 
Seafloor depth 
Latitude Longitude (m) Recovery & Sampling Remarks 
11001-1 20.08.2006 06:09 42° 14'59,6"N 9°04'60,0"W 136 empty 
11001-2 20.08.2006 06:31 42°14'59,6"N 9°04'60,0"W 136 34cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11002-1 22.08.2006 06: 14 42°09'59,T'N 8°59'24,4 "w III 32 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11003-1 22.08.2006 08:23 42°09'59,9"N 9°02'23,9"W 129 empty 
11003-2 22.08.2006 08:41 42°09'59,9"N 9°02 '23 ,9"W 129 41 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface 
11004-1 22.08.2006 10:05 42°09'59,9"N 9°06' 17,4"W 141 34 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface 
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11005-1 22.08.2006 1l:46 42°10'00,1 "N 9°10'51,1 "W 161 23 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface 
11006-1 22.08.2006 13:57 42° I O'OO,O"N 9°20'01,2"W 234 26 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface, 
pore water 
11007-1 22.08.2006 15:34 42°09'59,2 "N 9°13'49,3"W 184 25 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface 
11008-1 23.08.2006 08:11 42°21 '30,0"N 9°12'58,3"W 157 28 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface, 
pore water 
11009-1 23.08.2006 10:10 42°25'29,4"N 9°15'59,4"W 166 34 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface, 
pore water 
11010-1 23.08.2006 12:19 42°25'00, I "N 9°06'29,3 "W 118 40 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface, 
pore water 
11011-1 23.08.2006 14:25 42°31 '38, I "N 9°12'07,9"W 100 25 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11012-1 24.08.2006 06:06 42°42 '30,8 "N 9°15'57,6"W 119 39 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11013-1 24.08.2006 07:23 42°42'28,6' 'N 9°21 '09,2 "W 130 31 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface 
11014-1 24.08.2006 09:08 42°42'29,5"N 9°27'40,1 "w 153 32 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11015-1 24.08.2006 10:30 42°46'10,8"N 9°27'59,0"W 158 37 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface 
11016-1 24.08.2006 12: 13 42°48'60,0"N 9°21 '00, I "W 132 26 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface, 
pore water 
11017-1 26.08.2006 06:18 42°31' 1 0,4 "N 9°14'40,4"W 120 27 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface 
11018-1 26.08.2006 07:24 42°30'54,3 "N 9° 16'06,5"W 124 21 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface, 
pore water 
11019-1 26.08.2006 08:00 42°30'28,8"N 9°18'18,0"W 147 28 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface 
11020-1 26.08.2006 08:27 42°30'23,0"N 9°18'55,2"W 154 29 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface 
11021-1 26.08.2006 09:37 42°29'08,5"N 9°25'31,5"W 484 30 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11022-1 26.08.2006 11:24 42°34'59,6"N 9°25' 17,2 "W 289 38 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11023-1 26.08.2006 13:26 42°42'29,7"N 9°33'25,9"W 405 33 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11024-1 26.08.2006 15:35 42°41' 46,8 "N 9°45'37,2"W 1831 32 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11025-1 27.08.2006 11:28 42°38'03,8"N 9°21 '18,8"W 131 33 cm, 3xL, 3xSurface 
11026-1 28.08.2006 12:12 42°21 '37,2"N 9°24'32,9"W 340 GBe bended 
11027-1 29.08.2006 07:00 41°57'59,8"N 9°10'37,4"W 137 27 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11028-1 29.08.2006 08:18 41°58'00,1 "N 9°05'32,2"W 127 44 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
11029-1 29.08.2006 09:20 41°57'59,8"N 9°02'45,2"W 115 38 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface 
11030-1 29.08.2006 11:05 41°57'59,8"N 8°59'23,9' 'w 94 30cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11031-1 31.08.2006 06:48 42°05 '02,6"N 9°09'27,1 "W 149 29cm, 3xL, 3xSurface 
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11032-1 31.08.2006 08:03 42°05'05,5"N 9°14'42,9"W 166 26cm, 3xL, 2xSurface 
11033-1 31.08.2006 10:33 42°10'11,I"N 9°33'50,3"W 1873 32cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11034-1 31.08.2006 13: 13 42° I 0' 10,3 "N 9°38'28,1 "W 1983 34 cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11035-1 31.08.2006 14:31 42°10'17,8"N 9°39 '28,0"W 2045 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11036-1 01.09.2006 06:20 41°48'04,2"N 9°11' 16,2"W 125 22cm, 3xL, 2xSurface 
11037-1 01.09.2006 08:52 41 °43' 1O,2"N 8°58'47,8"W 80 18cm, 4xL, 3xSurface, 
11038-1 01.09.2006 10:42 41°38'03,6"N 8°58 '26,4' 'W 78 28cm, 3xL, 2xSurface, 
11039-1 01.09.2006 12:29 41 °33 '03,6"N 9°04 '39,6"W 99 42cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11040-1 01.09.2006 14:15 41°38'04,2"N 9°04 '03,0"W 99 24cm, 4xL, 3xSurface, 
11041-1 02.09.2006 07:29 41°38'04,7"N 9°00'38,3 "W 93 33cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11042-1 02.09.2006 08:55 41 °43 '03,0"N 9°0 1'08,4 "W 95 36cm, 4xL, 4xSurface, 
pore water 
11043-1 02.09.2006 11: 14 41°33'05,2"N 9°00'02,9"W 84 23cm, 4xL, 3xSurface, 
11044-1 03.09.2006 11:59 41°53'05,7"N 9°09'41,7"W 126 26cm, 3xL. 2xSurface, 
11045-1 03.09.2006 13:31 41 °45 '02, I "N 9°13'51,3"W 129 17cl11, 3xL, 2xSurface, 
11046-1 03.09.2006 14:11 41°44'03,8"N 9°15'27,3"W 142 20cm, 3xL, 2xSurface, 
Generally, the following standard scheme was applied for Giant Box Corer sampling, 
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a 00 
b c [TI 
er 
I • 
a Paleoceanography 10x 10 (+ 4° C cooled) 
b Forams 10 x 10 + Bengal Rose (for F. Abrantes) 
c Forams 10 x 10 + Bengal Rose (for F. Abrantes) 
d Sedimentology (S. Bujan) 
e Pore water via Rhizones 50 ml (F. Schmidt) 
1 a Core description, radiography 
1 b Sedimentology (S. Bujan) 
2 GeoB archive 
3 Organics (deep freezer) 
4 Micropaleontology (for F. Abrantes) 
5 Pore water sampling (F. Schmidt) 
Fig. 4.3.2: Sampling scheme for Giant Box Cores. 
4.3.3 Sampling with Vibrocorer and Gravity Corer 
During the cruise P-342, 43 sediment cores from 46 stations were recovered using the 
Vibrocorer VC-5, and the Gravity Corers GC-6 and GC-3 (Tab 4.3.1). 
A Vibrocorer of the make VKG-6 (Schmidt, Rostock) was of essential use during this cruise to 
obtain subbottom samples from this storm-dominated shelf to retrieve coarse-grained material 
or fine-grained sediment with interbedded coarse layers, e.g. pal eo-coastal deposits, thick 
shell horizons or paleosols. The Vibrocorer has a maximum core length of 500 cm and a 
diameter of 10 cm. With the 200-m long electricity cable, which is run parallel to the wire by 
hand, coring in a maximum water depth of 180 m was possible during calm wave conditions. 
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Fig. 4.3.3: The Vibrocorer in action. 
Once a core was on deck, its plastic liners were cut into 1 m segments, closed with caps and 
labeled according the scheme generally applied to GeoB cores. After cutting the segments into 
work and archive halfs, the archive half was described, photographed and the physical 
properties were measured. Geochemical samples were taken from the work half part of some 
cores in intervals of 20 cm. A number of cores was opened in the Faculty of Geosciences, 
Bremen, for the first time due to the dense time schedule and room limitations on board. 
A Gravity Corer with a top weight of 1.5 tons was in use only when either the water depth has 
exceeded the Vibrocorer limit, i.e. 180 m, or in fine and soft sediments such as in the mud 
belts and at the lower continental slope. Two lengths were available: a 3-m long tool for 
coarser seafloor material and a 6-m long tool for fine-and-soft sediment coring. 
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Tab. 4.3.4: List of VIBROCORER and GRAVITY CORER stations. 
Coordinates Water 
UTC 
Date Dept Recovery 
GeoB Corer Sea Remarks 
2006 Latitude Longitude h (m) 
floor 
(m) 
11001-3 20.08. VC-5 8:10 42°15'00,1 "N 9°05'00,6"W 136 1,14 see core 
description 
11002-2 22.08. GC-3 6:35 42°10'00,6"N 8°59'24,9"W 111 2,52 
11002-3 22.08. VC-5 7:20 42°10'00,1 "N 8°59'24,6"W 111 4,39 
11003-3 22.08. VC-5 9:08 42° 1 0'00,6"N 9°02'24,5"W 129 4,54 see core 
description 
11004-2 22.08. VC-5 10:37 42°10'00,3"N 9°06'17,5"W 141 3,50 
11005-2 22.08. VC-5 12:10 42°10'00,2"N 9°10'50,1 "w 161 3,21 
11006-2 22.08. GC-3 14:27 42°10'00,6"N 9°20'01,4"W 235 - empty 
11006-3 28.08. GC-3 14:22 42°10'00,1 "N 9°19'57,8"W 231 - empty 
11006-4 28.08. GC-3 14:40 42°10'01,7"N 9°20'01,9"W 232 - empty 
11007-2 22.08. GC-6 16:00 42°09'59,5"N 9°13'49,2"W 183 3,20 
11008-2 23.08. VC-5 8:39 42°21 '29,4"N 9°13'00,1 "w 157 3,77 
11009-2 23.08. VC-5 10:42 42°25'29,4"N 9°16'00,0"W 166 1,40 
11009-3 28.08. VC-5 10:41 42°25'29,8"N 9° 15'59,8"W 165 2,17 
11010-2 23.08. VC-5 12:46 42°25'00,0"N 9°06'28,6"W 119 4,20 
11011-2 23.08. VC-5 14:50 42°31'38,7"N 9°12'07,9"W 100 4,85 
11012-2 24.08. VC-5 6:31 42°42'29,4"N 9°16'00,2"W 119 4,33 
11013-2 24.08. VC-5 7:50 42°42'29,4"N 9°21 '07,0"W 129 4,30 
11014-2 24.08. VC-5 9:28 42°42'29,7"N 9°27'39,0"W 153 4,50 
11015-2 24.08. VC-5 10:50 42°46'11,0"N 9°27'58,1 "w 159 4,95 see core 
description 
11016-2 24.08. VC-5 12:31 42°49'00,0"N 9°20'59,9"W 132 4,56 see core 
description 
11017-2 26.08. VC-5 6:39 42°31'10,5"N 9°14'40,4"W 120 4,85 
11018-2 27.08. VC-5 6:35 42°30'54,6"N 9°16'04,8"W 125 4,00 
11019-2 27.08. VC-5 7:45 42°30'28,4"N 9°18'16,2"W 149 4,49 
11020-2 27.08. VC-5 9:17 42°30'22,7"N 9°18'52,5"W 154 
11021-2 26.08. GC-3 10:05 42°29'07,8"N 9°25'32,6"W 487 - empty 
11022-2 26.08. GC-3 11 :41 42°34'59,2"N 9°25'17,6"W 292 0,32 see core 
description 
11023-2 26.08. GC-3 13:45 42°42'30,3"N 9°33'25,3"W 403 
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11024-2 26.08. GC-6 16:40 42°41 '46,4"N 9°45'00,1 "w 1823 1,10 
11025-2 27.08. VC-5 11 :50 42°38'03,9"N 9°21'17,T'W 131 
11027-2 29.08. VC-5 7:20 41°57'59,9"N 9° 1 0'34, 9"W 136 4,55 
11028-2 29.08. VC-5 8:35 41°57'59,9"N 9°05'29,6"W 127 4,52 
11029-2 29.08. VC-5 9:36 41°57'59,9"N 9°02'42,3"W 114 4,90 
11030-2 29.08. VC-5 11 :23 41°58'00,0"N 8°59'24,1 "w 94 4,40 
11031-2 31.08. VC-5 7:07 42°05'04,0"N 9°09'25,4"W 149 - empty 
11033-2 31.08. GC-6 11 :23 42°10'11,5"N 9°33'49,?"W 1,874 5,21 
11034-1 31.08. GC-6 13:13 42°10'10,3"N 9°38'28,1 "W 1,983 4,72 
11035-1 31.08. GC-6 14:35 42°10'17,8"N 9°39'28,0"W 2,045 5,05 
11036-2 01.09. VC-5 06:46 41 ° 48'03,0"N 9°11 '15,0"W 125 3,36 
11037-2 01.09. VC-5 09:15 41°43'09,0"N 8°58'48,0"W 80 2,7 
11038-2 01.09. VC-5 10:59 41°38'03,0"N 8°58'27,0"W 78 4,55 
11039-2 01.09. VC-5 12:53 41 °33'03, 7"N 9°04'38,9"W 99 4,41 
11039-3 04.09. GC-6 07:31 41°33'05,9"N 9°04'38,3"W 99 2,09 
11040-2 01.09. VC-5 14:33 41°38'04,4"N 9°04'02,4"W 98 4,92 
11041-2 02.09. VC-5 07:48 41°48'04,9"N 9°00'36,6"W 93 4,79 
11042-2 02.09. VC-5 09:13 41°43'03,T'N 9°01 '07,2"W 96 4,51 
11043-2 02.09. VC-5 11 :30 41°33'05,6"N 9°00'03,2"W 84 4,51 
For a better understanding and reproduction of the motivation why an individual core location 
was chosen, the following list summarizes i) a brief description of the local conditions based on 
Boomer data, and ii) refers to the special characteristics we have expected from that place. It 
should be mentioned that a core has penetrated strata beneath the surficial sediment unit 














































RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
Position selected 
Test station at the margin of mud belt 
central mud belt position, two layered internal structure 
marginal mud belt position, double-layer pinching out 
thin and patchy surficial sediment sheet with strong foresets below 
Limit-of-VC position, thick deltaic wedge below very thin surficial sediment sheet 
foresets structures in older sediment wedge without young sediment sheet 
thinning of older sediment wedge (seismic), thin young sediment sheet disconnected from modern mud belt 
outer shelf position 
outer shelf position 
inner shelf position 
center of "inner mud belt" 
center of mud belt 
thin surficial sediment sheet in marginal position of "mud belt", constructed of two horizons, upper one very thin 
local tiny sediment patch at the shelf edge, thick shelf-break sediment wedge beneath 
outer shelf position 
marginal mud belt 
mud belt at relatively thin position + internal reflector 
center of "outer mud belt" 
very marginal to the "outer (older) mud belt" 
pure outer shelf with older strata on surface 
small sediment pocket on deeper part of shelf break 
blank seafloor on inner part of shelf break 
blank seafloor on deeper part of shelf break 
"slide mass" at the lower slope 
blank seafloor on the uppermost continental slope 
older sediment wedge (as extend of local sediment wedge) close to the rock barriere 
out-pinching of modern mud belt and thin older sediment wedge beneath, sedimentary "basement" at the base? 
central mud belt position, layered internal structure 
innermost part of modern mud belt, local older sediment wedge on rocky elevation beneath 
mid-shelf position, older sediment wedge 
outer-shelf position, older sediment wedge with deeper internal horizons 
stratified sediment body at slope as "slide mass"? 
stratified deep-sea sediments from a moat's levee 
stratified deep-sea sediments from open slope plain 
at the marginal part of an older sediment wedge with internal strata, stopped by the rock barriere 
blank seafloor (gravel) between rock outcrops on landside and modern mud patch on seaside 
marginal of modern mud patch with two internal horizons, older sediment wedge beneath 
marginal part of older sediment wedge, trapped by rock barriere, steeply declining old strata beneath 
thin isolated/local younger sediment sheet on the outer shelf, older sediment wedge beneath with dipping strata 
at marginal out-pinching seaside of modern mud belt 
at marginal out-pinching landward side of modern? mud belt with two to three internal horizons 














































RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
Reason for selection 
N of Profile C transition of mud belt to open shelf conditions 
Profile C development of mud belt and internal stratification 
Profile C marginal transition of mud belt and internal stratification 
Profile C extend of modern mud belt or abandon sediment patch? 
Profile C the sediment wedge beneath the modern mud belt 
Profile C the sediment wedge beneath the modern mud belt 
Profile C looks like an abandon mud belt 
intermediate position between profiles to trace the sediment path 
intermediate position between profiles to trace the sediment path 
intermediate position between profiles to trace the sediment path 
Profile B difference of inner and outer parts of mud belt 
Profile A development of mud belt 
Profile A internal stratification of mud belt 
Profile A modern or abondon sediment sheet? 
northernmost position to trace the export path 
northernmost position to trace the export path 
Profile B mud belt extend + internal stratification 
Profile B difference of inner and outer parts of mud belt 
transition from mud belt to open-shelf conditions + transect from inner to outer shelf 
Profile B conditions 
Profile B outer-shelf conditions + transect from inner to outer shelf conditions 
Profile B is there modern sedimentation? 
is there modern sedimentation? 
Profile A is there modern sedimentation? 
final sink of exported sediments 
intermediate position on outer shelf to trace the sediment transport path 
is there modern sedimentation? 
Profile D development and relation of two thin sediment bodies 
Profile D development and relation of two thin sediment bodies 
Profile D development and relation of two thin sediment bodies 
Profile D development and relation of two thin sediment bodies 
intermediate position to trace the lateral sediment distribution 
intermediate position to trace the lateral sediment distribution 
reference record + slope instability? 
reference record from moat or deep acting as sediment pocket? 
reference record from "sediment drift body" 
suggested transport (export) route of sediments around the northern edge of the rock 
barrier 
what characterizes the seafloor (in terms of transport processes) landward of the 
modern mud belt? 
development of southern end of mud belt and internal stratification 
influence of rock barriere on sedimentation 
difference of isolated sediment patches from the modern mud belt facies 
intermediate position to trace the lateral sediment distribution within the mud belt + 
internal stratification 
transition of mud belt to inner-shelf conditions + internal stratification 
southern development of mud belt + impreSSion of deeper sediment wedge 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
Vibrocore and Gravity Core descriptions: 
§trl!t;ll,1n:!§ 
S weak bloturbation 
SS moderate bioturbation 
SSS strong bioturbation 
quatiz grains 
.. rockirock fragment 
, fining-upwards 
.. concretion 
• organic!monosulfide spot 
burrow/open worm tube 
bone 
,+- rootfplant debris 
, • gastropod 
bivalve 
~ shell fragments 
,-"",,,", aligned bivalve (concave/convex upward) 
<> complete bivalve 
scaphopod 
coral 

























RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11001-3vc Date: 20.08.06 Pos: 42
c 15'OO"N 9 D05'OO"W 
Water depth: 136 m Core length: 114 cm 
(0··1 cm:) -------ViI~\i(r8rk grr::-yish 5;:o\~n- n~tidd;'-nnr; ia-n(f,--sorne~~in-8-dTum sandy--partIL!es 
1·-25 crn: very dark greyish brow:"! fine sandy mud, homo£\enous. modorate b!oturbation. 
25-57 ern: 
57-84 ern: 
vBry dark greyish bfm~,f!') muddy fine ::>i:lnd. shell fragment6 «1A7 mm in SI7.e, !m~re':)sBd content from 
50~5l ern), slflqlEJ bone {30 rnnl In size); modmate bioturbation. 
oiive tm)it~r) to pale yei1o\.\< shell fra[!rn laYf:l:(', poody sorted «1 mm up to 30 rnrn if) SI1.H) Pi:1tUy '.\'1::11 
rounded (especially Ulicker fragm.). fine sand}' !TI3trix, somA poorly sorted lithoc!asts. 
b!acK. compacted/stiff mica-bearing fine sBnd, burrows partly filietl With shell fraglTl. «1 .. 5mm), 
rnuddy dusts In C811ain horizons, olive patch {15 mm) \~Jltn black cdntra! part at 98 cm (root?), 
iighter cOloured from B4 t.o 85 cm {2,5Y6f4, iight yeUo\>vish hrown}; moderate biotl1fbatlol:. 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
I GeoS 11001-03 
Reflectance [0-255] Red / Blue Ratio Susceptibility [10-6 SI] 
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RlVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11002-2GC Date: 22.0S.06 Pas: 42 c 10'OO"N S"59'25"W Water depth: 111 rn Core length: 252 cm 






33··f.H)cm Vl'::ry d,-~(k gn::!)l soft silt, contains miCEI, $on~e single bivalve shdJs Bod fmgmE!nts: moderate 
bioturbal!on: upper boundary biDiurbat8d, 
very dark grey soH sue below 108 cm fine sanrL single small bivalve ~:;11811s. several open worm 
tubes. moderate biotufbation. 
151-19'1 cm: light oiivB l7J'O'.Nr'I pure clay; rnod!:!rate bJotl1mation; -upper bouflcaS-J bioturbated. 
191 A 252. cm: Ught oiive hrown homngeflBous fine gand. slir;hHy muddy Ht the top, ciayey tmlDw 233 cm, some 
shell fr3gml:lnts and s:ngie gastropod at 235 cm; moderate hioturbation: t;pper boundaty 
bloturtm.ted. 
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I GeoS 11002-02 
Reflectance [0-255] Red / Blue Ratio Susceptibility [10-6 SI] 
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R/VPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11002-3vc Date: 22.03.06 Pas: 42
C 10'OO"N g"59'25"W 






~ ,. D·-:155-C!n~·- ~~'d3rk--£li'ey--tc: 11ghf Yf:~nO\AJ!sh'~brO\\ln-sHtyfme san~1 t!}n~lUd (gr.]Cfi.l[iHYTnc·l:ea-S1nlfoluc content 
downcore): some (ltSpCI'S(Jd ~118i! fragrne:'!ts; conta;ns mica ~lnd almost no black minerals, sin!;.!!c 
gastropod ot -1! ern {B rnm in size}. abundant gastropods {Twitetta} at 42-4B Cl'n: gradual calor 
change to Hght yellowish brown omvncore; sandy :flosas at 83v S3 cm; slight to moderate 
b;oturbtiOr1, 
155¥434 cm: compar.8b!e to seci;on 0-15f.i ern {but reversed}; light yeilowl~~h nrown to dark grey mud to s;Hy fint:: 
sand (ffQIH '~240 crn do\(.;nc:ore: airnos[ no mud content); o.:mti:(ins. In;Gij and almost nQ black 
minetat€); some dispersed sheH fragments: large gastropod (TurHelf.:r) .:'it 369 cm (30 mm in siz.e): 
smaller gastropods (Turltefla) at 282.5 Cfl), 271 cm. 302 cm and 312 Grn; cmnplete bivai',IB at 238 
cm f20 mm in size); large shell fragment at 198 cm (15 mm}: moderate to slight b!oturbation: 
gr adu<:=il upper bounoary. 
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I GeoB 11002-03 
Reflectance [0-255] Red / Blue Ratio Susceptibility [10-6 SI] 


























RlVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11003-3vc Date: 22.08.06 Pas: 42°10'OO"N 9°02'25"W Water depth: 129 m Core length: 454 cm 
cm: "-C;Hve-grey sflcky"rriid, ~fI.dj ofv,i8ier-(ejaslTCfso{fchaf8cte-r-CO-!1e-brge·-sT1en-tr~g!T~-cr£8f top: ino<foi:Z,te 
bioiurbation; [probe1bl)' certa,n 9!i:!uconit0 ('I) content (-20'}~,) throughout the en tiro G1XOj. 
20/24-54 Gm~ biack muddy fine sand with mud t..ontent incre.:)sing upwards, high8r day portion in the tower part, 
abundant lHlCH, S{)t1lH small carbonate fr3grnents !fl itlH UpplH rwlf; weak biotur!J;:jhon; upper 
bOlindcHY transitional, maybe due !() bioturbation. 
dark olive brown slightly muddy, medium sandy fine saod, SOfY:r:~what shcky, abundant role;:l, 
carbonate fragments in the sand fraction, large single b!'./alvB shells Ull'oughout the section; weak 
biotUf t)ation, 
154-254 cm: very dark grey medium to tint: sCJnd wit!) m!ca and some !3twlllragtn£mts, iarger shells thmu9houi 
the section (LB. idenl1cal ki above but with tess rnudfCluy). vBry ilOnwgenous, 
254-354 cm: blaCK sliiy fine ~,a!ld with abuodant mica, some m~Jd content. some Snl3!! she!! fragmsnts ::Jistributed 
~t~(~)ll~ho,ut s~ction, sing!B larger tlivaiv8s at 2G~ crn, 2G6 cm, and 320 Grn: fishy o(iCf; rnoderatH 
DlmufDatlon !n lower hal:, 
354-3l4 cm: biac.k mica-rich fine ~~and, hnrnogenous, some srnall carbonate frHgn10nls dislribuled througflOut 
section, some lC1rger she!! fragments (4 mm} at the hase. '~-v;3ter s8turated; weak o!o1urbation, 
3{,(1-394 ern: black e<1f1:Kmat;c grcwellayer. PDOrly sorted. rnrn-20 rom Size, wel! HJundeu to very 'Nel! fOunded 
grains. wiln no orientation. dark gray to black fine sandy mat(IX (possibly \-'viErs-hOd in by coring). ~"Ii:!ak 
hioturh8t1or.. 
biack clayey nne sand 'Nit!) anun(iant carbo{latic stlel! lragtnenb (some rnJn in size;, Iragrnents well-
rounded {dark. gray to black) to freshly brok!:;l1 (white··yellow). chaotic structure. very wet. 
b;~Kk {;:;:utJona!e grave! up tn 10 mm in size, well-rounded. eOr.lrse.;:;t Hle base, sandy matrix 
(probably \.'vashed in by (,.'O:-i09), 
b~ack grave!, poorly sorted fm!n-50 mm in siZe). composed (if carbonate shell ffagnH:l:nts ana recks 
(vok.3nic): fining upwards (large basB.ltlc fragment at base), chaotic structure; fine s.And matrix 
{probably i, ... ,IBsheo in by cDrin!1)' 
blaCK g!8UCGnttlC (?) f1!lB :sar1d ( .... 60 %) :l1termLxl::d with. s.!i9htly rounded whit<:; Ci;lrbooate frB!JlTlents 
up to 5 mm in size, C~C s3mpJe at 449-450 cm}. 
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I GeoB 11003-03 
Reflectance [0-255] Red I Blue Ratio Susceptibility [10-6 SI] 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Usboa 
GeoB 11004-2vc Date: 22.08.06 Pas: 42"1 O'OO"N g006'18"W Water depth: 141 m Core length: 378 cm 
:C~~bur UthO;D~W 
O~'166 cm 
-11 ern 0 cm 89 cm 
black siiiy finH to meditlfn sand, ~90 % 9laliCGn~te (1), son"!::.! co<)rSI:~ sand sized Sh$i! franr:1fJnts, 
downcore increasing s!1e!l fragment content ff(lrn 0 to 50 cm partly nllxlJu with brownish OUtfiO"NI) 
m;;lt.efiEi! due to corinfl. 
'166··278 crn: pale ydlOW to light yeilowish brown grave! {rounded shell fragrn1':H'jls .and sub··rounded to rounded 
quartz grains and rock fragments?): s<ize of grave! increases downcnm {shell fragments dP to 40 
t"nr:; 1n size}; iense~ or muddy fine to medium sand with -50 % f;lauc<XlIte {?) from '169 to 192 crr. 
andlenses of sHty fine to medium sand V..'ith ~'70 % glauGonjte ('I) from 255 to 265 cm: iar~6 hlvalve 
sheli with spines at 262 crn {40 rnrn in size); gradual upper hnu!)th:lfY, 
2{'B-J7H en:: dar}.; niiv() grt}}' oVfJrco!1snlidaled silly fine sand, eontaim~ rnica, ~,harp uppDr boundary {t~rosiV0?) 
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I GeoS 11004-02 
Reflectance [0-255] Red IBlue Ratio Susceptibility [10-6 SI] 


















RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11005-2vc Date: 22.08.06 Pos: 42c 10'OO"N 9"10'50"W Water depth: 161 m Core length: 321 cm 
Btruct Comrl'leni:) 
-- ----~~TS-!rC:·!-n-of oUtfTo\~;rl-i.ecim;~;1t-ab_9v;~:)cn:l-: at 0 ern erchi\;e naif con~p etA!V f!!lpd w th sedin1entJ, Ol:tf!OW cover",d by' 
s!i9ht1y muddy, O1!ca·rich fine sand ,<vrth almost no glaUCOrHt0 - unclear source} 
O~100 cm: t1iack fine to medIum sand, ~-80 %1 black minerals (gl~uGonae?), same merJium to coarse .sanrl~ 
sizeD s.hun ffagnwnts. ~:;!!ght!y decreasing upcore {also decreasing Hl ~:;j2e irorn max. 4 rnrn to 2 
rflm}, very hO!Yl(![j0neous, 
190v 290 cm: black to pale yeliow. r..ontinuatlafl of section 10-190 cm} but no'.'\; strong enrichment!11 shell 
fragments (jnueasing amount and size} - change form line to me(iiurt: sand and sheH grave! Winl 
fine to rnodiurn sand m~tbx {-HO '% black mH1emis·· glaucon!k:?): large b!valve she!is at 242·254 
cm, mainly Pecten ~l!'H.i convex up\<vard, abundant s(:aphopoct fragments: b:g IT1Utj lenses. at 267· 
272, 282~286 cm - reworked ~)B coring (material from below): gradual upper boundary. 
290·A98 cm: 
298·321 cm: 
iight oilve b(fJwn ::;bcky mud laYdr, overconso!idated (loam?), upcore <..'1110 downcore intermixed 'Nlth 
fine to mediurn sand from above ;~nd below. sharp upper boundBIY (erosive?). 
black to light olive bro\."ln fine to rnedium sand (-GO ~y~, glaucon~te), some disperse sheH fragments 
\up to 8 mm in SiZ0}, mainl)' SCilphopods, patchy dispersed higher Slit contont (bioturbation?). 
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I GeoS 11 005-02 
Reflectance [0-255] Red / Blue Ratio Susceptibility [10-6 SI] 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
Date: 22.08.06 Pos: 42 c09'SO"N 9'13'49"W GeoB 11007 -2vc Water depth: 183 m Core length: 320 cm 
: . 
.. 
O~i50 ern: olive grey silty fine to rned~urn sane!; mica rich: fl?w blacK minerals (g!auconjte?); almost no shell 
fragments; fflGreaslng amount of shell fmgments from "130 to 150 cm, 
150¥171!174 cm: olive grey to pa1B yellow gravel (angular sheil fragments rhiv;~tv8s, gastropods, 5caphDpods)); 
rnucidy finr-: sand rnatnx: gradual upper boundary: size at ~~fH3l! fragnlHnts !l1Cr0aS~!S dO',>~,If)Cor0 up to 
50 fYIrfl m size .. -:;1J!it8fY (.J,)rai ~~t 170 (;In nO (fHYi 10 SI1.0), iarge bival'N; (Pec16'n) at 164 cn~ {50 mm in 
size} 
171f174~181i183 Gm: olive grey rnu(idy fine sanG', rich in rni{;a; alrnost no sf tell fragments; sharp upper boundary 
(erosive'?), 
18'if18:5-'190/197 Gm: olive grey to pale yellow; similar to i50-'171t17~1 ern but no increase jn :'ragrnent Size; sheH 
fragments up to 25 mm In Size, POOrly sorted; Sh8(P upper boundwy v::!"osrve'?}, 
190/197320 cm: o!ive grey fYludd)1 fine S~::H1d, rich in mica, some giauGonite (?), few shell fragment$: certain 
horiz.ons enriched in rod<: fmgmentsfwncretions (7; same material but Hlhifje(j, patchy pa~e yeilol;'v 
COlour GY7i3) - espec:aHy at 199 cm. 236 en""!. 282 ern: rel2tively sharp upper bound;:'ii'y (erosive?, 
angled due to coring). 
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I GeoS 11007-02 
Reflectance [0-255] 
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RIVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11008-2vc Date: 23.08.06 Pas: 4T21'29"N 9'13'OO"W Water depth: 157 m Core length: 377 cm 







biack fine to mediunl $and (~-90 o/.~ f:1!B.Uconite?), dispersed rnedium to Gomse sandy quartz graBls-
and shell fragmBnt5, ;·1mounl and sire of Quartz (from 3 mm in the lower part) and shell fragments (5 
mrn) dectew~ing UpCGff.!, edHflodt.:mn spikns, scaphopndB 
light oiivB brtJwn to black siity fine sand. partly muddy (dUB to tnoturo8tion?), ,,·50 % black rninen:1ls 
{glaucGnite?}, partly mixed with materiai from above rmd below, especially Of'! tr!!'3 marg;r,ai parts 
(bioluriJahon + conng eITeGtj. moderate bloturbation; IIHJfjular upper boundary_ 
black: s.imilar ta 0··104 cm; !rregular uppGr boundary (biotufbat:on?!conns!,!') 
135-209 cm: pale ye!icw to biack shell-fragment gravel Ifith fine to medium sandy rnatrix. with h'90 ~{, biack 
minerals wlauconile'?)< large b~'Ialve shells {up to 4 cm in s.ize} at 9Li~98 cm, ecl"iinoderm sptnes, 
scaphopods; gr;xiua! upper boundary. 
208n 215 Gm: pale yeliow shell-fragn1Emt fira-veL ;?l!most no matr!>:".: o.)arSBf than section above (fraf,!ments up to 10 
mm, some scaphGPod fragments): gradual upper boundary. 
215-227 cn:: pate ye!ic:w to biac:k, sin..,i!ar to 185-209 cm but abundant larqer bjvaivl~ shells throu9!1out the 
section (up to i;O rom ~n size). 
22!~2D3 ern: black fine to r08diu!"Il ~and, -90 \~~.' black rninBra!s (g!auGonite?), some rne(Jltlrn to coarse ~~and­
stzed shei! fm9fnBnts. 
29BA 3Tl Grn; b~~!ck to iight ol!ve brown, ~arn8 as 227-298 ern but downcow ;ncreasin~) rnuddy sIlt (dispersed (nud 
bioturt)Hted}. big mudtly lens at 344<150 em (intemHxed with glaur;unile sdnd from abo'Je!be!o\v), 
:,. lens with sticky mud c~t 374 A 3T7 cm, 
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I GeoB 11008-02 
Reflectance [0-255] Red I Blue Ratio Susceptibility [10-6 SI] 
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RlVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 







,~~.' t '< 
_ ... archiW;-llalfonly -j}4fme(rvJlth-si:~ajlnenfroljtfiO\V T!~-\.:vafer-co(I.lt-M?)j 
cm: very dark 9rey to blacl<. line to mediurn sand. nc!1 In biack mh101HiS (glaucunite?), shell fragment.s up 
to 3 mm in size 'Nith r.1Bcreasing content from bottom to 4"1 cm (in an10unt i:i.nd in $;ZB . up to 8 mm}, 
same wi1h thE: qlmrtz content {up to 3 mm in ~.:;i7.e): colour Qf fragments: \vhite._ yellowish and bmwn: 
weak biGi"urbaiion. 
(56/63-58/64 cm:) blL'1ck fine to med:urn s<:"-tnd, 80 % gltiuConite (?), Vfo)fY fi:~w smaH sll!:.:!! frag!'(l!::nts, some Go{)(se· 
gra;nB quurtz. upper boundary di3lorled {due to conng?}, 
58/64-88/92 ern: light olivEl brown to black muddy fine to rneciiurn sand. abunoaot gI8I.1conih:::? (~50 ';;(0), moderate!y 
r)!o~urbate\j, some she!! fraqments (up to 5 mm in size), several mud lenses (bio{urhaUon?), upper 
bOundary distortPu. 
88/92-1271130 CIn: tight yellowish iJr'OWfl to black, poorly sorted shelly gravel with fine to medium sandy matrix (>80 
% 91;:1uconite?), with 1·3 mm sized quartz grain~, sOlita!y coral fragment at 155.5 cm, $Drne 
scapilopoo fraqmEntB, ShaH fr3[!!,Oents ('1w'hite, yellowish, brownish), upper boumiary distorted. 
127/130 .. 1:39 cm: biack to dark f;lrOcy'ish silt,! fine to medium sanG (>50 ~t;~ glau[,:Of"Hte?}, abundant stK!lI fr<3gm0nts (up 
to 6 mm in size), some ~;ma!ler qU::lrtz grains {up t.o 2 mm). 
139·1621165 cm: biack fine to mf!rjium sand (>80 ':::0 ginucanite?), abundant she:l fragments (up io 4 rnrn. mainly >2 
mm}, Slightly b[otufhmBd, upper boundary gradual - decreasing s!ll and sheU-fragment contBnt. 
1G2/1G5~'161 cm: light oHve brown mud, intBrnuxnd with fine to medIum sand (g~aucafH1n) and shldl fragrnent~; {dUB 
()f:.W1 sr.:e. c. "i::.a)'. :;..lTiL{121~f~~~JJ!;d. m:.:: !1~ed!:.jf;l :;.'.md. f;:;": CEl'Se sw,d. ~~. ~4r~,'(d 
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RlVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11009-3vc Date: 28,08.06 Pos: 42c25'30"N g015'60"W Water depth: 165 m Core length: 215 cm 
:Co!our U!l~(lii)~H' 
0-80(:m: black siity fine to n'ledium sand: >80 % bl;;::ck minerals (g!auconile?), no mica?: sorne medium to 
coarse sandy shaH fr2lgments in the upper part. Rmount and size of shaH fragments l!l(;reases 
dO'l.:ncnre; incn.~asHlg content of nledium to coarse ~:;andy quartz grains downcore. 
80-'109 cm: biack to pale ye!iow gravel (angular shell fmgrnenb up to 6 mm in 8izB and rouflded quartz grain:..::-
up to ;3 mm in 8:iz(l); mato:rial or matrix simdar 10 section aoove; largu bjV~lIv0 fragment at 109 cm 
(15 mm); gradual tipper bounda!y 
109·:123./144 cm: (lark greyish brown rm,Kkty fine to rnf..;diurn sand; m;;iteria! from above is mixed in; very irregular 
upper boundmy due to codng (?). 
123/144-158 cm: t)!ack to pale yellmv gravel. she!! fmgments (mostly sub-angular. slightly coarsening downcore. 
mostly <5 mm in sii0.1arger Sh8H fragments: rnuH1iy in lower pEnt then up to 50 ml'n In si;uJ) and 
~;ome sub· rounded to well·rounded quartz. qrains. M~ltriX: b!ack fine sandy med:uro sand, '-80 % 
b!aGk 11linarals {g:3uconite?): very irreguiarVangled upper swiace mIxing dlle to caring: !core 
calcl1er film at 156··1 e 1 cm. r'1argil1alj. 
153v 170l1l2 cm: coarse and fine sandy medium sand 'vvith abundant bivalve sheiis (up to 30 mm Hi size). shell 
fragments and some 30~it(1ry cori'l! fragfm~nL coarse sand rnad8 up by Slif;H Iragfm:mt~:;. tine sandy 
rnediurn sand by >30 % biack mif!!~rals (giuuconite?}. 
170!172-176i178 ern' very dark greyish green very stiff ovmconsolidated mlllidy foe to. medium s~md. sorne she!! 
fragments. and wea rounded quartz grains: sharp upper boundary. 
17G!178- 198 cm: greenish black, comparabie to 170/172-176/173 cm nut darker and not 3S greenrsh and less she!! 
fragments. 
HJ8 .. 215 crn: very dark gwy,sh green, comparable to '1'/0!'1'/2··1 16/1'18 err: but I:.:ven rnom stiff. 
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olive grey sllty fine sand (-20 % glaUGonite?), some mica, few coarse sand-sized sheg fragment!;:, 
41l45-162 cm: liqht OiiV0 brown rnud, kJW coarse-grairwd shE!! fragments and quartz grains, Imt:Jer shell fragments 
at 50 ern, 85 GO"'! {al50 cm: relatively frr.:sh-!ooking: at 85 ern: destroye-d ane rotated· strange 
::;hape}: at 127~152. cm: material trom below flown in along the liner; upper boundarv distorted due 
to {;oring. 
152-1()7 cm: GHV8 grey sHty fine sand (10-20 % g!.?luconlte?). same: mica. abundant she!! fragments (up to 3 mm 
;n ~~jZf.:1 and few quartz grains (coarse grained, edges rounded), t~harp upper boundary terosivn?). 
'167-·188/'191 cm: lighl onve brown rnud, containing s.omi;} velY vvel! rounded quartz grains. (up to.} mm in OiL!:;) and 
shell fragments (up to 3 mm in S:Z8): one iargB shelf fragment (15 mrn) at 174 cm: at 174-183 cm: 
material nown in from below due to corinn; sflarp upper boundAry (erosive?}. 
1881191-2061209 Gm: olive grey silty fine sand (10-20 ok giauGonite?), some mica, abundant she!! fragments (up to 
4 mm in size) and few well rounded quartz grains, ; to t!le bottom: stronq increase in v;elk'oun(jerJ 
quartz grt:lins and rock fragments {platy. wdl founded, olive greyish to black); sharp but irragulc:r 
upper boundary {due to r::orlr)g?}. 
206/200-250 cm: liUht OtiVB brown muddy fine san(1, some mica and edged to well-fOunded cmlfse-grained quartz, 
quartz grains P;3I"Vy enridled in layers (?), B.g. ?It 221·215 crn. dispersed rock fragrnen1s {flattened, 
sub-fOunded, max. 8 mm in :;!ze). gastropod {Iurmschnecke} at 213, 227 cm; sharp upper 
boundary {distorted due to Goring}, 
250<310 cm: O!iV0 grey fine send (10-200:;'0 gl8\..!IX1oih:3'(). some :nica. a.bundGnt shell fragments (up to 6 mm!n 
slze) and very we!kounded quartz graills (coarse 9rained to max 3 mrn); iarqB shel! fragmet1.t (15 
mw in s.ize) {ll290 Gm; large bivalve Si1e:!iB (rnax. 50 rnm) at 2~n<104 crn; 1arge rock fra9ment {is 
mm) at 95 ern: gmdual upper boundary: fcore catcher Him at > 1 cm distance to linel 
J10-3GO cm: oiive grey find sand with abund::mt cOflfse-sand sized shelis (benth;c f0r~m(nifers)< some sn1all s.hell 
fragnK:nts, larger bivalve fragments at 328 ern (30 mfl! In iength), 333 ern (60 mm l(l Ii..:mgth); 2 small 
gr<wei layers {shell and rnck ffag!1lent~. quartz grains} at -320<l27 {somehow distorted) and 347 
cm ('10 (rim thick), unclear UPPB{ boundary. 
3GOv3!O cm: o!ive grey to p(l!e YBHow gravell(lyaf (she!! fragments), partly rounded, iarg& bivalve fragment (30 
mm) at 366 ern. 
370··410 en:: olive grey to pa!i~ Y;':'Oow: skniiar to :360·370 cm but !&$$ matrix anc mon:! + partly !i;lrger biv8!v!? 
fragrnents: 00mly :::;or:.ed (mm to 30 rom in size); iarger fragments \~/ell rounded. 
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. 'y;ilio\:vrsh-F!:O·IAI(i- flne-t(,-cc;arse--sall-ay shdrffag-ine-i1ts ~,\~ii:I--=20%-fhll?t(; ined[ij(il s-ar.a~, gia-tic~li';Hc:r 
SQme larger shrJI! fmgrMmts (up to 3 mm in size) throughout, few Gch!l1oderrn splrws; 2 ibrgt:'f Sh911s 
at 34<35 cm: [11: 20 mm. freshly looking oivalve. "upside do~\'n~, qrey: [2]: 45x40 mm, !;!3stropod. 
grey to brownish, many smHlI holes by boring {)rganisms - not fresh; reV'i larger shell fragments (up 
to "15 rnrn) Ht 3H un. 51 cm. 53 cm, at '16 cm. 21 cm. patches wEtl mud fine to i!lGdiurn sandy sht~lI 
fI'89(m.~ots (srn8UI;~[, grain Sl<:B} find incn.:H3sed content of sHty fin6 to rnediurn sand {bioturtwtion?); 
one single of ltlBse patches at 41 ..... i4 cm. 
dark Wt:!y rnuddy fim::: s.and, SOIn(! mica, Borne medium sizeC she\! ff8gn~er)ts. 
dark grey smy fine to medium sand with abundand coar~;e sanC-!:',ized shell fragments, sharp upper 
boundary, some g!auconite (?). 
dark grey to yellowish brown. lfltem~!xture. outer parts cons!st of material same as 51·6? crr!, inner 
parts same materia! as 0·55 cm .. d!sturbancB due to coring?: larger bjvalve~, ~1.t 73 cm, B.5 cm, 94-
cm, 9? Gm (up to 4 cm in size); larger bivalye stil::\!S at 90 cm, 92 cm (lip to 40 rnm in size); upper 
bOl;ndary very irmoular(due to coring?). 
98-233/2.35 Gm: dark gmy sdty fine sand, -20 I,.}~> giaUCGflii$ (?), some mic~""l, some medium to coarse SAndy she!! 
1rugments dispersed Unoughout the se-ction, o(g~mi(; spot.at '1'1'1-1'1/ cm, layers of shelt frogments 
up to 4 mrn !11 sjze at 53·58,72 cm: 2 biS biv8!Vff. fragrnents (UP to 40 mm in size) 3I 82 Gm, 35 Gm. 
233/235-381/3B2 cm. (jeRK gwy s:lty fine ~and, rich in nHca, ~10 ijt fine-sanely g!auconitG en el"OSi\r'l;: upper 
boundary. giauconite content decre85Hs dO'Nncorc: rnat;mal comparabie !t) 9a·23:Ji235 cm but less. 
am~ Oner graIned 9!auGonite (?) and no SflSIl fragments: lnCreaS8(1 sheil content (up to 5 mm ;0 5ize} 
{-It 280. 297<~81i~~,82 Gm: biva!ve (15 mm in s.ize) at 30B ern 
381l382-389 ern: dark grey, comparabie to parts with !ncreased shell content in section 233/235-381/2.82 cm but 
SHell fragments i:H€ major content -> st~eH fragment gravel v·nth $ilty iln8 sandy I"flH1dx, with ~'20 'X'l 
fmc··sandy glauconile (?). 
:~89-423 cm: dad ... grf~y sitiy fine sand. rich in mic-B, -2.0 {~'; fine-sandy gtfj.ucGnile, some iHr~w (ma.>c 5 rnrn) sh{~n 
fm.gments c!ispersed. 
423 A 442 cm: d8rk ~!rey. t'l'1ixture: shell fm9mant gravel, with sHty fine-sandy matnx and fifty fine sand. rich in mica. 
~20 \1,~, fine-sandy glauconite en with fe'll she!! fragments: one large (2.5 cm) bivalve fragment Ht 
429 Gm. 
442·450 cm: dark grl.:""?y. 5HlHiar to 398··423 cm. 
450·-468 cm: dark j~!n:~y. sirniim to 423-442 en'!. 
46B-4HS cm: dark 9HlY. Sl!1H!af to 3gq-42:~ ClfL 
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10/12··'07 cm: very dark grey clayey sm to slity c\.:~y, slightly fine s>3nd~;; portion of higher C!;3Y content at 53-62 ern 
kiwBrmo::;t 30 cm very 5iity!fine sandy; abundant shell fragments of 5 t'nnl in size and 




very dark grey. similar to above: c!ayey/sHty fine sand, bw with densely packed large shell 
fragments with max. 20 mm in size, frestlly broi-:.en {storrn iayef?). 
OliVB grey s:!ty firH?:- sand. TO·20 (>0 black mrnera!s {qlauCo;1ite?}, ricli in mica. same shGII fragm*"Jnts 
througnout (!1''l>:lx. 5 mm !n si7..e), ennGhment of shel! fragments (also some roundel1 q:'Jartz gra~ns 
and rock fragment~,) at the ollter parts (ne;~r the liner) (lue t.O Goring'?; large shelt fragments at '178, 
131.183,201 (max, 3D mm in size): bivalvBs at 194, 191 (less than 10 mm in size). 
dark grey massive shell grave! heeL broken shells of some mm to 30 rnm in size. fine sand)! matrix 
at J49~2t}9 ~~rn, Shfjl!S \vtlitlsfl, };t~nO\,:list1< gmy!sh. maini)' OlWl!V0S. smne gastmrl(X1s. ffagnwnts '?Jeli 
rOIHidt:H .. i to s.harp twgt:..:led, chaotic bedd;ng: lower p;arl (345<375 crn): slleUs p;;!ie y!~iilow to hgrlt 
yel!o'l..,'ish brown; sharp upper boundary 
375~414/419 cm: very dark grey very shgrltly coarse sandy r:'1edlum sandy fine sand. rich in mica and biack 
rnir18ral::; (g!auGonite?). 80me iB.rner she!! It'89rnents dispersed Utrnughout; s~larp upper boundary 
(distc.lrtGd due to cunng). 
414/41 9·-42F5/431 cm, dark grey fine to rned;ufn sandy fine g(;;!vOi of weij·,roundoG ~hel! fragn10nts (ml"fl to '10 mm in 
size). filled Itdh fine ::-;ancy matrix that iooks similarto :3.75-4141419 cm {mica and giaLJconite), shells 
i,.~mjHsh, yellowish. nrcwf1ish. 
(lUil1 '>i7~' t .. ~.:;),/ $. sill it .. f:tw: :dnd., fl',:;' mnfii:'W(J ";l!X!. ::-:&: 1'.i\:'l~:iO f:ariJ. rt ~jH\,C\ 
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R/VPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Usboa 
GeoS 110 13-2vc Date: 24.08.06 Pos: 42°42'29"N 9"21'07"W Water depth: 129 m Core length: 430 crn 
-(f·9D79:fcn~: ,. -"darkj;!iCy ·siltY" fir.e-to--Ol-~!-arL!fn saild, :jo--~;;-bT;~ck-mjnBI'ars--tgj~ucDn-lt:e'h:--so-n1r;!-mTca;-fellses·of 
white stay firm s;;md at 45· l/ Cm {blOturbation?); somB dispersed shell r(~lf!!"nents, mostly <2 mm in 
siZE!. enriched ~1t 040 cm. especially in a layer at 27 ~34 cm; bivajve she:ls at i 8 cm ( 10 mm in 
size); shell fragment at 36 Cfn (15 mm in si;w); {pie<;p, of cote catcher film at 41-47 Gm], 
90r~:n .. 1·12/118 CtTL olive yellow -gravel (whih:.; subrcu(l(il3d io brownish fOunded she!! ffafJrne~)t$, mostly less than 5 
mm in siz.e). very iltU& matnx: h:'lrge bivalve shells at 94-100 Gm (max. 5 rnrn in Sf7.e): large shelf 
fragment at 10 cm (30 mm in size): sharp upper boundary (f:rDs!ve?}, 
'1'121 :18A 23l!23D cm; dark grey sllt)( f;ne sand, riC:11 in mica. '~20 (;;() biack minerals (glauc<x1lte'?}. very few dispel sed 
shell fmgments; k~:(f:!f;! she,1! fragments. at 223 cm (35 mm in size) and 2'18 C!1"\ (20 mm); silarp upper 
boundary and ange!eJ due to coring. 
~~~~~~,,::.<'2,m:23(l'2'12i'245 Gm: !;(Ylt yeliowistl br{)wn to OliV0 brown ~1ruv0i (an!~uiar shell frW-JrnelltB dnd bivalY0$ up ti.:.1 30 fl"!:ll 
in SiZ0}, bnJ\vnish to. b~ack fine sandy rnntri>: (orqanics,?} 
242l21.;5-432 crn: dark grey, sirnllar to 112!118-2371239 crn: ouWmN of sediment :~t 417~432 cm, 
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Geo8 11014-2vc Date: 24.08.06 Pas: 42°42'30"N 9"27'39"W Water depth: 153 m Core length: 450 crn 
6.0-193 cm: olive grey homogenous silty fine sand containing miG3, (''::lrbonate fragments, biack bails 
(giauGonik~?}. 
193v 210 cm: grave! layer or 5 mrn~sizeu well rountied carbonate fragments and S!liC60US grains, strongly 
nonzontalfy layered. low[~r haif s8(ld"p()Of~ upper half \\llth sanuy matrix ;;,: gr adui;;ll transitIOn, 
216,-225 cm: gravelly sand, intercalated with the grave! layers below anc above 
225~252 cm: simi!ar to 193-216 cm: shelly gravBi layer, jncreasing fine sand content towards the top, fe\".! larger 
complete bivalve shells (--30 mm) 
(252-255 cm:) compHrabfe to 21G-225 Gm: thin gravelly medium to fine sand iayer, 
255-29B cm: similar to 22.5-2!32 Gm: shelly gravel tayer with fine sandy matrix, no vertk'::ll sortinq. 
2GH-;1G5 cm: veri dark grey silty, very fine sand. weH sorted, very homogenous, high micil content: thin hlack 
layer at 352-353 cm; a few small she!! fnlgments. throughout 
365-450 cm: very d3lk 9rey; samo as 298-365 ern: silty, V01Y fine sand, very hornogenous, !"ictl in rnicH. 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 110 15-2vc Date: 24.08.06 Pas: 42°46'11"N 9
C2T58''W 
Water depth: 159 m Core length: 494 cm 
C~).!our U!ho1nOY 





bi3C:K gravel layer (If not-rounded carbonate fra9l11ents wit11 tine sand as matrix. 
dark nrBylsh brown slightly dayey fin~ sand, 50ft And wet, rnoderBtely blotlJrhBted. 
vefY dark groyish brovv:l rnuddy tine sand, mod!~rateiy uiolurbated, very hOnlfJW::l'lOUS, some shell 
fr"a~li'n!::nts (5 011'0 in size), une oyster V81vl:i (130 :nm long) at 6:3··64 em depth. ono chitinic worm tube 
(75-76 cm), some shell fragments dlsersely distributed. 
very dark f.!fey silty flne sand with abundant shell fr8grnents, slightly more sHty than ~equence 
above, sot'nelarger sheJ!s bet'Neen 104~107 cm depth. homogenou::t. 
150-172 crn: GarbonatH gravel 121YHf with moderately rounded l'fagrw?:nls of bivaives arld scaphopodes, mrn-15 
(nlr: In s.ize. atHJYB 59 cm depth relatively well··sorteci, below '159 Grn deptb poor;}, sorted with fine 
sandy matrix and several compiete valves. 
172~201 Grn: dark aHve grey siightly clayey !1r1€ sand, nUJnerous scaphopode tubes {partly G'fmcentratedj. 
20'1··2/7 cm: dark o1ive grey fln0 sand with ~!bundant scaphGPodos either woli-sorted or very peorly-s.orted ~'\'!th 
day ancl she!! fr.ngrnents up to 20 n~m in size, sin.g!e complete gastropod and solitary corai (244-24.5 
cm depth). 
2(,Y-295 Gm: dark gn.:::-y to blac+;. wF;>lI-s{)rt~](.l Hoe s<.m<.i, strf.ltif;ed by glaucor,jtic dnd ~~ill(;t'QUS layers. 
295-301 cm: dark qrey to black poorly-sorted clayey sand full of rr,!:'!diu~-o-mundBd shell fragnH:mts. 
301-323 cm: biack tD o!jv~ bro\"in ::;edimem con::;isttng of poorly-sorted smceous gravel, f~ne sane: and carbonate 
fraWrl6nts (rnm-2D mm jn sizo}. 
323-378 ern: dark grey (323-364 cm depth) to vBfy dark gray {3G4-378 cm) w0fi-sorted iif1H sand \\'ith high mica 
cDntent; .above 343 cm depth. ;ntercalations ot Hghtef and darker material. 
•~810'.8.' .• ):,;,O.",::cn;,· ..q poorty·sorU:;r,.! lay!:!!' Df shel: ff2.grnents Bnd claY':!)l fioe sand. " '. dark grey \Neik;orted fine sand with high mica content. 
(397-401 <..:m.) git:lucofllte·fi<..:h fine saeD. 
i~01-432 cm: dark grey VlBII-sorted fine ~~and 'Nilh high rnic() conlent. some dar~:.er jnl(~rcalations and dByey 
:ons8s; [14C sample c!t 430-431 cm]. 
432·494 cm: yel!ow;sh b~m'vn to light ye!!ow~~h bW'Nn strongly ovon:,:uflsniidated pak>osoi: interc81ations of clay 
anc rOica--rich silt layers. abundant organic spots. somE! concretions; erosive upp8r t!olJndary 
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section mixed during eOflng. 
vBry dark grey Hll<.:a-ncl1 silty hoe sand, vBry homogeneous; section probably rnixed dtinng coring. 
vmy dark grey well-sorted Hl!Gaynch suty fine sand. very tlOfnDgeneOlJs, mm-siz.ed shell fragments; 
i1iqher shell fragment content than the ahove segments. 
very dark grey ·...vell-sorted mica-net) silty iint:.! sand, very homogeneous, rnm-size !.;[H:!! i'ragrnents. 
'/er)! dark grey well~5QrieG mica-rich silty fill~ sand. ver{ r!omoger:eods, occurence of numberous 
!resh-!ooking compiete bivalve shells 30AO mrn in size; not 3 distinct [Hye!'. 
vefY rj,lrk grey Wf;}U"$orted nl!ca·'nch silty fine sand, honlog[:neoos, wllh dlspeme stK:U i'rn£lI'WJnts; 
two ~.:;Hnky black spot::;. {deati organism?) 40 mm in Size at 414-421 crn 
.:.l.4':"i-456 ern: Sjr8V£:1, m8iniy CGmpOS80 Cif rY'!!::-clium .. rounded carbor.atEl fmgn'l. (11'101 to 10 mm ~n SIZ8), fioe sandy 
matrix., s}'![!l!s: wfHtB, yellowish and t)wwn: uppef bOUfld.ciry, 
:",,~ G{:'li~ ",l,t;: ,;' !;'''>'. :<: "ill. f:-;: k~{~ ~~!(':<). ms' n:(::1i;Jf~a s~r:i1, 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
Date: 26,08,06 Pas: 42 C 3'j'10"N g014'40"W GeoB 11017 -2vc Water depth: 120 m Core length: 488 cm 
:CCl\nor Ulholom' 
~g-;0Yls.~-broWils{liYfinB-s8·r1-.i,-rrch-{n-l-TIrC~1~f!j~20% l:ik~ck mi::l-erals {gTiiuconWe-?"Y- aOllnda-rl"f 
dispefSod shell fragments up to 5 rnrn in SlLD; fnud iens0s at 62,93 Gm (5Y3/2: vory dark greyish 
brovm): amount and siZe of shell fragments decreas~ng upcore: rock. fraswoent (?) at 75 ern (6 l"f'lm in 
:';lZ8). 
138·150 ern: o:eyish brown to pale yellow layer of iarg[: blvaive s.hells and fraoments (55 mm in size), rnixf::r.I 'Nith 
sediment from below/ahove: undear upper boundary due t.o coring. 
1S0-261 cm: grDymrl brown silty lino sc.il1d, 10~20 %) black n)!f)t~ra!s {gjauc0fl;k~?\ rich in rnica; sonw d!~;fJer:3ed 
sheli fragments (k'ss than in vnit 0·-1.38 cm); larger sh£.<H frt.1QfYH.:;n!S at 1H8 {15 rnlY! in s;l.e"); 
stretched mud lens at 208-212 cm (50 x 15 mm:l1 size): frorn 1G5 to 186 cm: strong H1t.ermixi0g of 
darker sediment (more black rninerals., ~I1ore mica) and lighter s('!:dment {possibly (ju~ ~() coring); 
fcare catcher nlln at 249-271 C:Ylj. 
261~269 cm: vvhHe {n greyiSh bfOl,''l!"l gravBI (angular she!! fragment~:; Hnd t)ivaiv(~s.. up to L;O mm in ~~ize\ ope 
:,vhite gastrupod (not readable}. 
2G9A20!421 enl' gr0y;~h brown silty fifif; sand With abundant coars:e-sand ~:;ized particles (shell frAgments. benthic 
forarninifers}. rich in mica., 'y20 %) black minerals (olaucornte?\. whok: section mixed due to coring 
(d:1:-ker Bnd Hghh:H matet:al!glauconitf} and mica):':lnd88r upt;er boundary due to coring. 
420!421~439f441 cm: greYIsh brown grave! (rock fragments, shelllra9ments, qU8;iz grains, subrounded to roundetL 
mostly leS3 awn 5 mm in size, sorne iarge! st181i fraBlrli=.mls d!Sp8rs{~rlles$ than 2 mm Hl SILl,,:)). 
439/441·-454;'459 cm: very da.rk grey s~!ty clBY. ncll in mica; layer ef muddy silt at 42t41--44J49 on: shBrp uppm 
bOundary (Brosl'l0?), angled (jUB io coring. 
454/459-48B cm: very dark Qrey muddy sitt, rich in mica; sharp but angled upper boundary: layer of silty clay at 64~ 
67 ern. l'oHo\vJ;Jd downcore by a 0.5 to '; ern ttHCK layer of gravH! {rocl< and ShHil fragments of up to :1 
!"nrp ~n size}. 
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RlVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 110 18-2vc Date: 27.08.06 Pos: 42°30'55"N g016'05"W Water depth: 125 m Core length: 400 cm 
'C~Jl()or LitholDm' 
0·162 cm: clark grey sWy fine sand. V81Y homogenous, rich i!l mica. 10 .. 20{ic biack mlnerafs (9iauconite?), 
some dispersed she!! fragrnent.s. {nU-lx. 5 mm in size), increased content of she;! fragments frorn 
146~1e2 cm; g<3stlOpod fragment at '{' cm (25 rnrn In size}; rounded DvmcoflSniideJted loamy c1ast 
(3D (nfn in Si2J~) with &mail rusi-iJroV'lf):$h patches i..'lt 1"14 ell) 
-162··174 cm: dark. f,lre)' grave! {s.beH fra~wnents of uP io 40 !!lrn). matrix· san10 rn8t0r:a~ as (.~bove!be;ow, ~Jr(,.~duai 
:..!ppaf boundary: large bivalve shell at -174 cm (80 mm: concave upward): reore catcher fi!rn 
between 166~190 cm). 
174-400 Gn'! ' dark grey: simnEl: to 0-162 ern but very few sheil fragments: veri homogenous; [from 220-222 cm: 
no material due to transport? «-- c-mnpaction?}; core catehef Wrn between 375<mi cm}. 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 110 19-2vc Date: 27.08.06 Pos: 42
c 30'28"N g018'16"W 
Water depth: 149 m Core length: 492 cm 
'Colour t ithdDOY Slruet Comment:> 
~---n1,issTve-~Fcl(iayer Gonlpos;~;fo(;~oml)fete-\'-Blv0S -and" f::lI'ge-rri:l'£jmenTs, i:W-th-UP' to--S6 inm: fin!:: 
2l$ (secondary?) rnatrix; fflt::linly bivalves, some \ ..... onn tubes, i3Ct1lDOld $pinBS, and bryozo8ns. 
very dark grey giau(;onitic fine sand {interval 10-32 cm probably disturbed by core catcher mm). 
'0 very d;:lri< grey fine sandy n13trix (prohably from unit beiO\v) with single large, Gompiete bivdlvBS 
'1Hry dal k grey ~:;iEy mica~rich llnB sand with cer tain amounts of srnaH earbonate frdgrn0nts and 
gi<1uconite sand, very homofF;;.neous: Bccwnulatlon d larger black partici(:s, i,.~t 93- '100 cm 
{g!auconile? wood fiber?J_ 
102.-302 cm: very dark grey sllty rnic .... :l-rich fine s.and with certain amDunts of gmail c;3rbonate fragments and 
glauGonite (n sand, coarser behveen !J5-102 cm wilh mm-s.lzed carbonate particles. very 
flOrnogeneous. 
302<57G cm: vert dark grey si!t)! rnka-rid1 fine :=;and \"\'ith certain amounts of small carhonate fragments and 
glauconitB (?) sand. coarsens towald lhe base, numerous larg0r bivalve fragmi;H1l::. thfOUt~houl, very 
~lOmogeneous. 
cmbona~e 9ravellayer. fining-up;'<I.iard. fresh!y broken to weH-rounded thick-w>1l1ed bivalve 
fragments, some finer sand matrix (maybe llushed-Hl dunng c.orinn). 
crn: dark WE'y to dark reddish gray ~:;.tifl plastic cia)" \:vith black ~~and !ense~:;!poGkels: unclear v\,heHwr 
sho!! content is rE:ai or due to coring! Sln.:tngoly stretGhedi flow structure due to cc<nng. 
429-440 cm: grave! shell layer with some quartz gravel, perhaps graded, fragments up to 25 mm in size. 
440-464/471 Cill: re(i>:iish black to Vi'IJty dark gn:~y stiff day wilh black sand pockt':,ts; strangely stretch(:::d due to 
conny. 
464/71-480/84 cm: very stiff mtC;'~-t)earjng cia)!, brownish sandy patches flHed with black sand and sheH fragments; 
di':-lgenetic colof belt al !QV.,'fH boundary. 
480134·492 ern: ri[lid black muddy ;;:.and tfllalerial?). 
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RlVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 





~ '1'18-132 cm: 
!",~ 









blSGk fine to medium sand, black particles (g!auconite?} throughout disperse carbonate particles, 
homogeneous. 
black finl:: 10 medIum sand, blacK partiGles (gI8lJconite?) throughout. dispersEl c<..':trbonf!te pactldes, 
inGreasing Gontent of mm-sizeej sheti fragments to ihe ba88 l homogef1eOll~~. 
mixEd !aYBf of she!! gravel with glauGonitic fine sand, unsortBd. 
very dark grey 9ia:.Jconito- nch fine sand. 
massive 'heillayer. fining upward. sharp boundary at the toP. poorly sorted shells and shell 
ffa!;.ll"lll:;nts of difh:.:rent size mixed with muddy/sandy g!aucunite~rir.:h matrix, chaotic structure, somE! 
complete valves (20-30 mm in size). 
sBveral-mm sIzed carbonate fragments, well-rounded '/1;th fine glaucon!te scB"ld, alSO some sdiceolis 
graveL 
greenish black sHty fine glauconitic sand, 80 % black rml!s of glaucor:iw (?) and disperse shell hash, 
sUty preen matrix, !1arnogl::lleol.ls; the pore \\iater was milky Hqntish gmfm .. :;. glauconite formation 
Genter'? 
greEnish bii1ck silty fine g!auconitic. sand \,~,!ith o)arse-sandy carbonate and siitceous material. BO {':I; 
black balis of glaw;;onite Cl}, homogeneous, 
g((:;enish bbck silty fine g!auconitic sand wlth coarse-sandy carbonate and sIliceous: mat(xlul, ~80 
':ic various fine sand-sized glaw::on:te (7) balls intermixed witl: carbonate debris of various Slzes and 
siliceous (1) gravel: GOarSAr carbonate debris at 214~227 cm; the draining pOfe water was milky 
Hqhtish greBn; drainage pattern (water-escape St!IJctun%) tl1tOughout the core, 
greenish black silty fine glauconiUc sand v;ith coarse-sandy carbonate and sillceous. material. ~gO 
%., various. fine sand-sizBd g!uucorde balls intemHxed WIth (:omsE.!!' GtHtiOn~tlr.:; debris or variolJs sizes 
and ~i!;ceous ('1) gravel; dense shell debris with glauconite sand amj siHy fnstrix; water ~:~scape 
structures at 302-333 cm, 
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RIVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11022-2GC Date: 26,08.06 Pas: 42 C 34'59"N 9°25'18"W Water depth: 292 m Core length: 32 crn 
~3!mGt. Cormneni:) 
0·32 Cln' . -darf-c1T!\,-e-gi-f::Y soft nli.'dctYfin!-)~ sa-ticf,--varyIng s'oftttvei"ci;::il}-CHikin,--se-V8ta! -fi\;il1-g-v~~)J'-fn$~::H";rX ope-n--- . 
worm tubes, t1isporse carbonatiJ iragments., Bnrichezl in the upper 10 cm. 
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R1VPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11024-2GC Date: 26.08.06 Pas: 42°4'l'46"N 9"45'OO"W Water depth: 1823 m Core length: 124 cm 









dmkDTIve--bl'o-;;vn-ve(~;-$-off!nlldih!- frnesa~1'd: _. --.... -~ .. -------.. 
oiivo brO'lm very soft slightly Saf)dy mud. 
qreyish brown stcky sliqhtly sandy mud 
s.tkky foramiflifBra! mud. some mica. 
light brownj~l[l grey to greYIsh tJmwn, same as atxNe: stiz::ky fOf8m!ltft:;ral rnud, rnoderately 
bioturb8h;~d. some larger burrow horizontnliy ofien~ed; at 50··53 !::m: dark g(Byish brown !OO$I:: fir!i~ 
sand, siliceous, with b!~iCl<. fn!nerals (gluiJconile} and carbonate. 
oiiVE! gn~y, same EIS 28·50 cm but with SC!t'08 open burrows, highEH' rnlca content mOderatelY 
bioturbated, ~~i!lgle Zoophycos burrows. 
dark olive greJ-' $i!ty finp. s;~nd. homogeneous. 
dark olivE! f]rey s;!ty fine sand, with certain day content, some ciay lenses. 
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RIVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11025-2vc Date: 27,08.06 Pas: 42"38'04"N g021'19"W Water depth: 13'1 m Core length: 488 cm 
.- aark~;J-f!Vr~-grey $iity-fi!1-C; sand,-1 (i·-·i6-~~~, E!f8!_i(;oni{[~--(?rco;111rns-nlrca~ ;]bl.i!-\dcinfdis~1-!~~rS-Bd·-sI1-r:!il 
fragments (mm to 20 mm In size). bivui-..re shelis pO-20 mm in size) and s0rpullds (up tD 30 mm In 
len9111); large bivalve she!h:: at 22 crn (40 mm in size), 26 cm (30·40 mm in 5ize), 1"18 cm (40 mrn in 
sit.e); large shell fragmen~ ~1t 18 cm (40 mm in s1ze) 
170-354 cm: dark olive gmy to olive grey; sarne materia! as 0-170 mro but only few shei! fra9ments (mm-siz(;d}: 
nraciuai upper boundary; large Nvaive shei! at 196 cm (GO mfri in ;,:;:izf3), !8r~w ShBif fragments at 218 
cm no mm in size) and 224 Gm {50 mm H) s=zel; two brownish lenSeS "'1ltn higher silt cDntent at 2.72 
ern; from 336 to :>51; Gm: rnixtuf-e with serHrnent be!O\v (dUe 10 biolurbaHon?); l.:veah to moderate 




yenow m~djum to CORfSB Sand mainly cnm~is!lng of shell fragments and ... ·30 ,~; hlack fm!lerals 
(glw..lconile?) ~.md 'fe'!! quartz grams; horn 360 io 364 cm: inilow of sedirru:;nt frorq below U18ar the 
!inE~r), gradual upper bound;;::r).'. 
olive nrey si!ty fine sand. 10·20 i:i'C bi3Ck minerals {glauconite?), contains- m:ca; sharp upper 
boundary, 
olive grey to ydlow; llllXtUr8 of rnatena! SirOliaf tD 054<;64 cm and 304··J78 cm (big patc[ws of 
mediurn la coaf"S{-: sheil fragn:ent sfmd ;n ~~!!iy fine ~:;and). 
420-433/454 cm: Dlive grc-:y grave! (an9led to sub-rounded shell fra£.l!Y1ents ("md rounded transparent to bro\,vnish 
quartz gmins), matrix: silty fine to medium sand with --40 % hlack mineral::> w1auconitB?); si1Bil 
~~!:J[~gr~;~~':!~i~:~e)~lO rnrn. larger -shell fragn10nts (sutHot.mdedj at 435 Grn (30 mm In mz1;.!) and :3<14 
433/454··473 CiYr olivl;! grey: simiiar to 364..:378 !~m; angled upper boundary due to (orinq (?). 
4"73AHg Gm: olive nn~y. r-iirm!w to 42()¥433!454 cm; gradual upper bOi.mcary. 
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RIVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11027 -2vc Date: 29.08.06 Pas: 41 °5T60"N 9°10'35"W Water depth: '136 fTl Core length: 454 cm 
131 crn of outflovm secim!~:nt ab.ovl;: 0 cm:-at 0 cnl:-arallve~i1atrco!11-p:et-eT}/liihd \A/Tin-sBdln;!-entl 
(0- 1/2 cm:) oiivo grey ~men fn;!gnKH"lt layo( (up to '10 mm In SiZB), rnatn>:. silty fine s;md (-~20 %J glauconlte?), 
some mica. 
1 /2-14 cm: olive grey muddy fine sand (-·20 '-Yr; g!Buconite?), 50mB mica, sheIJ fragments near the liner 
(inflow?), unclear uppnr boundaly. 
'14~27 cm, oiiv$ grey to Pi..1!;;} y:;!!low shell fragrnent gravB! (up lo 40 mm in $i2:1:1), n-Iatrix: 0iity f:ne saod (~20 <'to 
glauconite), .sor!'!e micu; big bivalve she!! at -11 Gm (40 mm in size), 26 cm (25 mm), sharp upper 
boundary. 
27-43/48 Gm: alive grey mud (ir: central part), in upper and 1000ver part and near ijr:er intermixed v:/ith material 
tcoMng?}; organic 5Pot (20X:10 mm) at 2{i5~28.5 cm. 
43148·454 cm. olive grey Silly fino sand {'~20 %~ gi;.:n.H'::Qmto?}, some micu t'md dispersod shell fragments (up to 3 !"nfl) 
in size}, scaphopod fragments 8t 102 cm (i5 mm in size), very !rmqular upper boundary' (due to 
coring"?): biv~ilve shell at 1:36 (.,;rn (25 mm); iarger st1eU rras!!"n~nts at '118, 125,145.168,195,203. 
233.242,248.268,271. 302, 30B, 350. 366 ern (max. 30 mm ~n size); strongly streched rnud iens 
at 137-148 crn; at 370¥380 cm: Slighty enric.fled in !-)hei! fragments {up to 30 mm in sizej. 
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R/VPOSEIOON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11028-2vc Date: 29.08.06 Pos: 41 c5T60"N g005'30"W Water depth: 127 m Core length: 459 crn 
fO-H31 ern: qradU,3! Chanf:18 from n"':uddy fine sand to shell fragment grave! -> decreasing mud content and 
in{;re~sing amount. and size of s.hei! fragments downcorel 
olive gfHy muddy fine sand. very homogtHlOUS, !leb in Imea, <10 %J bladt rnirwral~~ (glaucorde?J, 
f0~V r:cnr.s.& sand Si.zEH:I Sh9!l frag(nent$.; decreasing rnud GOnh:H1t dO'.fincore: ~ii9ht!y :ncreasin9 sh!:dl 
fraW!lGnts downcore; bivalve shells at 85 cm (15 f'fif!1 in size) and IS cm ('15 fn!'H in size). 
~'98-~'147 crn' dark olive grey silty fine $:'lnd. sHghtiy muddy: cont.ains more and ~afger shell fragmEnts than section 
above; iarger b!~lahte sMells at 101 cm {1S mm in size), 1;$4 cm (15 mm in size) ant1143 cm (40 mm 
;n s!ze); sorne larger ~hel! !ragrn0nts d!spol"sod throughout section, fJrBdua~ uppel boundary, 
-'147-16~ cm: dark olive grey to paie veBow gravel pngular ShEd fragments. serpulids, bivalve shells); fining 
upward; rnatri>:: silty r!fle sand (sirmiar sec.tion above}; grc1dual upper boundary. 
'16'1 ·195/202 un, olive !Jl'0y $:lty fine to rnediurn sand, -20'% round rnediurn s.and $:bJd bluc~. H1H1er"=ii:s 
(gl;1UGonite?); abundant medium to ('.Darse sand ~,il.ed shell fragments, sorne mica: !;:uger bivalve 
shell at 176 cm (10 mm In size) and shei! fragment at 1B3 cm (10 mm in ~ize); [corB cat-Gheer filln 
fmrn 150 to 175 crnl 
'j95f202~204i209 C!ll: olive grey, strangeiy streehed tdyer (due to coring?) of sHty Hne sand with ..... 20 ~;,;; fine samiy 
black mmewls (g!21uconite?), sOlne rnic8, upper bo!;ndary rolativB!Y sharp. 
2041209-23B cm: olive grey; comparabie to 195!202-204i209 cm: silty fine to medium sand, dO'.Vl1 to 217 cm partly 
intermi::<ed with f)(Hiiment from abovB; angled and irregular upper boundary; abundant shell 
fraqrnents (up to 5 mm in size), sllqillly fining upward (»: <30 % mainly found and medium sand 
stzed hiack minerals {glauGonite?l; some rounded coarse s.;:Jndy qUHrtz grains; some mica; brown 
sheli fragments rounded. while Sf18t! fragrJlunts un91J!ar {flBshly !ooking); mck fragment at 22l ern 
{Jithified sandtlJryozoa?) 
238-316 cm: olive grey: comparable to 195/202-204/209 !;m -> sHty fioe san(j, increased content of shell 
fragments (up to 5 mm in sizB), patchliy dbtributBd throoghout ltle section: Ifjrge ::;heH fragments at 
380 Gm (20 mm In size) and 390 cm (rnax. 35 mm ~n size); upper boundary not sharp. 
31G-459 crn: yeUovi to olive grey gmvel (she!! fragments up to 30 mm !fl size), poofly sorted, sub-rounded to 
fOunded. sorn0 rock lragnlGnbs or rounde~j pii~GeS of thICK ShE~H$ e?): Vi:':!'y !'r:N; matrix (some rndnx 
due to inflow?) 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11029-2vc Date: 29.08.06 Pos: 41 "5T60"N 9'02'42"W Water depth: 114 m Core lenqth: 488 cm 




li(~hfolf\;e bro\~;n-to-i:{iirk-gre};ish FiO\V!l nluircon{a{Ili!1g-::~r)fn-!-~Til'(:~--.s-iincy particles -totine-sandy rnud' 
(grain SIze docroas!ng upcoro), som0 m!c.:!, some giauconite {"?) {fine uandy}. very f0W Shell 
fraDMenls, scaphopod at 97 Gm, moderately bioiurbatef.l, gradual colour change (lighter upcorel: 
from 155 ~ 167 cm; partly mixed with matBriF.\ from below, especially margina! parts (near liner) 
olive yeHow to yellow mud, few fine sandy particles, few mk,,'1. and gfauconlte{?}. at 240i242 cm: 
binlurbated yellowish layer: sn:atl organic particles at 207, 214. 232, 288 cm; 1.;.;9 mgamc spots at 
250 cm (20 rnm in size· fHled burrows.?); soma sr(');3i! fUf,t·red spots. especially between 210·230, 
284-290, 2t lil-260 cm, rn(}(ierate bioturbBtion; unclear upper buu(l(iary (dUB to O!O!Umation and 
caring). 
.~.· .·.·'.··1 310~329!33'1 crn: light 0;iV0 brown mud to fine sandy rnud (fining upward), sorn$ nll(:8 and giauconHB (7): moderato S:S ~~. i bioturtJation; u!oturbate(i upper boundary. 
; : 329/331··409 ern: dark grey to very dark grey muddy gne sand to Sl!ty fine to medium sand (finitl9 upward); qradua! 
. I: (;oiGur thcmge (ligh~Br UPC()fB}. 10'% g!aucor.ite Pi, ::;ome mir-a, amount and size 01 shell fragments 
• 
" 'I d0cn~ases upcor8 (frorn 6 to 1 rnm): larger blva1'l€.:s CH) mm} at 302 Ct)otlO:ll up"), :395, 34H cm: 
... ...... large [)ivaive fragment Bt 38H cm rH) mm); weak to moderate bfoturtJatJOn; upper boundar~l F.lngled 
?J !. due tn (;onng(?). 
, SS ............... 
409·-455 un: very dark grey to pB~e yellow gravelly fine to medium s':}:ld to- poorly sortOt1 grav'01 (shell fragments) 
I: <..vith fine to mediwTl sandy matrix· upcore (i!:tGre3~,e (If shell fragmBnts (15 to 50 mm); one ;: '''>.J" complete bivalve. at 432 crn C30 mm); gradual upper boundary, 
gn:;y silty fine to medium send, '10%:, !Jlaur.:onlh~ 0), :some mica. very few SlFdl fragmGnts: we8k to 
moderate bioturbation; erosive upper boundary. 
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RlVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11030-2vc Date: 29.08.06 Pas: 41 "5S'OO"N 8"59'24"W Water depth: 94 m Core length: 460 cm 
olive to dark Gfive !Jrey silty iine sand. -\~t;0ilioll-\ogent~l1'1-s~-2o.~·.rD-rr.s!zet.T-rurjteild-0v-6~rY -1-5 CIT~-Y!-1 
distance, emichmDnt of blUckistl rninGrals {giaucGnile?) Hl pald)85 at 2··18 ern, dispOfsod $mal1 
carbonate fra9rY:ents throughout 
83-128 cm: oHve brown soft and vv'st slit with patches of darker and !iqrlter materia! mDderately hiotutbGter.1. 
unit much lighter bfO\r."ner and finer as sedirnents i.~bo\c'e and below, nUfrH:.!t"OU'S hny black sputs such 
>:1~ of organics ;':It mono~,ulphides. 
128-160 cn:: dark olive grey soft and wet rnuddv fine sand. homogeneous, looks similar to gQ~33 cm, some 
carbonate, black minerals and !TI:Ci::, 
'160- 224 cm: olive groy we! silty to ~Iightly c!ayoy fin£~ sand. high amount of (niGH. dispersed small s.he!! 
fragments. abundant i)!ack !1l:nera:$ (gl<lotomte?). vert homoger.80i.J~. 
224·242 cm: fir.e sandy shell horizon. ,;helis of different size (up to 60 mm). chaotically layered; prob;"bly sl-mply 
bounded. 
242··460 cm: '/Gry dark: grf:!y lGOSB and much drir:!f w0!1"S0rtBd fine sand, very homD9Bne-ous, hiOh mica content. 
abundant black minerals {gl<'iuGonite?). 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11031-3vc Date: 03.09.06 Pas: 42
COS'04"N 9'09'25"W 
Water depth: 148 m Core length: 196 cm 
mluct Ccmrneni:s 
"-·-(i-:TBf2~fcn:;:---· dark f:lrey sHty fine sand, S0n10 mica, ~2n % black minerals (fliauconik-:;?), 'iDlY);; $1101) frDgm~'nt$----
"" (n18x. 4 mm in SIZO), slightly increasing content of she!! fragments. dOWflCGre. 
- 1 Bj23~37 cm: nlive brown silty fine sand, slighHy muddy. some mica, -20 % black rninerats (nlaucGnite?}, sorne 
patdlily distributHd sht~jj fragments, contHnt or $tlHl! l'ragrnt;mts ff1CrGdSHlg t~GwnGore. ;:mgimi upper 
surface {due to cotinG). 
3/-51160 CIn: pale y01i~w to dark 9f'0Y qrawJI of sheH fr~gment3 {up to;3 cm in size.), mostly bivalve she!is; 
scapliopod at 52 cm, Pecten Sh!:?1I at 4'1 cm: sharp upper bound-::lry 
51/60-196 cm: dark grey, same materia! as 0-13/23 cm but very few shell fragnlents «2 mm in size): angied upper 
boundary (due to cering): tJGntrlic fOr'Hnlinifers {up to 2 mm 10 size) at 65.5, BO, 93 ern. 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11033-2GC Date: 31.08.06 Pas: 42°10'12"N 9'33'50"W Water depth: 1874 rn Core length: 514 cm 
Slruct. C()rmTmni~ 
0·6 err." - ~onve Y0iiov"t~)-P8Ie olive!Yi!.(·;fo~!-ltainjng s-~1me7ine~$-i:lnd~; (,·arb~}-ri3t0-p<lrtide~s-;-stron~Tbioti.-i-;·Eafi6n: 
upper 2 Gm oh'le Y!:Jllow, gradual (;oto!" change QOWnCOfe to pale oHvc. 
6-13 cm: pale olive with olive patches sillV mud 1jvith some fine sanr.ly carbonate particies; moderate 
bioturb&tion; btoturbr1ted upper boundary 
13¥23 (;:11. pale oliv(~; simdar 10 (1-"13 {Jrn; strong bioturbation; t)!oturbated UppUf bQu(ldary. 
23··4:).145 ern: Hght gn::y m:.J(ldy sm '....vith some fine sanely carbonate partido$-; Clpe-n worm tubes .at 36 cm, 54 cm. 
57 cm; prominent burrows at 34 cm, 36 ern, 40/43 cm; rnoderate. bio1Ufb;;:ilon; gradual upper 
bouodary: 
43:4SA58i60 cm: pa~B yellow: sim!lar to 23-43/-15 Gm hut slightly change in colour: prominent burrows at 45i46 cm; 
strong blotwhation; biotur~)at&d uppef boundary, 
58!60~ '118 cm: olive grey to paie olive silty mud wIth sornB fine sandy Cc1rb0f1Hte particles; O;J!mJf chang0 to pale 
ollve downccre; open worrn tubes at 76 cm, 9:3 cm; prOrnine!lt burrO'<.~}s at 6'1 cm, 63/65 cm, 69i72 
cm, 72tl3 cm. B2/S5 crn, 89190 ern; bioturbated upper boundary. 
"1'lB~150 cm: pale olive; simi!ar to 58!60 A '11B ern: :ill 135A '131 crn. Ilgnter cOlourod vi8dW?- shapod layer {5Ylf3, 
pale yellow). 
150-:)92 cm: pale yeHow to pale oHve {colour change downcom} siity mud With fine ~~andy carbonate particles: 
pte-roPlJd-fr~~gml':"n! nch patcrws d 165!H56 ern, 21'1,'213 cm; plt:ropod··ffa9rBE.mt rich ~aye( from '11'5 




palE! Qhv!~ wIth oliVE! patd18s; silt}' rnl.1d WIth fIne sandy carbonate p •. utk:/es, mOder2!to b!oturba{jon, 
pale olive ~.l;my mlHj with tine sandy c .. arbonale particles; strong bioturbatfnn. 
ciive grey muddy firtH sand with pntchos of silty mUd due to .tnodoral0 to ::.drong t;k)turbi:1iJon. 
422-45Bf4G1 ern: paie oHve gilty mud wit!"! line sandy carbonate pHrticles; small dark patc.hes with fine it? medium 
sBndy particles (rninerals?fst\0!l fraqments?) between 445-453 Gm: moderate bioiurbal;on: 
",.,. unclearigrmdual uppr:w boundary 
\ .~ .. 
458/461-463/470 cm: pal€ olive; similar to 392-401 cm: moderate b!oturb:~ti()n. 
46B!410-514 cm: paie yeEow s!fly mud With tine saf)(~y carbonate part!cjf;~!); pmnllnent burrow at 415/41H cm: 
mc;(I!;!rat!~! to strong b!uturbatlofL 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11034-1 GC Date: 31.08.06 Pas: 42°1 0'1 O"N 9'38'28"W Water depth: 1983 rn Core length: 470 ern 
Hghfyalowl.sT, "bro\"n-to-br6~;ruSh--Y:e1fO\v-·m-!;(r\\:~{tF. fir.e-ro-nl,~aEiiTI-·$:1-nct\1 £~lauconfte-{?}ana 
carbonate particles, brownish yellow layer··like structures. 
SS 7l8 n 42i45 cm: olive grey to grey. same as 0-7i8 cm; darker patches (olive grey) increasing from 33 cm upcore 
!':) (intensifYing Df bioturbation'?). &ingle prominent bun'<)wS at 23/32, 43/48 Gm. some orthe fJUrrows 




:0 : ... 
:;SS 
42/45~1 05/107 crn: olive grey, s~m~e rm:1lerial as O~?ifS cm, some fine~sand SiZBd blaCK particles (glauconite?) at 56 y 
42 CflI, open ;,;,,'orrn t.ubes at 52. 56. 77. 9D, 101 Gm; 8inglo prominent burrows.at 50, 52/£.:3, f30/62, 
62/64, G5/67 ern: organic spots 8t 69.5 cm and 71 cm: moderate r)loturt)<:~tkm, upper boundary 
blQtllft)ated. 
1 O:'5i1 07 -110/11 i ern: light grey, B8.mf* rnatarial aB above but lighter colour, moderate bioturbation, upper boundary 
tJioturbated. 
'l'IO!'11'1-303 Clrl: Dale oHv!.:.! to dclrk GWVIs.h brown, samB rnmons! <:.is 0-7/8 cm, :jing!e prornin!;;!nt burmws at 100. 
'1'12.1'114, '11611 18, '(2~: 128, 159!16'j cm: darker colour at '157·,168 ern (2.5Y4i2}: sl1011 fragment .. 
filled burrows at 138, 194~201 cm {mainly pleropods?): higher content of larger particles at 301-308 
cm {silt to fill(; sand. single gastropod at 102 cm, ;:,mail complete bivalve at 303,5 cm) .. m1ed 
burrows?: upper boundary bloturbated. 
l;Son<110 Gm:) fight grcr~n~~~h grey it~nso of overconsohdate(i clay, Rbundant rnedium to co;mH.! sandy ~;heIlH and 
glauconile (1) amund tile tense. SOO'I.E! shell fragments {uP to ! mm in slzf..:); tense of silty fine sand 
<.,vith glauGonite {?} content (A'20 0;;,). 
310<34H Gm: pale 'Olive, sirnit8.r to 1101111-308 cm; 310-3.12 crn: fine to mediUln sand-sized g!auconite {?}, strong 
bidurb8l1on. 
343-410 cm' light OiiVB grey, ~f:Hne material <Is. 31 O<~48 Gm: 348<.:;50 ~-:m: bleached (1) hurrow (n; moderate t(j 
strong bioturbalio\!. 
410-427/<~28 ern' yellowish brown rnud with fine to medium t;and {carbonHtie): open worm tube at 417 cm; ~1ma!l 
orffarHc spot £it 423 cm; strong bio~urb-ation, upper boundary bioturbak~d, 
427!42H-43B ern: lighlo(ive brown, S8rne materia! as 410-427!42H cm, moderate bioiurhation, upper boundary 
bioiurbaled. 
438·470 en",:: Iiql'1t yeHow~sh brown. same rnaterw as 4'10 .. 427/428 cm, mode-rah:? to strong bloturbatlOt), uppf,r 
boundary b!oturbatod, 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11035-1 GC Date: 31.08.06 Pas: 42c 10'18"N 9"39'28''W Water depth: 2045 rn Core length: 505 crn 
Slruct. Corm,ter!;~ 
tb"·-27~rcm:) .- --brO\~;!;ISh- y:efo\v"o:l.!rj with -nnetorrl:~a{LI'!n-$ai1dy-(arh~Jn3t~~ pa'(iic!e--';~: snarp jo-v~:r "hGl.! n"cfa0i {co-!6ur 
change). 
2f4-40 ern: light brownis!l grey 10 liqht olive brown mud wit.t, fine t medium sandy carbonat~ p;~rticles 
(fo:-aminifers'?}, severai open \vorm tubas tnroughout moderate bioturbaHon. 
40··132;133 cro' olivH lTu;d with OrB:! to 11''Iediu(n sandy carbonate pa!'ti(i!:~s. fforams?). sBw!ral open worf':"! tub!~$ 
nlroughQut; moderate bioturbahon; upper boundary bioturbc!led. 
sin!ge prominent burrows at 74, 75,83,89 ern (burn.l\\, at 89 could a!~~o be a slumping structure} 
burrows have higher 8iit content (8i1ty mud) ant! darker colour (tHSperSHd (iarl< olive grey), ~:;!ighUy 
darker horizon at 100,5~101,S t:md '117-118 cm. 
(1321133 .. 135 cm:) same {3S 40·'132/':33 cm but darker patc:hed (5Y4!2): upper boundary bioturbated. 
136· 1451149 cm: same as 40· 1321133 Gm: upper boumiary bioturbated. 
(145i49~150 cm:) same as 40~132f133 Gm hut lighter coloured {5Y7!3, pale ye!!o'l'<'l; upper houf1tiary bioturbated. 
150~2H! cm: O!ivH mud with t;n~J to rnediwn s;mdy c.arbonate part:cles, !ncre(1~wd tlt10H jmgrnents at 'J50-~ /3 cm 
up to 3 mm in :sizU', O$pe~c;a!ly concentrali:..'d :0 two borrows at 52·65, 65 .. £H3. cm (lay.:.:n·?). fine sand 
jam:1?- at 231. 286 Grn: moderate D;oturbatlon; upper boundary bioturbated 
281 .. )4l' Grr:: pale olive mud with fine to medium sandy cBr'bonaie particles. ~e'leral smEll! black patches. {org? 
mooosu!ph.?}; (f)oderate biQturbation; upper boundary hioturh,:'lted 
~l4!~351 (;m: grey (mofe: \Nhl~~sh iay(;:) nlud with hnt;:- to f'rl{;ClUrn sandy carbonate particles; rnodcmtE; 
;)loturb8tior:; upper boundary bfotumsted. 
(351-363 crn:) olive mud v/ith fUle to met.iium s8ndy carbonHle partidos; rnouerate biotwbalion. 
363 .. 393!97 ern pah:~ ollye mud with fine to m£!~dium sandy c;::~rb!)n3h:: ;::wl'l:c!es: m{;d(~r8t0 biotu(/Jation; UPly;!t 
boundary bioturbated. 
39Ji3ffl·42·J cm: mud witn ilne to medium sandy carbonate oarilclBs. some dafK oatcflC:.::3 (SY4!2j. rnoderak: 
bioturtJation; upper boundBfY biotl.!rbat~d, . 
421-439 crn: grey sllty rnud with fine to medium sandy c.3rbonate particles, dark palchB at 423 crn (bloturbalion); 
nlOc\{:;l"nte biotwbatiop. 
439·452 ern' paiH ollvl:: mUd WiH1 fine to medium :sandy C.:1ri:!onati) p::u1idl-Js. some 08rkE~r patches (bloturbation): 
moderate bioiurbation; i..fppe~ !>oundm·y biolurb8tcd, 
462··459 Gm: oiiv€. some 8S 421·439 cm: rnodemte bioturlJatlO() 
459~505 cm: light oHve Drey mud with fine to medium sandy c::lfOonate patiic!es, silt content lncr€::ls!ng upcore, 
darkGr fmlches at 4G$J-4H2 cm: rnoderate t)!oturbatlon; opp(:.:r boundary tJloturbated; [lnwer S cm not 
c:ornpleh.::;jy filledj. 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11036-2vc Date: 01,09,06 Pas: 41 C 4S'03"N g°1'1'15"W Water depth: 125 m Core length: 335 cm 
Comrnen;::; 
--- "('ft;5 cro'- "-~---ltgl';t·OnVB l;W\'';!l' graver~b-ro\vnl5h-shef(a0-rjflsancfsonle-l:ockfr8gn-1errts~ f11ostly-s"n-wHr:ff thnn-5"1;0:11 
in sizej. larger shuH fragments fOunded; large blvalvo shel1s at 26 (30 mm!n size). 44 (20 mrq. 45 
(45 mm), 50 (25 rnm): from 16 to 55 cm: mudcy matrix in cent,ai part (less matrix near the !iner 
our..vashiinflow): Rbove 18 cm: 8lmost no mAtrix. 
55~93/1 07 cm: greyish brown Sl!ty fim~ to Goarse- sand, COa(Si:~ sand made U.o of sl1!)jj fragrY!I:1nts: -10 % sandy 
black minerals (~!laLH::onlte?). some mica: rtmty yel~aw patches at 72¥74, B4~89 cm; large white mck 
fmgment at 97 ern {40 mm} 
9:~/107-198 Grn: dark grey slily fine sand. -20 % biac-k mmerais (gl(Juconite?j. some mica ilakes Of up to 1 mm in 
S~Z8; sheii fragments: .;;nriclled in deforrw:Jd layers {due to corin£j}, e.g. at 'i1'lf114, 1f7f'1H!, 123,',2'1 
cm: burrow (?} at '175··179 cm {decroascd content Df blaCk rninemis). 
'199··212 ern: dark grey to gmy. rnatefla! same as 94f'{OI·199 cm but h<':l!f of the section show's dBcroos0d conkmi 
in black minerals and !i9ilter colour: unctear ,Jpper boundary' (mixture due to f.:orin~;)}. 
212~219123·1 cm; dark grey to light olive hrawn grcvel {sub-rounded to well f'cunried shell fragments of some mm in 
size B!1d <f,iel! rounded R)(;k fraqments·l. 
219/234-257 ern: dark grey to Hght olive brown~, mixture of sedirnents, similar to unit above ;md 9~3J107~199 cm: 
uncl0a! upper boundary due to coring. 
.......... ....,.257~262/264 cm: dark grey {{) light olive brG\vn, similar to 212¥219i243 cm; unclear upper boundary due to ealing. 
262;26·4-335 crn: ·dark grey. eomparatJle to 93/~ 07-199 ern: rt-'.llativeiy s.i1arp upper rJOundary, a bit angeied due to 
corinq; enriched i.'15hell fragments at 283-291 cm and layer at 312 v 318 cm; larger shell fragment at 
3~~'1 cm (25 f"rlm In sIze). 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11 038-2vc Date: 01.09.06 Pos: 41 c38'03"N 8°58'27"W Water depth: 78 m Core length: 488 cm 
ss 
0-138 ern: dark olive grey muddy fine r.and, 5DiTI8 dispersel..1 shell fragments, tor.-le mica, few black minera~s. 
ITKiderately b;ctur}.wted; farge fJ;valves at 32 cm (flO mm in size). 84 cm (30 mm) .. 71 ern (i0 mm); 
[below 56 cm: ~Hlchon cornp!Hh:;ly fmod with !~ed;menq; (at 130- '13H ern. inflow of sodinwnt along the 
rn{)(gi(l&. i.e. (war tho !irH::r}. 
138·"194fl97 crn: Ony\;; grey smy fine tD eoars!} sand. -20 ~.<) tl!ack min0rais (glauconite?), coarse sand mainly ITlf.lde 
of sub-rounded lO rounded quartz grains: sharp upper Doumi8f)'. disturbed by coring . 
'194J197~206!209 cm:!lght olive brown gravely coarse Band, WiHl Bubof(.iin8te arnounts of $ilt to medium sBnd. 
rmlH~!Y quartz gf;;:W1S and some shell fragmE:nb; unclear uppe!' bm .. md8fY {rnndu(0 due to coring), 
: [core catcher film at 192··201 cml . 
. (206i209-211 r,m:) Difve gm)', sinlHdf 10 13B~ 104/197 cm; unclear upper boundary {mixture due to wdn~). 
21'1-294 en''!: olive ye!!()w t.o !}ght olive brown, fining upcora from gravely coarse sanej to qravel {rounded quartz. 
roun(jed TOGk fragments. 50me angular 5hel! fmgrnen~s): large bivalve shells at 22 Gm (30 mm in 
size), 33 cm (50 mm). !Ztrgt' ~hef! ha9rnents al36, 39, 45, 53 Gm (less than 40 mm in siLO}. 
204-430 cn:: oHve grey. simibr to 206f209~21-1 cm. dispersed large mica flakes {2 mm m SiZ8); at -·430-J80 ern' 
SQll'1e gravei content (stH)!! fragments. quartz .. max 4 mm in size}; fat 4·Hf-480 ~m: section nOi: 
completely fiHed with sc(hment 0ulf!ovij. 
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RlVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11 039-2vc Date: 01.09.06 Pos: 41 c33'04"N 9"04'39''W Water depth: 99 m Core length: 428 cm 
--~- 0 ·13/15 cm: -- ---oiive--Erown mua-ay fine·s3n-d~s6~!n-B--T!.inieilg--illsr.;eD:~~(r-(nSpel·sed~-co,'irse·sBn-a~($heIT·frn911~e~1ts . 
... -". 13Fl 5 .. 132 (:(fj: veri dark. greyish brown soH rn~!ddy silt to silty mud (slightly coarsenlng uPGore), nch in mIca, 
hafoogeneous: &!ightly angled upper boundary due tD coring. 
132-166 cm: dsrk greyish brown dayey fine sand with medium to r,oarse :)amiy sheH fragments, fining upward 
(downCmH change to coarse scHld to gravei of stlHll fragrnr::nts, WiUI fine to rmu.lium sandy matrix}; 
sharp upper boundary; at -148··153 crn: fine sandy sdt layers., tlch in (:"Iiea, disturbeci by' coring. 
166~174 crn: dark greyistl bmwn Hrm sandy mUd: 2 large well fOunded rock fragments al166 cm (80 nun in 
di1.illleter) and 170 cm (50 mm). 1 iarge bivalvB at '166 cm (3~ mm in $iLC~, brownis.h): unC:;(HH' upoef 
bQuf1darv. 
174¥130 cn:: olive brov;t) coarse sand to gravel (shell fn:.l.grnent~) with f1n0 to medium sandy matrix (similBr to 
bottom of sectlon 132··'162 cm), 418(90 well rounded rock fragments (up to 65 nun tn s,ze) ,It 180 
cm (bottorn of section): unclear upper boundary. 
180· '196 cm: pate yeUow to dark greyish brown grClve! {angu!ar to sub-·angul~ir sheli fmg(nepts. and SOlrH:; well 
munded ye!!owi-sh rack fragments. up to 15 mm in size}: uppEr houndary trnns;t!onai (mixing?) 
19\i-211 cm: dark grey sl£ghlly- fioe sandy mud. rich in mica. tiny bi~ck spots (mon()wlpnides?); transitional "pper 
I.x.):....Irld8ry <mixing?, curing?, blolurbatjOl~?), c03fSenil)g upward, 
(2'11-213 ern:} dark qrey coarse sandy sheH pravel 
1
, 1213-2.15 cm:) li[Jht weenish grey p"re stiff clay 
"...... (215··216/217 cm:} dark grey purc~ fine- sand, ~,ome rni:::8; s.harp upper boundar)i; intlm,; of m3teri~1! from 223/22.5-
....... 234 cm? 
21GJ21 ?-223!225 cm: l!ght grfH~ni~~h WHY, slmi\ar to 1'l3~1'15 cm, some d!Spf;r~wd black ::>pots. (organics?, 
rm..l!losulfphide$); sh,-lrp but angle-v UppUf boundary. 
??'"f??f;·?""cm: ohve grey coarse sand to gr;3ve! (sheH fragments), comparable to lBO~ 195 cm, lens of muddy fine 
sand at 131-1 ~~4 ern. 
o1ive grey to pale yellow gravel {shell fragments, wen rounded rock fragments tJp to 20 mm), 
comparable to 180~196 ern, lens of muddy fine sand at 137~14'1 ern. 
244 .. 258!260 cm, gray, compaf8ble to 196··21'1 crn, coarse frugments paichily (lI.stribulBd (rnixIPg?); tr<=.lnsilionai 
upper boundary (mi>::'ng?, cor:ng?, bioturbat:on?). 
258/260-264/287 cm: light greenish grey, comparable re) 213-215 cm, d.istllrherl by coring; sharp but angled by 
.. , conng. 
_ .•. ,,,.":.' (2G4!2G7 v 2GB cm:) grey sHty fine sand with abund>3nt medium to coarse sandy she!! fragments, <10 % b!B:ck 
.,;.> rninerals (gt8uconit~/n, some IlHCa; sfwrp boundary but (.Jn~lied by conng. 
268··275 Gm: vl::!'y d13ri< grr:!y roudc.ly s.ilt, lighter in COlour at thG bottom. rich in mica: sharp upper bouno81y. 
275~231 Gm: very dark grey me(~ium to coarse sandy shell fragments with siity fine samiy matrix, some mk:'a, 
comparaiJle to 2G4i2H7-268 ern but fnuch more rn8diurn to coarse sandy :.;heil fragments: ~:;hc~rp 
~'.,.,Mo. upper ~)Ol1ndaf'l 
.: .... y. 2g'1-290!2~)1 crn: light greenrsh grey. ~:;imi1w to 21a~215 Gm, lOll/Br i~2 cm ddrk{:;r in colour; ~1twrp upper boundary. 
290/291-·:307 Gm: c!ark grey muddy fine sand with abundt:mt !D!3dium to coarsr:: snady shell fragments. comparable to 
2.64/267 -268 but contains. !-f)ud, large stfangely strt1t.chect formerly layered bed of pure stiff day 
(similar to 213-215 cm) corirg influence; sharp upper boundary . 
......, .... :}07~322 cm: dark 9,ey to Hqht weenish gray. nl!;<.h.Hf:.: uf muddy fine :;;anu with abundant nletiiurn to coar$(J sandy 
shell fragrnents and PUfB clay; unclear upper boundary. 
322v 36? trn: grl£fy mud conluHHng coarso snndy particles (ShBli f(agnwnls). 1~lrge concretlnns of slity rnatem.ll at 
326 cm (10 mm in diameter), 335 crn (90 mm). 348 cm no mm), 365 crn (20 mm) not yet fully 
lithified, Imge weil-rounded rock fragments in lower half of section at 347,344. 3S7. 358, 362 cm 
{10~25 mrn in size} ··si,·"irnming·' in muddy matrix; unC;!ear upper boundwy. 
3f)7-376 cm: greyish brown YBf'l larq6 concretion of silty material, pmttv broken into plf~CeS. rlOi yet fldly iithilied: 
unclea!" upp(~r boundary. 
376··428 Gilt dark grey medium to o:]arSl:~ st:H1dy sheli fraflnwnts in muddy s.iil n1iitnx (C" . ompafabie to 275·281 ero 
but finer matrix): !<1rne r..oncretions (sandstone rock franments?, sub-angular) at 388 cm (20 i""Onl in 
diBrneter). ~101 ern (75 mrn), 41', ern (20 rnm). 419 ern {is mm): Ic1rge- wel!vfOunded r0ck fragments. 
at 40a. 409.413 Gm t<30 mm in size). larg(~ rounded gastropod at 46~1 ern ("l0 mm in size), ~It tt)€' 
boHom mixture of pure G!ay dm~ OV8fGonsolidated(?} snty fine sand viith rnediurn to coar~~e ~andy 
shell frelgmcnts: unclear :.JpW.:r bo:;ndary. 
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slit content Increasing upcore; weak bioturbation. 
Diiv(~ brown mut.! with fine sandy (:arbollate particles and some f.!!3uGonite 0). 
light OiiVB hrown; similar to 24-27 cm. 
dark greyish brown; shwlm lO 24~27 enL 
... ·.··;-··;;1· 4S~104J1{}5 cm: dark olivG grey s!lty mud to tH!ty fine to medium sand ~ finin@upward,someHneS!;some-coarsest18\: 
fn;l[!rtW)nts (rnnx 3 (fin,: in si2.(~) a! '102··105 cm, w(~ak blotl.lrbatiofl, bioturbaUon ;tKreasing l)pcon~: 
SS," upper boundary bioIvrhatBci. 
re •• 
S 
............... 104j10S-118 cm' very dArk orey mud to slHy mt;d {fining upward?) with fne Barley carb()natf~ partides and some 
:. gl~.luGonite l?i; irregular upper bOUndaf'f (bioturbation?) 
·118-14'1 cm: light olive bfOwn saty mud to mud with fine sBndy cC'wbonate p8rticiDs and gOinG 9lauGOnlte (?); 
:. (coarsenin.g upwnrd'?). 
141·152 e",: (I3rk greyish brown; 8imllar to 24··27 Gm. 
. '-'; -"'j 1S2-205!206 ern: dark Oi!~B gray; sunilar to 45-1{J4/105 on - aiso fining up\vard, SOniC..: rlllca; ~:"'G21k to mcxierat0 
S:") bioturbatIO!1, b!Ch.H'ba;!on increasint:.l upcorB. upper boundary biolurbated, 
10 :. 
, 
:. 205/206··209 cm: d.::!rk olivB grey mud with fine s'::!f1dy cartmnalG part;c\cs and sn!1W g!au<Jotfito (?). 
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RlVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11040-2vc Date: 01.09.06 Pas: 41 "3S'04"N 9'04'02"W Water depth: 98 m Core length: 490 cm 
Cornraent~ 
Q·19/22 cn~: -greys,liY"fril'i:;-'sB:1d: ~2(r r;;;;-fl"tiuco!,-[tc'-{1}:--sc,m;i-olTcn- a"r;d- fe~ .. ~;n1-f~-dTtlm i,; caarS;3-··Sf.lnii 
irclgm(:Jnts. 
19!22~44 cm: grey gravel layer made of large sheHs (up to 40 mm in size, wh~te!gre:y!b('()wn, m~1in!y ccncaV$ 
upw(=lrd). siliceous grains (Goan~e ~~and to gravel, !nax. 40 mrn, f:dges rounded, transparent, 
Yf~Howi&h 10 brown). and small 9n"?lY s~)eH fn:~gmcJnts (rnax :) (fin: ~n s.ize;; n)atn;.: shc;ws s~!r:te 
Hlciterial as OA4 {Jrn ¥ Inflow?; 40A4 em: no matrix - only shens and Si!iC8(JUS gravel ~md srnall shell 
fr"agnll::nls; 2 rock fragm{~nts (10·-15 Hun in ~iZfr, on6- white. U1;:~ other brown) i,.~t 19.5 ern and 21 Gm. 
44-265 Gm: grey. same as O~44 cm: sharp upper boundary, gradu,':'llly upcQre~d€Greasing grave! content (above 
265 Gm graveny fine ~;and, above 350 cn: major con!(mt pure graV8\) 
2i35-350 cm: grey gravelly sm~1 !Erie sand. grad!la! boundary: gravei: shell fragments, quartz q:'<1ins, rQck 
fragment); white, yeilov';:3h, brown, feddi~:;h. 
35D<f?5!37H crn: grey grave!: large she1{~) at JG9-315/3/n cm, concave upward. while to yeHcw/jsh, IYrywn, reddish. 
gmdual upper houndary; gnwel content: sht~ll tragmen~s (max. 15 mm). quartz grains and lOck 
fragmonts (nwx. 5 rqrn) 
37fj!378~401 tm: qtey to nght olive brown si!ty fine sand. ~W % q!auGonite (7), abundant b:oturbation lenses 
depleled ifl glauconite; $harp uppef bt)unoa.fY \dU8 to Goring}. 
401fA·20 cm: gf(jv~l (St18!iS. quart2: WHins. rock fra9mBnt~~, she!! frHgmBnt~:;): strange peckHt!: dirBGtly st:';lrting Ht 
top of' sectIon, but saetto£) above does not show grave! .at bt base. 
401!420~'f90 cm; similar to 374!3BOA-Ol Ct)"l, lH11ses with uPG()r(~-increasn:g q!auconlt8 en content. 
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RIVPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoB 11041-2vc Date: 02.09.06 Pas: 41C48'OS"N 9'OO'37"W Water depth: 93 rn Core length: 479 crn 
; Colour UthobOY Slnld. c.cmr:mn,;; 
- ---O~nOr134 c:01:dark--greyi$11 brown-io-dark olivl:: gmy muddy fine 5Bnd, rich {il nlTc8,- ~1b~;Q bCilck roI1"erafs-
(glaucnnilu?)' dDuO(i;;:mt she;! fragments, compk.:te bivaive at <5") ern (15 mm in size). abundi.:'ml 
Turrnsc!lnecker'l (enriched at 5·9,36·46 cm. up to 30 mm in size); largest she!! fragments at 50. 63, 
64. oB, 83 cm; 6nnchment of small shell fragmenls at 82-9G cm; bivalve shells at 43, 78. 82 cm 
(rnax. 1S !"om in Size). 
lH)(1:37··36"U353 cm: dark grey sllty fine sand, -20 0/. black minerals (giBtJconite'?), rlch in m:C8, some rnlC~l fL::kes 
up ta 2 mm in ~?ize, same disPl.7fsed .shell fraqments, some- disper~~ed larger .shell fra~~ments at 1B6A 
110/173 crn (up to 15 nml in SiZe): upper bOlindary stronqly disturbed du[~ to cOflng: layer enr.c!l;,;:d 
in shell ff&gments {up to 30 mm in size) at 304¥2H9 cm; largef shell (ra~lrr:ents at 283 Gm (25 mm in 
sizej. 
"",...,,,,, •• "0'" 361/363-3'10 Gin, dark grey to black 9rHV!.:.!i (weil rounded rock fragments, some s~lell fwfjtllenls, up lo 30 mm !q 
S~Zt7), rnntri>:: sarne <.)s above and bl;:low; sh~lrp uPP'::'!!' boundnry 
370-377/379 cm: dark grey, slmilat to 110/173-3611363 cm: sharp upper boundary, 
177!370-399i402 Gm: dark grey to black gravel (wel! rmmt~b'(j}, dark i)fO\,vn to black fOck lm'tvnenb, up to 50 mm in 
iength, one yellow to reddIsh (0ck fragmonts PO mm If) size); gradu;;d uoper boundmy{?), mCk 
fragments :'swim" in ~·mm~y rnatrix (~~arne mateni:ll as bekwv' anrJ flboV8). largest hagments in fn!ud18 
.. wri of uo;t (dislurbation due t!) coring?). no shdi fragment;:;, 
399/402··479 (:rn: dmk Sjmy. sirniiat to 370·:37(1/379 cm, 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11042-2vc Date: 02.09.06 Pos: 41 "43'04"N 9"01 'OT'W Water depth: 96 m Core length: 451 crn 
. -~-----T:rc;~n-ofo~jtfjo\:Vn-~s-8dl:--OB!lt ab"oyi--o--C:nl:-at ti cn~;:' archive ho!f cornp:etBly fillad \,vTtn sedirY18r.t] 
~ j).·21i28 cm: olive grey slHy fine sand, SQrne (niCH, 'voW '70 blacK rnmurCils (gi~lueOfllt0?), abundant disporsed sh::.dl 
fragments (hrownish. up to 3 rorn in size). fragments comparable to tilB5B in section belo'.;v: 2 
hivalvB shells At 2.. 10 cm. <20 mm in sI1,e: 1 gastropod at the- sunac8, 20 mm in size, rY10s1 
, 
probably flnwt~d in dun to C'c::ring. 
27/28-53/64 ern: ,nlive tB'71.'I!r1 9(:('IV81, .brcw,;nish s.he:! fmQrnems., ~Ugl,ltl~l fini09 clownGG(!::; sharp uppl::r ~:)~:H.mdBfY 
::> terns!'!£: n: shgtlt!y disturbed due lO cOring; al32~43 cm: tuqhE.:r s<lnd contenl; <::'l45~55 cm: large 
,,:v· bl'la!V!) shells ( ..... 30 rnrtl in si7.i:!). one complote bivah.ro at 46 cm (30 mn1 :n SIZG). and well rounded 
rock fragment.s (1,4 cm in size); some larger sheH fr,a~JI""nents dispersed, one iarge biv;~lve fmgment 
al36 ern (6 x 3 cm Hl s,ze), 
53/64- 115/120 cm: d,-lrk greyish brown s;!ty fine to rnedium sand, net) in mica (large mica pi aces up to 2 mm in 
size), ~·40 % black tninefa!s (g!auconite'?), 8~)unda:-)t c?ispersed :shell fragments (SOn'l8 mw: Hl size), 
some iarge rock fn3gments ;;tt 1'12 cm (we;! rounded. 15 :TU'(! in size} and at 'lOt' cm {fOund::Ki. 7 
mrn In siz.e): 18rger shell fragments at ·105,108, ·116 cm «20 mm in ~!ze) 
1'15/ .2G~122f12a cm: 0liv(.~ brown 9mvE.!L 311e11 fragments {DrDwnisn, mostly <50 rnm in SIze, sub-round(:d). some 
angular to subrounded Quartz gr3!n~< {<30 mm in $tzt-J); sharp Upp8f boundary (erosive?) but an!;k:c! 
due to Goring; larger shell fragments.at 121 cm (25 mm in si1.e), 119 cm (30 mm), 12G Grn OD rnm}, 
1221128·172 cm: dark gn:::yish brown, simiiar to 52:64 .. 115/120 cm, sharp upper bouneJ,:1rj (erosive) but ,3nqier.1 dUi;; 
~ tocorinn, 
172-2941301 (1) cm: dark greyish hrown. comp;:wable to 112l128-i72 crn hut :ower content of large mica flakes i.H1d 
upcore decfBas;ng content of laqe browni~h fOundeu ShBiI fragments (up io is mm in size; ami 
if..:el! fOunded rock fmgments (up to 25 mm) fining upward with ;'3;0 UPCOr€ change from sheli 
fwnment gravel to silty iine to fm~dium sand. 
284/301-427 cm; dark greyish t)rown silty fine to medium sand to g,avely silty fine (upper palt) to m~tillHn sand 
(lowHr pe!!'O, ·~30 % black rnin0rais (glauconitu?), some l.:::rger pie.ces of mica (up to 2 mm in size}. 
abundant shell fragments d1spersed Ulrouqhoul the section (t.p to 4 mm in size). decreasmf~ sheH 
f(.agrn~Jnt content and some qUHftz. grwns (subangLllar to sub~rounde<J:1 upcare: sharp u!.Jper 
boundary (erosive?) but angled, 
427-451 cm: rl21rk grey!Sfl brQ',,·vn si!t~1 the to rnetiium sl'md, -30 t~c: hiac.k minerals {g1auconitB?), large pi~ces cA 
mica (up to 2 mm in s.ze), shell rragrnems dispHrsed {<4 rnl"rI H) siz.e): sharp upper bnunU8Iy. 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
GeoS 11043-2vc Date: 02.09.06 Pas: 41 C33'06"N goOO'03"W Water depth: 84 m Core length: 451 cm 
Cl-1r-k-S!re'y-fTn-e-:·sand:{ln-rdciie-fO-coarSe-S8!1;fwltil-ql.!-iiiig,:£;vBf,iocfsh-eH d2f)r!S:--foo.~<e-, oi;)dc;rili8ly~~ 
biotlHbated, 
14-1 QO/109 ern: dark qrBY s:lty very fine sand. rich in rnica, son--:e darker spots (organk':s?'), G08r&e-sandy patche~ 
due to bioturbatio!1, tiny shell fragment throughout. pure quartz silt/fine s<md spots below BS cm 
(also lighter}. !owHr bnunt~ary ,sharp and di~~tortmj dU!:~ to conng. rnOd(Hatnly t);oluroatE't1; 10(J-109 
Crl1: !ighk!f pure finest S8fld 'N:tl'! siight day content in {hI:! iovv{~r P,lf! ('100··80 en"!). 
1(jO/109~219/225 cm: dark grey massive gravel layer with G(),sfS-e sand, g,ave; up to 6 mrn in size. poorly sO:iGd. 
gwios well founded bul als.o some sharp-angeled SfWI! ffflgments, Gonslfw:.:t6-d of 4 layers which 
are Internally hom!)98neou~: 
1'1 higher dark grey;,;, brown coarse-sand Gontent("m8lr'xO) al16fHOOi109 cm, 
2) dark brown almost pure gravr:d, single largest pieces 20 mm, also SIV::1!iS (sorHe- fresh. SDme 
Hlterated) at 1DEl!197-1G& cm. 
3'1 darf-:. gn.~Y!Sh t)wwn CQarSe-SBn(jy gravel at 202-19GI1H? cm: simiiBrto 1} 1m1~100!109 crn, 
4) darK yeltowish brown s!if}htiY scmdy ~jrB.Y·!JI8l2·!9/225·'202 un, similar to 2) ·196tl97,·168 Gm, fB\·'1er 
larger pieces rOOdP.f3teiy rounded and 20 mm in size. 
tgenHd! valid for 1(18 wrlole gravel bed: components are of various mck origin and fresh .S: altered 
shell fragrnents, poorly sorted and no internal structures: borders bet...veen the 4 subunlts alvlays 
sharp]. 
219!225~229 an: light ye110wish bm'NIl rnediun}-;Sandy coarse s;3nf.i inysr, rnaln!y Quartz and ro:::;k partides, ft:lw 
larger-sized (2 mm) mica flakes: bottl boundaries sharp, the upper distorted due to cor!ng. 
22yy 252 ern: t;roiNr1 sandy gfcNUi, sin!~I~J larger pieces (wHli-rDunded mCK fra~)meflts. dark undestroyed stHJlis}, 
poorly SOlif!d. similar t.o 4) 219!22!5··202 ern. 
252-307 cm: light yellowish bfm~m "hjeache-d~ slightly qravelv mediuOl-sar:dy <;oarse sand. single larqer 9f8.vel 
pieces {well rounded, abundant rn!ca 1lake~ PJP to -1 fnrn in t;ize,l. nnl well SOftBtj Elnd f0!ahwiy 
homogeneous, grain.s of various rock Qrigin, 
307"402 crn; ddrk grey l'lml)O~18n00us m8diurn-sandy fine sand, r!ch in mica, rnrrH3!Led shell debdg throughout, 
black-mineral content high, frequent lightBf spots of pure finB sand (t>oril1q tubes., binturbai.ion}, 
402-451 crn: very dark 9rey. ~;irni!ar as above (:107-402 ern), slightly darkBr, very ~~Iighl rnuti ct!nt(~nt (a bit stkky), 
very homo£!enoQus, dito ne!": ip mica. 
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RNPOSEIDON Cruise 342, Vigo - Lisboa 
4.3.4 Sedimentology: shipboard results 
4.3.4.1 The sediment cores 
The cruise P-342 has clearly succeeded its aims from a sedimentological point of view. Since it 
is essential to take a large number of sediment cores in shelf settings due to the common local 
facies and age variability (due to erosion and mixing effects), the dense grid of cores received 
will clearly enable us to resolve in necessary detail the sediment distribution pattern and the 
evolutionary history of the shelf with regard to sediment separation processes. The 43 
sediment cores with a total length of 155 m recovery are placed along five east-west profiles 
and in three additional provinces to construct a sort of broad-envelope north-south transect. 
This strategy was the attempt to follow the suggested main routes of sediment transport. The 
distribution of ground-truthing cores, therefore, provides the material base to trace the 
sedimentary inventory in detail, both through time and space. It can be assumed that the 
sediment records cover a time interval of the past 15 to 20 thousand years, with main focus on 
the past 10 thousand years. We expect to have the tool now in our hands, to investigate the 
migration behavior of different sediment components in relation to their grain size as well as 
independent of this parameter. 
The Galician-northern Portuguese shelf is, in terms of sedimentary provinces, is famous for its 
inner to mid-shelf Late Holocene mud belt (two "mud patches") which is elongated from its 
sediment feeders in the south to the northwestern edge of the Iberian Peninsula. Its seaward 
margin is straight, lobate or patchily dissected, its landward margin often characterized by local 
sediment pockets trapped by the rocky seabed. However on the seaward side of this well-
known mud belt, several either very local or sheet-like sediment covers are preserved as well 
not described yet in the literature. The cores taken from these locations will enable us to 
understand whether the sediment dynamics in the modern mud belt and these outer-shelf 
depocenters are linked with each other or if there is a temporal gap due to certain changes. 
The outer shelf is, besides the local sediment sheets, more or less bare of modern 
sedimentation. An intensive glauconite formation was discovered in six cores with clear 
indication that this processes is still ongoing. Age control will lead to an understanding how 
long the siliciclastic and carbonate materials are stored here and how much of younger 
material is contributed to this place. Around the shelf break, deposits are always coarse-
grained. This fact leads to the assumption that the finer components cross the shelf completely 
towards the open ocean. 
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4.3.4.2 Types of sedimentary facies 
The NW Iberian continental shelf is a typical example of a storm-dominated environment. This 
campaign made possible for the first time to receive sub-bottom material from all parts of the 
shelf, in particular from the wide sand-dominated portions. Such a high variability of 
sedimentary facies from this shallow-water area was completely undiscovered and unexpected 
yet. The following types of facies can be distinguished (as a first tentative determination from 
shoreface to shelf break): 
1. A modern fluffy layer with different sorts of epibenthic organisms on most places on the 
shelf as frequently seen in the Giant Box cores 
2. Innermost shelf gravels and boulders probably of paleo-coastal origin; 
3. Inner to mid-shelf modern mud belt with gradual coarsening towards its edges and a 
potentially time-transgressive south-north extend; 
4. A number of isolated sandy and gravelly shell beds with high matrix content in different 
stratigraphic positions which represent probably the local or laterally extended 
condensation products of storm events (tempestites); 
5. Thick pure gravel shell horizons with large shells and well-rounded boulders 
assumingly representing former, drowned beach lines, and being considered as time-
transgressive; 
6. Over-consolidated paleosols with preserved internal structures of presumably Late 
Pleistocene in age; 
7. Transgressive accumulation horizons on top of these old soils and on the massive shell 
(coastline?) beds; 
8. Pure clay intercalations as of lacustrine origin (as a first careful estimate); 
9. Outer shelf fine sand sheets and patches which probably act as subsequent 
depocenters of the finer material which has been reworked from or bypassed across 
the inner mud belt center; 
10. Centers of massive and currently ongoing authigenic glauconite formation on the outer 
shelf where younger or modern sedimentation does obviously not occur at elevated 
rates; 
11. The seaward side of the shelf break with coarse sands, at least indicating that the 
uppermost continental slope does not act as sink for the fine material; 
12. The normal marine basin sedimentation at the lower continental slope as reference 
cores and as the proposed final sink of suspended materials which, at least at first 
glance, do not seem to show enhanced sedimentation rates. 
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4.3.4.3 Cores from the continental margin off Galicia 
Four cores have been taken from the lower continental slope for two reasons. First, we wanted 
to collect a stratigraphic reference core which has received a certain amount of shelf-derived 
sediment. The areas of these core locations have been suspected for being the final sink place 
for fine material. Using the XRF Scanner at RCOM on Core GeoB 11035, the after-cruise 
measurement of the Ca content which should be considered to mainly reflect the carbonate 
content seems to evidence higher sedimentations rate during early and high glacial times but 
at relatively low sedimentation rates of some 10 cm/kyr. The second reason was the request of 
colleagues in Bremen for a deep-sea core to work on paleoceanographic questions. 
It is not clear yet, whether Cores GeoB 11024 and 11033 contain continuous sedimentary 
records from the lower continental margin or whether some gravity-driven transport could have 
contributed to the sequence. According to the seismic profiling, mass wasting deposits could 
be expected here to shaping the seafloor. Such a process is not obvious from the two cores -
also not to exclude it - but some sandy layers might be of turbidite origin. Also, Heinrich layers 
seem not to occur in these records. 
4.4 Physical Properties 
(Th. Frederichs) 
Most of the sediment series recovered during POSEIDON Cruise P-342 by vibro and gravity 
coring were subject to routine geophysical shipboard measurements (Table 4.4.2.1). These 
were performed on closed full cores or on open half cores and comprised three basic 
parameters: 
• Magnetic volume susceptibility K, 
• Electrical resistivity Rs as a measure of porosity and density, 
• Spectral light reflectance 
These properties are closely related to sediment lithology and provide high-resolution core logs 
with a standard spacing of 1 cm for electrical resistivity and magnetic susceptibility and 0.01 
cm for light reflectance. They were measured with a customized GEOTEK Multi-Sensor Core 
Logger (MSCL) utilizing a stepper motor to convey core segments along a track and through a 
series of sensors. Positions and lengths are automatically detected. The separate logging 
measurements are controlled and rapidly collated by the systems computer terminal. 
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4.4.1 Physical Background and Experimental Techniques 
Magnetic Susceptibility 
The magnetic volume susceptibility K is defined by the equations 
B = /-lo'/-lr'H = /-l0'(1 + K)'H = /-lo·H + /-lox·H = Ba + M 
with magnetic induction B, absolute and relative permeabilities /-la and /-lr, magnetizing field H, 
magnetic volume susceptibility K and volume magnetization M. As can be seen from the third 
term, K is a dimension less physical quantity. It records the amount to which a material is 
magnetized by an external magnetic field. 
For marine sediments the magnetic susceptibility may vary from an absolute minimum value of 
-15.10-6 (diamagnetic minerals such as pure carbonate or silicate) to a maximum of some 
10.000.10-6 for basaltic debris rich in (titano-) magnetite. In most cases K is primarily 
determined by the concentration of ferrimagnetic minerals, while paramagnetic matrix com-
ponents such as clays are of minor importance. Enhanced susceptibilities indicate higher 
concentrations of lithogenic or authigenic components. This relation may serve for correlating 
sedimentary sequences deposited under similar global or regional conditions. 
The core logger is mounted with a commercial BARTINGTON M.S.2 susceptibility meter with a 
140 mm loop sensor. Due to the sensor's size, its sensitivity extends over a core interval of 
about 10 cm. Consequently, sharp susceptibility changes in the sediment column will appear 
smoothed in the K core log and thin layers such as ashes cannot appropriately be resolved. In 
order to make an accurate end correction at the base of each segment and to assess the drift 
of the susceptibility meter, a spacer cylinder of 29.5 cm length was placed between each 
segment during the measurement procedure. The measurements taken at the centre of the 
spacer was used to assess and compensate the instrument drift. During pqst-processing all 
data related to void sections were removed to provide a continuous composite core log. 
Electrical Resistivity and Porosity 
The electrical sediment resistivity Rs was determined using an inductive non-contact sensor. 
The system applies high frequency magnetic fields by a transmitter coil inducing electrical 
eddy currents in the sediment which are proportional to conductivity. Their secondary field is 
recorded and yields raw and calibrated values for conductivity and resistivity. Porosity was 
calculated according to the empirical Archie's equation 
Rs/Rw = k·cp -m 
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where the ratio of sediment resistivity Rs and pore water resistivity Rw can be approximated by 
a power function of porosity ~. Following a recommendation by BOYCE (1968), suitable for sea 
water saturated clay-rich sediments, values of 1.30 and 1.45 were used for the constants k and 
m, respectively. The calculated porosity ~ is subsequently converted to wet bulk density Pwet 
using the equation (BOYCE, 1976) 
pwet = ~'Pf + (1 - ~)'Pm 
with a pore water density PI of 1030 kg/m3 and a matrix density pm of 2670 kg/m3. For a 
uniform treatment of all cores, these empirical coefficients were not adapted to individual 
sediment lithologies. Yet, relative porosity and density changes should be well documented. 
The resistivity sensor averages over approximately 12 cm core length. A platinum thermometer 
inserted into a segment continuously measures sediment temperature for temperature 
compensation. Absolute sensor calibrations using a series of saline standards are performed 
prior to the measurement of each core. For subsequent drift and segment end correction, 29.5 
cm long insulating spacers were placed between segments during logging. Thus, the 
characteristic decay of the eddy currents nearby the end-caps was separately recorded for 
each segment and corrected on basis of a model curve. This method provides a continuous 
composite record, however the first 2-3 data points from each intersection were discarded due 
to some overshooting. 
Electrical resistivity data are not presented here due its poor quality. Most of the cores suffered 
from pore water draining after recovering and splitting of the cores due to the generally coarse 
grain size of the sediments. Since the electrical resistivity of sediment cores is dominated by 
pore water resistivity, the loss of pore water leads to erroneous results in electrical resistivity 
determination. Results of gravity cores are shown where appropriate. 
Light Reflectance 
Spectral light reflectance is a measure of the relative amount of light reflected by a material 
under incident white light. It is expressed within an absolute range from 0 (minimum) to 255 
(maximum) and specified as average value for the red (600-700 nm), green (500-600 nm) and 
blue (400-500 nm) color band (RGB system). The reflectance properties of sediments relate to 
their chemistry and structure and are dominated by pigmented trace constituents, typically Fe 
and Mn bearing minerals (clays, oxides, sulfides) and organic enrichments. Reflectance logs 
provide high-resolution records of terrigenous content (total reflectance) and redox state 
(red/blue ratio). Scanned at high spatial resolution, reflectance images provide sharp, 
undistorted, true-color core photographs scarcely affected by undesirable artefacts known from 
classical core photography (shadows, reflections etc.). 
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The digital imaging module of the GEOTEK MSCL consists of a camera containing three 
separate 3*1024 pixel CCD detectors mounted in the focal planes of split light beams -40 cm 
above the surface of the sediment and equipped with red, green and blue dichroic filters. This 
camera captures consecutive, strictly orthogonal line images of the bypassing split core 
surface. The sediment is illuminated from above by two white fluorescent tubes. Freshly cut 
archive halves were carefully leveled to prevent shadows from residual surface roughness. All 
cores were scanned at an axial resolution setting of 100, corresponding to 1 row of pixels for 
every 100 I-lm in core depth. The resolution achieved across the core is nearly equivalent. The 
brightest part of each core was selected to determine the lens aperture value which allows the 
entire core to be measured on the same setting without saturating any of the color channels. 
Each reflectance value is calibrated against the range defined by a white tile (white calibration) 
and a closed lens cap (black calibration). Color test cards were measured before and after 
each core to determine and linearly correct drift effects of the CCD sensors. 
A customized post-processing software was developed to perform all necessary image 
corrections and calculations. The processing starts out by cropping end-cap and cavity 
sections and by removing spurious color stripes caused by a non-uniform response of 
individual color channels. This task is efficiently solved by normalizing the means within each 
down-core column of data to the same mean-core value. The individual segment images are 
then merged into a full core image and numerically compressed in various ways. The median 
value of each data row was chosen as representative reflectance value in the depth series of 
red, green and blue reflectance, total reflectance (mean value of R, G and B) and for the 
red/blue ratio. 
Contrast-enhanced color images were produced to improve the identification of layers, 
gradients, and textures. For this purpose, the RGB images were transformed to the equivalent 
hue, saturation and value (HSV) color system. By linearly expanding the data range of the 
value (intensity) parameter, the available contrast is broadened without shifting hue (dominant 
wavelength) and saturation (degree of purity) of each color, hence, the specific aspects of 
mineral color. In the standard processing, the 10% and 90% percentiles of V were determined 
for each core and linearly rescaled to a value range reaching from 25% to 75% total 
reflectance. 
4.4.2 Shipboard Results 
Sampling Sites and Recovery 
During cruise P-342, 30 sediment cores with a cumulative length of 120 m from stations 
between 41.5 to 43° Nand 9 to 9.75° W were investigated in terms of their physical properties 
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(Table 4.4.2.1). The coring locations comprise sediments from water depths between about 
84 m (GeoB 11043-2) and 2045 m (GeoB 11035-1). Core lengths varied between 1.14 m 
(GeoB 11001-3) and 5.21 m (GeoB 11033-2). 
General Results 
The general characteristics of the physical properties, i.e. magnetic susceptibility and light 
reflectance, are compiled in the lower part of Figure X.1. Dots mark the mean values for the 
individual cores, vertical error bars denote their standard deviations. Each diagram is divided 
into groups of spatially adjacent cores. 
Table 4.4.2.1: Cores subject to physical properties logging and core imaging 
(x performed, - not performed). 
Core Gear PhysProps Image 
GeoB11001-3 vc x x 
GeoB 11002-2 GC x x 
GeoB11002-3 vc x x 
GeoB 11003-3 VC x x 
GeoB 11004-2 VC x x 
GeoB 11005-2 VC x x 
GeoB11007-2 VC x x 
GeoB 11 00B-2 VC x x 
GeoB11009-2 VC x x 
GeoB11010-2 VC x x 
GeoB11011-2 VC x x 
GeoB11014-2 VC x x 
GeoB11015-2 VC x x 
GeoB11016-2 VC x x 
GeoB11019-2 VC x x 
GeoB 11020-2 VC x x 
GeoB 11024-2 GC x x 
GeoB 11025-2 VC x x 
GeoB 11027-2 VC x x 
GeoB1102B-2 VC x x 
GeoB 11029-2 VC x x 
GeoB11030-2 VC x x 
GeoB11033-2 GC x x 
GeoB11034-1 GC x x 
GeoB 11035-1 GC x x 
GeoB11039-3 GC x x 
GeoB 11040-2 VC x x 
GeoB11041-2 VC x -
GeoB11042-2 VC x -
GeoB 11043-2 VC x -
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Overall mean magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 4.4.2.1) is about 267 10-6 SI. The highest values of 
about 1600·10-6 SI and the highest variability (standard deviation) are found in the sediments 
of core GeoB11 015-2 from the northernmost profile F. Lowest mean susceptibility (72 10-6 SI) 
was determined for core GeoB11043-2. 
The heterogeneous sedimentary environment of the working area is reflected by missing 
general trends according to water depths or localities, although cores from more northern 
locations seem to show less variability (lower standard deviations) in magnetic susceptibility. 
Sediments from the outer part of profile B show the most uniform signals with a mean 
susceptibility of about 175 10-6 SI and reduced standard deviations. These sediments 
comprise the cores from largest water depth (GeoB 11 033-2, 11034-2, 11035-2) and 
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Fig. 4.4.2.1 Mean reflectance and magnetic susceptibility of cores GeoB 11001-2 through 
GeoB 11043-2 compared to variations in water depth at the sampling sites and 
core recovery. The vertical error bars denote standard deviations. Areas (1, 2) and 
profiles (A through F) are labeled according to Fig. 4.4.2.1. 
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Fig. 4.4.2.1 Map of working area showing the locations of areas 1 and 2, and profiles A 
through F, respectively. 
Sediment sequences containing high amount of mussels are characterized by lower values of 
magnetic susceptibility whereas no systematic correlation between susceptibility and sediment 
reflectance nor sediment color was found. 
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Organic Geochemistry 
(M. Elvert, F. Schmidt) 
4.5.1 Geochemical Background and Techniques 
To assess organic matter distribution and its temporal and spatial changes at the shelf system, 
different organic geochemical approaches is used. One approach is the measurement of 
compound-specific carbon-isotope ratios by GC-IRMS of biomarkers derived from different 
environments. Together with radiocarbon-dating of these specific biomarkers by AMS 
(accelerator mass spectrometry) it will be applied for the identification of sources and transport 
pathways of organic matter. Biomarkers from the terrestrial environment are for example 
amyrin, long-chain n-alkanes and n-alcohols, which derive from leaf waxes of higher plants. 
The abundance of these compounds will be compared to marine-derived biomarkers 
(alkenones and steroids such as cholesterol or dinosterol) and bacterial markers (e.g. 
bishomohopanol) in respect to variations of their distribution and storage time. Ultrahigh-
resolution mass spectrometry measurements of DOM and sediment extracts will be utilized to 
obtain detailed molecular information of complex organic matter mixtures. These data can be 
processed in element ratio plots to visualize the proportions of the different sources of organic 
matter. Additionally, the calculation of the BIT-index (Branched and Isoprenoid Tetraether 
index, Hopmans et al., 2004) using HPLC-MS (high performance liquid chromatography mass 
spectrometry) allows the determination of terrestrial input by comparing the relative abundance 
of terrestrial-derived branched tetraethers versus marine-derived crenarchaeol. 
4.5.2 Shipboard Results 
Surface samples were taken from the GBC containing the upper 2 cm of the sediment. At 
selected stations, pore water (volume of 50 mL) was taken by Rhizon sampling in the same 
depth interval of the GBC (Fig. 4.5.2.1. Rhizons have a permeable tube with 0.1 IJm pores and 
the pore water is obtained by placing the sample under vacuum using a Luer-lock syringe. 
Pore water samples were sealed and stored at +4 QC in the dark. Sediment samples were 
stored at -20 QC in the dark to avoid organic matter degradation. Selected cores obtained by 
gravity- or vibro-coring were also sampled on board. All sediment and pore water samples are 
listed in Tab. 4.5.2.1. Coordinates of each station are given in chapter 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.5.2.1: Pore water sampling in an opened GBC (Rhizon sampling, station GeoB 11033-1). 
Tab. 4.5.2.1: Sampling list of GBC, GC, and VC. 
Station Instrument Sediment depth Porewater (DOM) 
GeoB11001-2 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB 11002-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB 11002-3 VC 20-23 cm, 50-53 cm 
... every 30 cm ... 
390-393 cm, 420-423 cm 
GeoB 11003-2 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11 003-3 VC 10--12 cm, 30-32.5 cm, 70-
73 cm, 130-132.5 cm, 210-
213 cm, 270-272.5 cm, 330-
332.5 cm, 400-402.5 cm 
GeoB11004-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11005-2 VC 70-73 cm, 170-173 cm, 
307-310 cm 
GeoB 11 005-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11006-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB11007-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11008-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11 009-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB11010-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB 11010-2 VC 70-73 cm, 100-103 cm, 130-
133 cm, 159-162 cm, 172-
175 cm, 213-216 cm, 270-
273 cm 
GeoB11011-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11012-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB11013-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11014-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11015-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
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GeoB11015-2 VC 10--13 cm, 40-43 cm 
80-83 cm, 130-133 cm 
190-193 cm, 260-263 cm 
285-288 cm, 350-353 cm 
385-388 cm, 410-413 cm 
440-443 cm, 480-483 cm 
GeoB11016-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB11017-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11 018-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB11019-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11020-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11021-1 GBC 0-2 cm, 10-12 cm yes 
20.5-22 cm, 28-30 cm 
GeoB 11022-1 GBC 0-2 cm, 10-12 cm, 20-22 cm yes 
30-32 cm 
GeoB 11 023-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB11024-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB 11024-2 GC 8-10 cm, 14-16 cm 
22-24 cm, 40-42 cm 
90-92 cm, 110-112 cm 
119-121 cm 
GeoB11025-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11027-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
10-12 cm 
20-22 cm 




GeoB 11028-2 VC 80-83 cm 
110-113 cm 
200-203 cm 




GeoB11029-2 VC 90-93 cm, 120-123 cm 
150-153 cm, 190-193 cm 
220-223 cm, 250-253 cm 
290-293 cm, 337-340 cm 
360-363 cm, 392-395 cm 
450-453 cm 
GeoB 11030-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
10-12 cm 
25-27 cm 
GeoB 11030-2 VC 50-53 cm, 70-73 cm 
110-113 cm, 140-143 cm 
200-203 cm, 250-253 cm 
310-313 cm, 410-413 cm 
GeoB11030-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11031-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11032-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11033-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB 11033-2 GC 9-10 cm / 10-11 cm 
19-20 cm /20-21 cm 
29-30 cm / 30-31 cm 
49-50 cm / 50-51 cm 
69-70 cm / 70-71 cm 
89-90 cm / 90-91 cm 
station instrument sediment depth Porewater (DOM) 
GeoB 11 033-2 109-110 cm / 110-111 cm 
continued 129-130 cm / 130-131 cm 
154-155 cm /155-156 cm 
189-190 cm /190-191 cm 
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209-210 cm / 210-211 cm 
GeoB11034-1 GC 1-2 cm / 2-3 cm 
9-1 0 cm / 10-11 cm 
19-20 cm / 20-21 cm 
34-35 cm / 35-36 cm 
49-50 cm / 50-51 cm 
69-70 cm / 70-71 cm 
89-90 cm / 90-91 cm 
1 09-11 0 cm / 11 0-111 cm 
129-130 cm / 130-131 cm 
149-150 cm / 150-151 cm 
169-170 cm /170-171 cm 
190-191 cm / 191-192 cm 
209-210 cm / 210-211 cm 
GeoB11035-1 GC 1-2 cm / 2-3 cm 
10-11 cm / 11-12 cm 
19-20 cm / 20-21 cm 
29-30 cm /30-31 cm 
49-50 cm / 50-51 cm 
69-70 cm / 70-71 cm 
94-95 cm / 95-96 cm 
111-112 cm / 112-113 cm 
129-130 cm / 131-132 cm 
149-150 cm /150-151 cm 
169-170 cm / 170-171 cm 
189-190 cm /190-191 cm 
207-208 cm / 208-209 cm 
GeoB 11036-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11037-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11038-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11039-1 GBC 0-2 cm, 12-14 cm, 20-22 cm, yes 
24-26 cm, 38-40 cm 
GeoB 11039-3 GC 10-12 cm, 30-32 cm 
" . every 20 cm". 
170-172 cm, 190-192 cm 
GeoB11040-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB11041-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB 11042-1 GBC 0-2 cm yes 
GeoB 11 043-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
GeoB 11044-1 GBC 0-2 cm 
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4.6 Sampling by our collaboration partners 
4.6.1 Analyses at the Departemento de Xeociencias Marinas e 
Ordenaci6n do Territorio (Group of Oceanographical Geology 
and Biogeochemistry), Universidade de Vigo, Spain 
The general objective of our group is put on the paleoclimatic and paleocenographic evolution 
of the Galician continental shelf and slope during the Late Pleistocene and Holocene. In 
particular, we will focus on the millennial (Milankovitch scale) and submillennial (Sond and 
Oansgaard-Oeschger cycles) climate variability. 
Specific objectives are: 
• To establish the biostratigraphy of the sedimentary record. 
• To identify the recorded climate periods at glacial-interglacial frequency. 
• To identify abrupt climate changes, including Heinrich events, stadials and interstadials. 
• To determine the paleoproductivity patterns in the region related to fluctuations of the 
upwelling regime and to Finisterre front, and thus the evolution of subsurface water 
masses (Eastern North Atlantic Central Water: subpolar end-member and subtropical 
end-member, ENACWsp vs. ENACWst). 
• To evaluate the influence of the Mediterranean Outflow Water (MOW) on the Galicia 
continental slope. 
• To depict a general conceptual model about the paleoceanographic evolution of the 
region during the last climate cycle. 
• To deepen in the global, regional and local forcing mechanisms. 
For these purposes we have selected in a first step 4-5 cores ranging from 100 to 2000 m 
depth and along a transect from Cape Finisterre to the Rfa de Vi go (GeoS 11024, GeoS 
11033, GeoS 11035, GeoS 11015). The selected depth and latitudinal ranges will allow tracing 
the latitudinal fluctuations of surface and intermediate water masses along the recorded 
period. 
We will use two main tools for reconstruction: foraminifera assemblages and stable carbon and 
oxygen isotopes. The obtained results will be complemented, compared and correlated with 
proxies obtained by other groups (e.g. 14C dates, TOC, TIC, 15N, etc.). 
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During the first year we will focus on planktonic foraminifera assemblages as proxy of 
paleotemperature and as tracer of surface water masses dynamics. The particular tasks 
include: 
• A high-resolution sampling of cores. 
A detailed characterization of samples based on microscope features (relative 
abundance of different components) 
• To establish the planktonic foraminifera assemblages based on representative 
counts (at least 300 individuals per sample). 
• To establish the ratio Neog/oboquadrina pachyderma right coiling/N. pachyderma 
left coiling as an excellent marker of cold periods. Counts will be done over at least 
1000 individuals. 
• To describe the changes recorded by the planktonic foraminifera assemblages. 
• To quantify surface water paleotemperatures according transfer functions based on 
planktonic foraminifera. 
• To propose the chronostratigrapy of cores based on micropaleontological events. 
That includes classical biostratigraphy methods as well eco-stratigraphy and event-
stratigraphy methods. 
• To compare and discuss the obtained data with those obtained by other groups. 
According the preliminary results it would be possible to concentrate the study in a particular 
period, increasing the sample resolution. Ultra-high resolution analysis will be done during the 
second and third years. Also, benthic foraminifera assemblages and stable isotope analysis 
will be undertaken during the second year. The first studied samples show that benthic 
foraminifera are scarce in deeper cores. According that fact, benthic assemblages would be 
established only for selected periods which will be determined according a better knowledge of 
cores. 
Stable isotopes analysis will be carried out, if possible, on planktonic and benthic foraminifera 
as well in order to establish differences between surface and bottom waters. As far as 
possible, isotope analysis will be done on monospecific samples. 
4.6.2 Analyses at the Departement de Geologie et Oceanographie in 
Bordeaux, France 
The French "Departement de Geologie et Oceanographie" UMR CNRS 5805 EPOC 
(Environnements et Paleoenvironnements OCeaniques -Bordeaux I University) has a strong 
background on the study of the Galician continental shelf (Dias et al. 2002; Jouanneau et al. 
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2002 ... ).The participation of a scientist (S. Bujan) from EPOC completed the sedimentology 
team on board, mainly to be responsible for sampling of box-corers. 
The main objective of the EPOC scientist during GALlOMAR cruise-P342 was to sample most 
off the box corers collected during the campaign. Later, after consultation with others 
participants and in relation with previous studies (Jouanneau et al., 2002; Dias et al., 2002) two 
transects of stations will be selected from the shelf to the slope and the corresponding samples 
will be study. 
Informations concerning the cores location and on board procedure are gathered in the table 
below: 
Tab. 4.6.2.1: Sampling list and sampling procedure for the DGO sample set. Sampling was 
done every centimetre for the first 5 cm downcore, and then every 5 cm the bottom of the core. 
(*) Complementary sampling directly inside the Giant Box core, for the first two centimetres 
only. 
Station Depth Latitude Longitude Length of core 
Date Samples 
identification (m) (N) (W) (cm) 
GeoB 11001-2 20-August 06 135,5 42°14'59,6" 9°04'60,0" 35 (*) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.,.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ------------------ ------------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- ----
GeoB 11002-1 22-August-06 111 42°09'59,7" 9°59'24,4" 32 (*) 
GeoB 11011-1 : 23-August-06 100 42°31 '36,8" 9°12'07,6" 22 
GeoB 11012-1 : 24-August-06 119 42°42'30,8" 9°15'57,6" 38 
GeoB 11013-1 : 24-August-06 130 42°42'28,6" 9°21'09,2" 31 
GeoB 11014-1 24-August-06 153 42°42'29,5" 9°27'40,1" 22 
GeoB 11015-1 24-August-06 158 42°46'10,8" 9°27'59,0" 30 (*) 
GeoB 11020-1 : 26-August-06 154 42°30'23,0" 9°18'55,2" 28 
GeoB 11021-1 26-August-06 481 42°29'08,5" 9°25'31,5" (*) 
GeoB 11022-1 26-August-06 292 42°34'59,6" 9°25'17,2" 34 (*) 
-Ge-08- h023--1- -:- -26~Aug-ust--06- - --- ----403 --- - - - -- -4-2°42~29j'~'-- - - -- -~h3'2-5,9';-- - - ----- -2i ------- --- ---------
GeoB 11024-1 : 26-August-06 1833 42°41'47,9" 9°44'59,3" 30 
------------------.,..------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ --------- -------- -------------
GeoB 11027-1 29-August-06 137 41°57'59,8" 9°10'37,4" 26 
GeoB 11028-1 29-August-06 127 41°58'00,9" 9°05'32,2" 39 
-------------- ---------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------. 
GeoB 11029-1 : 29-August-06 115 41 °57'59,8" 9°02'45,2" 36 
GeoB 11030-1 29-August-06 94 41 °57'59,8" 8°59'23,9" 28 
-Ge-08-1-1-o33--T: - -3-1--August--06- - - --- - - -1-873-- ---- - -- 4-2°14~59-,6-"--- - - - -9~04'E'-O,0';-- - ----- -- -30---- --- - - - ----------
-Ge-08-1-1037"-1- -: ---01-Sept~ C)6 - -- - -- - ---130- - -- - -- -- -4-1-0-43;10~2~;-- - ---8~5"i:1'4-i,8-'; - -- -- - -----1-5-- - --- - - - -----------
GeoB 11038-1 01 Sept 06 78 41°38'03,6" 8°58'28,4" 23 
GeoB 11039-1 01 Sept 06 99 41 °33'03,6" 9°04'39,6" 41 
GeoB 11040-1 01 Sept. 06 99 41 °38'04,2" 9°04'03,0" 21 
GeoB 11041-1 02 Sept. 06 93 41°48'04,7" 9°00'38,3" 32 
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
GeoB 11042-1 02 Sept. 06 95 41 °43'03,3" 9°01 '08,4" 34 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
GeoB 11043-1 02 Sept 06 84 41 °33'05,2" 9°00'02,9" 22 
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All the sampled cores on board come from the Giant Box corer, as we need to study the first 
decimetres of the deposits. We plan to evaluate the on-going processes through estimates of 
thickness of the mixing layer and eventually calculate the accumulation rates from 210 Pb. 
As reported in the Table, most of cores are sampled every cm from the interface to 5 cm 
sediment depth, and then, sampled every 5 cm. Sometimes it has been necessary to do 
intermediate sampling related to the observation of specific or unusual dynamics figures of the 
sedimentary column (at 7.5 cm depth). The samples were gathered by station in identified 
plastic bags and conserved on board inside a fridge (+4°c). 
Fig. 4.6.2.1: Sedimentological Sampling of core from the Giant Box Core 
Expected analysis: 
We plan the following sedimentological analysis: 
- Grain size analysis on fine-grained sediments using a with a Mastersizer S equipment 
(Malvern Instruments) using Laser Diffraction in Particle Size Analysis. 
- Particular Organic Carbon analysis, determined using the Strickland and Parsons' method 
(1972) as adapted by Etcheber (1981). Its content is measured with a LE CO CS-125 
equipment. 
- Radioisotopes e10Pb) analysis on 2 selected transect of stations. 
Radioisotopic measurements, gamma spectrometry, should be made using a semi-planar 
germanium detector, (EGSP 2200-25-R from EURYSIS Measures) coupled to a multichannel 
(8000 channels) analyser. 
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Realization of this program is however linked to funds allocated by the contacting authority. 
4.6.3 Analyses at the Instituo Nacional de Engenharia, Technologia 
e Indurciio in Lisbon, Portugal 
The Lisbon group, headed by Fatima Abrantes, is very interested in collaborating with the 
Bremen Group, and in particular with Till Hanebuth on the study of the cores (box, vibro and 
gravity) recovered off NW the Iberian Peninsula during the Cruise Poseidon P-342. 
The surface samples of all the sites, recovered by giant box corer will be used to study 
microfossils (diatoms, planktonic foraminifera, dynoflagellate cysts, phytoliths) abundance and 
assemblage composition and Organic Carbon determinations, in order to extend the already 
existing data bases of the different groups and that have been used in the definition of regional 
transfer functions. 
Sites located within the so-called mud complexes (Fig. 4.6.3.1), located sensibly along the 100 
m bathymetric would be of interest to do trace element and organic pollutants analysis, both on 
the surface samples as along a couple of cores to be selected on the basis of the cores 
description, and non-destructive parameters (color, MS, XRF data). The objective of this study 
is to investigate temporal evolution of pollution, type of used pollutants and its export to the 
coastal areas. 
From the sites collected within the mud complexes, where sedimentation rate is expected to be 
higher, a couple of gravity cores could also be selected to reconstruct Holocene climatic and 
oceanographic conditions. 
The sites that define the two transects perpendicular to the coast, at 42° 10' Nand 42° 40' N, if 
having high sedimentation rate and continuous hemipelagic sedimentation, would be of 
interest for our group to reconstruct past circulation and productivity conditions on the basis of 
microfossil (diatoms, planktonic foraminifera), Organic Carbon content, 8180 isotopes on 
benthic and planktonic foraminifera, and possibly also Mg/Ca on planktonic foraminifera. 
Our interests will be accommodated according to the Bremen group priorities and objectives, 
and also considering the interest of the Vigo and Bordeaux groups, which have also 
demonstrated interest in contributing to the study of this material. 
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Fig. 4.6.3.1 Locations of surfaces samples 
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I Archiv - Rohr 
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Rel$. ,4;> 3 If "2- GKG PROTOKOLL 
ta! nUmInel aartwlter 
GeoB 11002 - /I 
BEPAOBUNG 
Elndringung (cm) BamOC<ungen 
Sediment· Tamp, (' C) 
Aufteilung der Oberllllcha 






magn, Bal<talia n 
UNER12 cm {Ulnge I cm} 
Archiv· ROllr 
Arcl<iv - Rohr 
.aaophyslk· !'IOhr 
,. '.- ~ 
aeo<;hemi" -?ohri 
~PRl11ENPflOBEN 
Beschraibung dar ObertMehe 
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RQI$~ ~3Y2 GKG PROTOKOLL 
. "tatronsnummer 1;;93",&.or Datum 
GeoS -1,1003 - 2 ;:~;J:,." :,;{,! 22 , oe 2a:::k5' 
BEPROBUNG 
Elndrlngung (cm) {; -·1 8<lmerkungen 
Sediment - Te"". {' ClI ,·'/3, d 
Aultel!ung der Oberffllche Beschreibung der Oberfi!lche 
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OBERFLACHEN • i"ROBEN (cm 2) 
Foramlnileren (g el/ubt) Fauna (Sprltza 10 ml) 
Fcram!ntteren Ton - Mlnerala 
Radiclarien Be - Tracer 
Ola\omeen Th - Tracer 
org. Kohl.nst. 
I' 1 magn. Bal<terien 
LINER ·12 cm (Lllnge / cm) RONTGEN-PRApARATE FRAKTION > 1 mm 
Archiv - Rant R~ntge" - Prap. Tial. (cm) Q-5cm 
Archiv - Rohr VOIl bls 5-1()cm 
Geophysik - Rohr RP 1 1O-20cm 
Geochemh~ - Rohr RP2 20·> cm 
SPRlTZENPROBEN 
Tiefe (cm) 4 17 /10 113 116 119 122125128131134137140 143 146 149 
A-Sena 
B -Serie 
Smear ~ Slides 
GKG PROTOKOLL 
I ::>rationsnlll1'l(tl<lr rearo..rtar . , 
GeoS \\0 01, . 1.. \\ ~~\, ,,}.A. 
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sL 
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Raise ~p 3L;j2 GKG PROTOKOLL 
, Stadonsnummer faeartJe,tBr 




Eindnngung (cm) I ?;t! CJ·< aemerkungen 
Sediment· Temp_ ("Clf 42, ;£1 ~3,~' .'.~< <..' /.~ ": (j' P(/2. U 
Auftellung der Obertll1che aesch,elbung der Obertll1che 
~~~(.!(.j ;;.y..(.u-r('c/}';'~t~...:.:?:r:u! (/:.:-.. /~ 







LINER ,12 cm (L~nge/cm) 
Archiv - Rohr 
Archiv - Rohr 
Geophyslk - Rohr 
Gaochemie - Aohr 
SPRTTZENPROSEN 
j{,; ,./ 
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Fauna (Spritze 10 ml) 
Ton - Mlnerale 
e.- Tracer 
Th· Tracer 
RONTGEN - PRAPARATE 








20 -> cm 
Tlefe (cm) 4 7 11Q 1/3 1/6 119122125128131 34 137 140 143 146 149 
A-Serie 
6-Serle 
smear - Slides 
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Datum 
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Elndlingung (cm) )1. Bemerkungen 
Sediment - Temp_ (" Cl 
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Raise p' Z: ~1 GKG PROTOKOLL 
J Stationsnumm~r ~ :"> : _', /) I Bsa:~Efe: 
GeoB /. ./; / ' .,Xi I ,.~." 
Datum 
;;:. /' ';;<? 
BEPROBUNG 
Semerkungen Eindringung (cm) 
-L :::. 
Sediment • Tamp. (0 C) I u.tj,:<.::7' ,,;..~a..rf?/ .;:{.I:;.,i-!r.;:.;,'",:,/ bt--, ,-;:,.',.s;-</ '(-"N"~/ ~.,:-..t.",!,,1" ,) 
Auftallung der Oberflil.che 







LINER '12 cm (Lang.' cm) 
Archiv· Rchr 
Archiv· Rohr 
Geophysik - Rohr 
Geoct1emie - Rohr 
SPRIiZENPROBEN 
8eschreibung der Obarflilche 




Fauna (SpritZe 10 rnl) 
Ton - Minerale 
Be -Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
RONTGEN - PRApARATE 
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20 -> cm 
Tlefe (cm) 417 110 113 116 119 122125 12e IS1 134137140 143 146 149 
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Relse f> ZIf'L GKG PROTOKOLL 
Stationsn ummer 
",saroensr uatum 
GeoB /f/f()06 -1 ~d~",,~c{~ 27.,6S- 2ao6 
BEPROBUNG 
6amerkungan '" 
Eindrlngur.g (cm) 5;...t{ /t:, ((' d~J ~::f\/( Ct: ,.A c~~.\.t-!· /')(./';;.!.' 
Sadlment - Temp. (' C) 
Auftellung der Obertlache 







LINER ,12 em (Lange / cm) 
Archiv - Rohr 
Archiv - Rohr 
Gaophysik - Rahr 
Geochemie - Ranr 
SPRITZENPROSEN 
Tle!a (cm) 4 7 
A-Serla 
8 -Serte 
Smear - Slides 
" 
aascorelbung der Oberfl~che 
5' If.) rr)(.)« () (,,\ "'c) 
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Fauna (SplilZe 10 ml) 
Ton - Mlnerale 
Be· Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
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Relse ? 3L!Z GKG PROTOKOLL 
Slalklnsnummer I',ealteltar 
GeoS 111100::;--1 ~:;{,L'l'v' <d .. )., 
Eindringung (cm) 
Sedlmant-Temp. ('C)I /:c .. . / 
Aufteilung der Oberflll.che 







LINER ·12 cm (L~nge / cm) 
Archi" - Rohr 
Archiv - Rohr 
Geophysik - Rohr 




Beschre;bung der Obartl~che 
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Ton· Minerala 
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Tlefe (cm) 4 17 /10 113 /16 /19 122125126131134 137 140 143 146149 
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B -Serle 
Smear - Slides 
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KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
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Relse 13'-12 GKG PFlOTOKOLL 
! StaUonsnummer I pea",e".r ua!Um 
Geo8.-1ft,OO~ -"1 ,:.:;(.,..!~ r~"},O(J.-- '2:,,02.0G 
BEPROBUNG 
Eindringung (cm) ',? fj (f~~; Bemel1<ungen 
Sedlment·Tamp. ('C) "".{,.4 o~..:...; J>};.'<!.. .;'/, .: f -:;.-/ ~?, {'" ',' ~.:,:l 
Auf!ellu11g deT Obertlache Beschrelbung der Obertl~che 
.' ...:; , < ",:,~ 5.~.? /" ... ~l c/'~~' l" l·<··: l I"~, i' 
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; ~ ;;, .':' 
OSERFL.IlCHEN • PROSEN (cm 2) 
Foraminiter8n (gettiibl) Fauna (SprftZel0 ml) 
-'" 
(J) Foramlniteren Ton· Mineral. 
"'" Radlolari.n s.· Tracer 
Dlatomsen Th· Tracer 
org. Kohl.ns!. 
magn. Bakterisn 
LINER '12 cm (lange/cm) RONTGEN·PAApARATE FRAKTION > 1 mm 
Archiv • Rchr R~ntgan - Prap. nete (cm) O·5cm 
Arch!v • Rohr van bls 5 ·lDem 
Geophysii<· Rohr RPi 10-20cm 
Gaochemle - Rohr RP2 20 -> cm 
SPRI1ZENPRoseN 
Tlets (cm) 4 to 113 115 ! 19 I 22 125 I 28 I 31 134 137 140 143 I 46 149 
A·Seda 
B-Seria 
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Reise ?3l!Z GKG PROTOKOLL 
ts. onsnummer ea ner atum 
GeoB ,.f.feJ::) ') - /j _'>u~~ 
__ ~ .. ?,_CX; 
.-- -----
Elndringung (cm) .... ~: ~l 
Sediment • Temp, ('Cl! /] ',), q 
Aufteilung der ObertUlcho 







LINER ·12 cm (Ulnge I cm) 
Archiv ~ Rahr 
ArchlV· Rohr 





Seschrelbung der Obortlach. 
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.~/ ,z..'J,' /j ;~" -<:'., • t.! 
..... , j ,).;.;,:" I.J.).:X (·Y·. ':'" ~/:{' 
~ ", L.·:",,·, 
Fauna (SpritZel0 ml) 
Ton· Mineral. 
Ba - Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
RONTGEN-PRAPARA7E 
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Relse ? -:N?, GKG PROTOKOLL 
I Stiillonsnummer fBealbeit.r 
GeoB -1-10-10--1 
i'd'o og Z4 "cc S! 0.:-)0; BEPROBUNG 
Eindrlngung (cm) L ,.,". {.< ; j Bemerkungen 
Sediment, Tamp, (' Cl I ,"( 
Auftellung der Obertfllcha aeochr.ioong der Obertlilche 
-' ~', ... :~ : ;- '.~ ~ 
(" f ,:':l <: '" 
(}.~ . "; 
'£:1 c· j" ;f· ,.' 







LINER ·12 cm (Ulnge fern) 
Arch'lv - Aohr 
Mohlv - Aohr 
Geophyslk - Rohr 
Geochemie - Rahr 
SPRITI:ENPROBEN 
Fauna (Spritze 10 ml) 
Ton - Mineral. 
Se - Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
RDNTGEN,PRAPAAATE 








S;-;';"r',-t: ,,>, .:/.~ .. ,,:; e~fL,:.C:j'0..{. 





Tiel. (cm) 4 7 \10 113 116 \19 ~Ielml~ IMlnl~lat.la 
A-Sene 
S-Serie 
Smear - Slides 
GKG PROTOKOLL 
I ~;~B~ Q\~ _-: \ IBeaffiene\\ ~S~~}~ Datum 
-0, A,.,.,.t Cl' 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
Eindrln\:ung (cm) 
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Rel$e ? 3~12 GKG PROTOKOLL 
;:)tatJonsnumm~r Icea"",rter vatum 
GeoS //10rl.-1-1'/ 
Eindnngun9 (cm) 2:':; 
Sediment· Temp. ('CII /A, :< 
Aufteilung der ObelfUlche 







LINER '12 cm (L~nge I cm) 
Archiv - Rohr 
Archiv - Rohr 
Geophyslk· Rohr 






:)U r ,f,:::.( ," :.~ ~": ~;i {-:.;:!t ~ .. ? '7:,j' 
Beschrelbung der Obertlache 
1"'''-: ;;:l,;.·/;t' (';,:,h,:fi..:":>' )~-:/-. ( ,/ -.', .,': 
('C; Y(..-:f/:~·l :'f?A.)(,' o!(;~ ... -w (·,'....::<f,:,,, 
~.~."';:>.} v( l,J~~ ,-:"i ' ,. [..~}~. :,'"r:= ,'/.....i ("'.' 
i j' ,~ . .>' (/1 "f.t../ "~,> 
,:', (, .. )/ ~ .. /;' 
Fauna (Spritze 10 mQ 




/V" ,/ ,~ 
< •.. ; 
."'.'$ 
R6NTGEN·PRAPARATE FRAKTION > 1 mm 







2Q - > cm 
Tiefs (cm) 4 17 110 113 116 119 122125128131134137140143 146 149 
A-Saris 
B -Serla 
Smear - Slldes 
f StatlOnsnummer 
GeoB ~1 0 f 1 ~ 1 
-:r;']%O # ::s 2. 
Eindringung (cm) 












Farbe Probe Strukturen 
\ () \-/ .~/ 
~, ! ';2, 





(0 -L6~) S<l;1..:}n 
rr.s.~ U-Il\ tu Co.c<_{5AL 
'So.w.) fl\.I!d<v,iA ::::d"'-"'Cof.:....~/ 
(D"'<'~ "" 8~"'-R\(,s/...):l'; 
(' \;>,-,-.>~ O ... ..A ::s ~Jit 
,.,. _. I~.. i') "." (~~··1 ~~~ j V~4? ,'0 d.., ~ ~r 
'. i \ 
J..:_ ..... ~~ .. 0 
(0 .. "ic~ d\".l"'" f)\~ .. O-f. "\ 
.J 
1o--t----- C ~-;:): ;;;;;;:;;L~ V"?'L! 0(:;kja) r-t'(..j 
",'.IQ. / \ -' ,_/ j,. I-' J 
\\J jr ")01"'1\.£ .. 0 ~ :;)( .. bt:;.5:;"Q. ~:7U,,":">,' 































GeoS ,,1,,10,12." /1 
To~-o 3,4, BEPROBUNG 
Elndrlngung (cm) I :;:S) Semerkungen 
Sediment - Temp. (0 C)I /I. j , ;: 
Auttellung der Obertil!che Seschrelbullrg der ObertJ~che 
':-: :...;"-{ {~.) ~ ~. .... " 
-. ~ i 
, 
, 
~ >. ( 
, 
OBERFLACHEN - PROBEN (cm 2) 
ForamiMersn (gefM'I) Fauna (SprilZel0 ml) 
--" 
-....j Foraminlteren Ton - Mineral. 
--" 
Radiclarten Se - Tracer 
Oiatomeen Th - Tracer 
org. Kohlsns!. 
I magn, Bakterian 
LINER 12 cm (L~ge/cm) R6NTGEN-pRApARATE FRAKTION > 1 mm 
_hiv-Rohr Rontgen - prap. Tlete (cm) o ·5cm 
Archiv - Rcbr • van bis 5-10cm 
Geophyslk - Rohr RP 1 10-Z0cm 
Geochemi. - Rohr RPZ 20~> cm 
SPRITZENPROBEN 
TIel" (cm) 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 .~ 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 
A -~Serle 
B-Serla 




{ t>latlonsnUmn1<Ir-- '-ltreartoe~er 

















45l ....... ,,./., .. 
", ... ..-./v.,.··,· 
50 .... / .. /· 
3:),,,,"'" Bemerkungan 
Fame Probe Strukturen 
s 
z. 


















o-3cn'~' ,o"'W . ,f~::J f~ 
<:"c.:';-'f- rV':..r. c/'d r -' r . ...-..<. :.5c:',A--::p 
- " './ . 




/",! .... 25(.1"~"~ 
:( (f 
5~~/ r.{, 
c~ ,"; ." ({-"'-"',./ l(·. ~t ' ! ay~r; '(. 
"~·M .. .(ji/ 5; ij 
~-., ~), L.d't.\)i') 
r'":,'c:r:::/(fl'r::r:t,.,!y L'· t t;u "'~',~':f 
-.v"",··!.c :j~~~.:;.L/ ~,:-:.:-.c.I.?L<", I7'A/n-~i/.","",'/;; 
2 j -"3j ;.f"·~~ 
b!u:~ i.\ 
-s f' 































Eindtihgung (cm) 7~ /~. 
Sediment- Tamp. (0 C)/ 







8eschralbung der Oberflache 
f; .. 
















aeochemi. - Aohr 
SPRrrzl;;NPROBEH 
Fauna (SprilZel0 ml) 
Ton - Mlnerale 
Be - Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
RONTGEN·PRAPARAiE 





i v·'o"·, ' .... ,. 
('f' 
~ " 




20 -> cm 
Tie!e (cm) 4 17 110 113 116 119 122.125128131134137140143 146 149 
A~Serie 
8 -Serle 
Smear - Slides 
GKG PROTOKOlL 
, ~~atlonsn~~~~- -rar59n:er 
GeoS ~/, 0·43·· /!s; /" ," h 
~Datum 
"{.B CG 0; 
,Eindringung (cm) 



































1-' !)C:, f~,r.".t S.;'{r·~·~~ ___ -;; 
~.b:..(~~C(Di>·; .. ! 
Chi, .r/ ()(, .. ". 'i/'J 





/f ~"~,' ') t > ,:' 























Raise P '34'2 GKG PROTOKOLL 
[Stiillonshurnmer .... -~-~itar 
GeoB 4/rc~~1«}~ " ../ I :;/f'N~"d>! 
4 ./:) 
.,"'" ; 
Elndrlngung (cm) l -. --,--. :;.:::': .. 
Sediment -Tamp. (0 eT ./"< 
Auftallung der ObIJrtlilche 






I I magn. Sakterien 
LINER -12 cm (Lilnge / cm) 
Archlv - Aohr 
Arcl1iv - Rohr 
Geophyslk - Rohr 





Seschraibung der Obel1lache 
>l 
\.~ ; :'," • '<' . 'f" ": ... ; 
~)'-
i-: : ;"( ,/ .:'( " ,~:' 
Fauna (Splitzel0 ml) 
Ton - Mlnerale 
Ba - Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
RONTGEN-PRAPARATE 






~ (: '>1 ") '<_~; 
··l .... !, 
i.{ 
~ <' 




20 -> cm 
Tiele (cm) 4 17 110 113 116 119 122125128131134137140 143 146 149 
A-Sari. 
B-Sarla 





"lE{, r)8 ~)G 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
Elndringung (cm) 22. Bernerkungen 
Sediment - Terrp. e C) 













































RaiSe 1" "3'12- GKG PROTOKOLL 
SlatiQnsoullU11er 6"a"",40r 
GaoB 41{),o15'~ /;) 5{j": "'··V.l . ~:£!.. 
okolc-o # 11 BEPR08UNG 
1!indringung (cm) Bemerkungen 
Sedlmen~ ~ Tamp. (. C) I ":, .. 0 
Aufteilung der Oberflilche Seschreibung der Oberfl~che 
[" ... ~ . -:.~ ; ",' 5::);" 
t ~~1. ~ .. ,., f :'.'~ ..... '; !, ,.' f ,: 
'<.: ... !.(,.' 
. ,,', 
r~ t;> ~ ,'" (,.~';:r.( <' (, 







UNER ·12 cm (lange/cm) 
Arehiv .. Rohr 
Arch'v - Rohr 
Geophysil< - Rohr 
Cooch.m'e • Rohr 
SPRI1ZENPROBEN 
Tlele (cm) 4 
A-serle 
B -Serla 
Smear - Slides 
7 10 
Fauna (Sprilze lQ mn 
Tan - Mlnerale 
Be - Tracer 
Th· Tracer 
RONTGEN-PRAPARATE 









,~)i' ;" ;, <'. !' «: i 1 
" .: ,1(/( p,"-) ;~~ .(~ "',. 
(:'.1,'- ~.! .,...,' 
,/ 
' .. F 




20 ~> cm 
34137140 \43 46 149 
GKG PROTOKOLL 
StatiollSnummer 
GeoB W;) \ >-\ , 
Bearbelfer \ \ 
\\ t}",",,~\lJ,. 
Oawm 
'!', J ~ ,. 
L'f, ~J, V\' 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
Elndringung (cm) 
























E~ / -/'. 













L n \ ,.),.~ c... z .. Y.:. 
'ltJ,L01 \~'~6~ f . \ , 1 ;-,,~ "~6,, Cl""" t 
\ \ " ~ C ~.~ 1).,/\ ~\.~, VI t>--t-' J0. .f ~ 
























Relw 'P 3<:: GKG PROTOKOLL 
StSilonSnummer --------~--~elter 
GeoB /(.1'1/1,",-4 I 5,,(, 
AG~fi6 BEPROBUNG 
Elndringung (cm) Z (, Bemerkungen 
Sediment - Temp. (0 C) I /f3 if S'-"[6( -c' pc.uJt'j 
Aufteilung de, Obertlache 
lJatum 
2Y.S d6 
cA rs Jy(71fCd 
8esehreibung de, Obertl~che 
~ {i·>'!.e <ff'cuoud sa"1d, . cpt:7.I,·j-t1 br"Z,J/l 
~e ctYot»=.Ie ("''''.f''''1<'..'--,('> , COCrlH iu.b? 5 
$ V1-7(,"'OfL ... 51.J.../{a.C. e 
5V""e bM' dtr"}, ( k.5 
OBERFLJ\CHEN - PROBeN (cm 2) 
Foramintleren (gelArbt) Fallna (Spritze 10 mQ 
Foraminileren Ton - Minerals 
Radlolarien Be - Tracer 
Dlatomaen Th -Tracer 
o'g. Kahlanst. 
magn. Baklerien 
UNER 12 cm (Ulnge/cm) A6NTGEN·PRAPARATE FRAKTION > 1 mm 
AIchlv - Rohr Rbntgon - prap. TIefa (cm) O·5cm 
Archl, - Rohr von bls 5 -10em 
Geaphysik - Rohr RP1 10-20cm 
Geaehemie - Rohr AP2 20 -> cm 
SPRllZeNPAOBEN 
TIete (cm) 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 
A-Sen. 
8 -Serle 



















J I.. c<:..~. 
Datum 
j'C) f· :'()(JG 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
I L (,- 8emerkungen 
Fame Probe Strukturen Beschrelbong 
", ( 
, , '/ 
i} 
1/~,':' r:.J~~!/ .?r;.l>'.Jl--~ 
1, t~· '~t, Vj ,.. r '~r ~';' 
-J k··,.~ }.'t-t,~J :,d! :~Yl " ("'~.j.. ~~·-f) 
'h· ...... J,,_; 'C f ,," ,,,,"ih 
"","," ,,( ;:~,.~ 
-
! j~ 'i 1 )" ~'" ",-,} .fyf.,. 1:'] f.l) ('i :.:>" 
f .. · ; .... ~., ~ ::~ ,.!,,~., ,.>~ . ..< ~""""""~! 
-\ <,"., V h c'" !l) ;' .. ) () '1],,-, .. 
\_~ 1.1,(, ~.{,\., ~~ l-tJ 
-









































R~ls~ F 3q2- GKG PROTOKOLL 
! ::;l<\l,on$oummer 1 Bearti"rter Ualum 
GeeB ,1-1011::1-,/1 5d<rd/d::f 2.';;; 08. Ob 
/fO 6EPROBUNG 
8ndringul1g (cm) -I 
Sediment· Temp. (' C) I /' 
Semerkungen 
)~J,[v:?. 'j 
Auftellung der Obertlilche Beschrelbung der Oberflilche 
( C: (};f ,$ PI q r t,,: . '''-''.{ {.""; ":;'" 
C:.f t"t';..-t.;J : -=, "" ::: ~< ; ~.'~." 
:1 t, . .;::'/;:.: ;;", 
(,0(/( ~ ;,..... 1\1. ~:; t::- • S&P'!h; (,(,'{ ,,': : 
'- .~ - . ,!, , .... ~." ; 






I I magn. Bakterisn 
LINER ·12 cm (Uinge f cm) 
Archlv· Rohr 
Archlv • Rohr 
Gaophysik. Rohr 
Geachemle • Ranr 
SPRrTZENPROBEN 
Tlele (cm) 4 
A.·Serle 
B·Ssrle 
Smear ~ Slides 
Fauna (Spritze 10 mO 
Tan • Mineral. 
Be· Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
RONTGEN·PRAPARATE 

















TL:. ar5Eiitar : I r (fl,_ 'Cr"" 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
23 ,~- 8amerkuogen 
Faroe Probe Strukluren 
"'p.JJ'y l, ('-_ .r'~~ -:.-,.r:{ ~ 
.'" '.,\ < ~ (~ 





I("''/P'; Jrrh6~.({i I ~'o -R? .... f· 
. . 
: !:I ';.. .... .f ::~ ... \( ~:,.' i ~" ~:Yl" 
~;;~;-'~f~:':;) "' .. ",:!.J y f~~tr 
, \ 'i l--_ .... / )k~.::·;?,.~~~,< . ~ ........ v .} ~ ·~~~..;d >":,..,,,~-( 
-, l-. 




















s..""r/( Lv .. ,J:/~ <::i~/j.~ ", .. / '1.>.""'-. 
f '! t. ~ ~ ;.,,) '~":J .... 0, "d,) 
;;"'.i'~'",d . "v..,J{1j ¥~"",-!'I J~ l-.dJ r :;", ':/"'.1 
l n(~'( (~C""'Y'''' t.}t, '-'}!t;.t'f~{' 
.. ~, .... ~ ,~.fJ 
!i}VC't'!{- '~ )-.~~F~, f~ Q~>j 
'. HH (V~",) .. J 
/ /1'- "J", .. :;., . .. .. " '"r) ~:'t""~''''''JI :>: -')": 































R&IS& 1> .~j~ '2 GKG PFlOTOKOLL 
s!ationsnumrn~r ,,,earoertar uatum 
GeoB A"fCUf Et· ~1 .5(...il f"'"j..'f' C()-- '26, cs t,;6 
,44, (~f BEPROBUNG 
Eindringung (om) l ' O,,1 - , Bemarkungen 
Sedimefll • Temp, (Q C) I <,?' '3, 2 :.~t-!.rJS/'<'> ;:";'" ," fr..~? Lv, f D;(':, ,f- Y\; 
Auftellung der Oberflache 







LlNER ,12 cm (l~nge f cm) 
Archlv· Rohr 
Archlv, Rohr 
Geophysik • Aohr 
Geochemie • Rohr 
SPRIl7ENPROBE'N 
Seschrelbung der Oberjl~che 
:; ~ !.J. 
~/ (" ~ :.. .. 0(h ;.'<" :J t· f <~ 
.'. . 
,.",.', ", ~ :1.> .( " ". :'/~' -{ 
,) ( .{/ 
,t,: 
Fauna (Spritze 10 mO 









~' ; .. 
,:"; 
/,'"..' 

































''' .. '( 
'1 --
8emerkungan 





/>(;"'.,.. . .(',.:'::' /.<"", 
-:::.!:·0 ;,4! j (', 
-kf':("' t.t~. 
/"j'(.,...·wt:.t'1""'l 
:>:::< (', , .. ( ,:"), ~~ 
::;;./~~.",.~.(' 
.5i:Jf:id 
1; f;~ '.nJ../ ,·-';:::V Lt/Y" ~tJ,. 
; ',J ,~:.-:':( /'~(::f 
























Relse GKG PR070KOLL I STaltonsnummer 
GeoB A"10,11-1 
IB"aitiBlter 
:;)r.L"", d·.,f 1'1 t) 
.,·1 ~: 
.'S ,/ ,.., . .\ 1{- 'F /'0," 0 , '''.'./ -i""j.' ' PROBUNG 
Eindrlngung (cm) 7.. 2, Bemerkungen 
Sediment· Temp. (0 c~ "1JfI! 
Datum 
26, CB, 06 
Autteliung der Oberflilche <; I,Ad!~ a9SChr$,lbuilgder Oberflache 
I J I 1 .' ) f"\VA,"",i 
I I I {u"; ~;."'';)I')"t.' ~O''"i'~'!''/ ,,-;.11 ({.< '.[ (/<' ,,<0 ,'S,,:v'~:/ 







LINER ·12 cm (Ulnge I cm) 
Archlv • Ra hr 
Archiv· Rohr 
Geaphysik· Rohr 
Geochemle • ROhr 
SPRrrzE~PROBEN 
t..0(.n~·~,··: h.; !!;<: s' ';".- r .. ).;.;~~ ~,,',<,/(.::: C·.{:,,'::/:':,.'( r~,//,.-:{ 
e b( t, tt):", 
VL:) PC/{""F 0.)O.}.Cf ~!.;! P",A': (":,' 













20- > cm 





--statlon.snuirimer I BeBiberter 
GeoB ·11 013 - '1 ( ..... . 
-Datum 
/0 t 7006 
KERNBESCHRE1BUNG 
Elndri"9ung (cm) 'iC ,," Bemerkungen 
Sediment· Temp. (0 Cl 
Tie1e Lithclogie Farte Probe Strukturen Beschrsibung 
Oem 
~/{J '} ';J!),l .:: ,q 'I·, ~~ :.:('Y':'··" 
--) /" { :, Y 
~,:r' ..... !)f':r'-!"i'''f ·f,-t, ·f.~ \ ... ~j,:, ..... !'~"".f 
5- .' .,)') -
:1'\:t....::J,"_.; 
:: .... /-,. ~ h>-J 
"V"<' l ;i.'. 










































Reis. GKG PROTOKOLL 
SlallOnsnummer IB.ar1:><l~.r uatum 
GeoB-MoZO-/l ,),;J., ,.""':/,,,,')'" 2G,Cf,O{ 
------
AS,l'lj .. 2~ BEPROBUNG 
Eindringung (cm) 8emerkungen 
Sediment ~ Temp. (" C) .:~u ( ~ 0. (-( r:>v<\/ .: (y~.' 1', '> j..fl "/ (.'-. " 
Aunellung der Obartldche 







~INER 12 cm (Lil.nge I cm) 
Archiv - Rahr 
Archiv - Rahr 
Gaaphysik - Rohr 
Geochemia ~ Rohr 
SPAlTZENPROBEN 
liels (cm} I 1 1 4 1 7 
A-Serie 
8 ·Serja 
smear - Slides 
B.".,hreibung der Obartlache 
-i?;,(aLf (,:1)"."_,,:,"" ~:,~.~:::t. 
( I,' {<' > ~: : ~""" 
;;, " ~ i <~ t .,(' 
v! ;~(:../?,( Cel;',;,~ ... \.n-"Y',' 
Fauna (Sprttze 10 ml) 
Ton - Minerale 
Se - Tracer 
Th . Tracer 
RbNTGEN-PRAPARATE 




LI (y .:v~; ::.~ !J(.J. /~~ 
"",,,.-)"y ',<' • ~~ {) ~~ '(; 




20 - > cm 





30 ~ 0& I Ga;~B1~ 0 £0 - 1 ]:B::J~1 
.~ 
Sndrtngung (cm) 2'6~ 
Sediment - Temp. (0 C) 




















6- 2.E ~ ~Q\1c. O(;,~ 01"':1-1 
;O'·..Q/"'L<, .... .fit __ .) j) 
1~Jdj L 'fu :::D1Ad/ 
\\~,,(\ 3 1CM-Co!J k'_ ** 
:~a"".J ,',"It- 't.p~.).~~.~I".j) r()"~-l>--* ,~ ,I) '" ,J 11<:.-
'-"-': '";:'::'-"'J cA \ ~ O;..~~ ('J. . .)j'}',./r3 t"t) 
~J... ~.:..v )~_~ r-/n[A,- llJ <.-! 
t~I~~;:~~f!~~~h 
<:.:.~~.ct'! \'1 \i!J..J, ~ 
~ -":'::-"0.:l... H\rn -'"1."") S - I;) r(\ NI,. 
-i II' '31'A~~, 
i<: *' t"" ;Q, .. , "'~/c/.v) fJl (c. ,.,\<2 (~.I"":O~\~>:c._.t--"(-CI~/~_,t;'-f. ~~ Qn 
f\V..',). c "~_""'-\,,j ~. ';2., 
0""" cA 
30-






































Rel$e r;3t.f1. t GKG PROTOKOLL 
lStatiOnsnUmm"r BE>art>etter 
GeoB -140&1--p1 5{ (,'"'' ; c-&f 
,~# ir--L& 2j-3-1 8EPROBUNG 
Elndringung (cm) 'I 3d 
Sediment - ramp. to clI "'i, , ? 
Aultailung der~ilfaChll' 







LINER ,12 cm (utnga I em) 
Archiv - Rohr 
P-rchlv - Rohr 
GsophySlk - Rohr 
Geochemie - Rohr 
SPRrrZENPRoaeN 
Tieta (cm) 4 7 
A-Sarle 
8-Serle 
Smear - Slides 
10 
S.mel1<ungen 
'"5:J . ..' ft.!, (,.( :"" ,,; 
Beochreloung der Obarflaeha 
u·;',> <:,}I 
,~'j " 
:ftfjt..tJOf . !urr""~.r-t. 
Fauna (SplitZe10 ml) 
Ton - Minerals 
Be - Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
RONTGEN-PRApARATE 




13 116 119 1 22 125 1 28 131 
Datum 
26,68,06 
(,'.< h ,~~. 
~J 
"( .. 'i" (".:; 




20· > cm 
34137140143 46 149 
GKG PROTOKOLL I aeai6e[:~_ tt1 \. Datum Z£rJt LO(!( I ~:;tat"'n'nu!l1lT1<>r GeoB11 0 (_1-1 
8ndrlngung (cm) 













2Y~1 ; ~ ~ hH:>,rr') 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
El<lmerkungen 






""",dJ.(' ~!) ~.."t:tJ;,-.:....." ~nd 
h"" O:jl-,O~J , 
.few c!up<.Hd S'~;£f l-;'"~"-.c,, +] ;:::':;f 
l;..,.l)~VlJ~,-, i ~_::r ~~ 
~J""'~ Cr:···,.tt"-.t ,'--(11'- :'--'J-
..tV:-"J,;.:·.{Jr f'"r~ (4«<10 ,.'p~4>~ a",'; ! jlr 
lA~(,j;",,_ Lb1;::~·'" (.<. ,'"l( ') 
(.,t;I~·~'~' ,x~· J~),~. 
-'-.) 






























R~is<l 'f 31./'2. GKG PROTOKOLL 
stavonsnummer I "earoettar oatum 
GeoB -14',0 zz. -/I . .5 tL~ ~.~) f 'tbf 26 05,O€ 
40,. (j /.J , 0-Z .• :' ;;:d.;'<"?O:( BE PRO BUNG 
Elndringung (cm) I 38 Bemerl<ungen 
Sediment· Temp, (0 c1 /11.,. 2. 
Auftellung der Oberflache 8eschrelbung der Oberflltche 
;?t'':'r"x/O(" 5(/(·/(:"~··' .. e f~·,.i·· 5<-:-1'.;;) c.{>~.y'.tlf./). 
t,; "<-~ ~~.(: ~: ~:,< .. ; t ~ ( i' ,,< "~,:~ 
l~' (J. 'r-';.\~?O~ I l..eJ:A r}'-~ hJb'~v .~~ fi!~. <~~</'. (' (U.~ ," 
",;.-;'-':.( (t·:/j\· .. ·! :,:",:.{ 
OBERFLACHEN - PROBEN (cm 2 ) 
Foraminlferen (getilrbt) I Fauna (SpritZe 10 mll 





LINER '12 cm (Lange / cm) 
Archi'l - Rohr 
Archi'l - Rohr 
Geophysik - Ronr 
GeoGhemie - RQhr 
SPAIlZEt;lPROBEN 
8e - Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
A6NTGEN-PRApARATE 





FY' \~.v", " 




20 -> cm 
Tiele (cm) 4 17 110 113 116 \19 122 \25 \28\31134137140 \43 \46 14$ 
A-Saris 
B ·Sarie 
Smear - Slides 
GKG PROTOKOLL 
I G;~~m~~o -<;Z_J8·~::1,,\\ 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
Elndringung (cm) 34- Semerkungen 
Sediment - TerT'p, (0 C) 







































V ~ 45- ~ 50 ..... 
-lJiffijm 
1..6, I'c-;. a' 
Beschrelbung 
o~l.. ..R..JA ~~'j 
"",-v..~( r~Q ?C--b \ 
".Q.,jl~'7 rwk<. r 
U~ __ .f cL .. ! ,...r~~ 
.r.~ I' i" .. 
or ...... war\.. ~~W~ 
u..-\-...:..... o-K-~ '" 
/J1..q£J ~C.{~ J4~7 
J:.,bL .. k " 



























Relse 931ft, GKG PROTOKOLL 
I Slatlonsnummer I Bearbeite, 
GeoBIJt10Z-3/1) 
.! 
Elnd,ingung (cm) J .... ".<1 ~.,.,,) 
Sediment - Temp. (0 Cl /i Z, .3 




5·\.4.( j.a._< e pv 
Saschrelbung de, OberflMhe 
:5j./ -:;.! 
<~; f, .::;!.:::, 2u 
.J.Xi(~)""'~ 1 v.. be 'S, ~ (;' I ~;::-i. b 
Datum 
2.4>.0 S 06 
... J 
>, ~ ; 
,y . .. '( 
,t,,'('/<":'S/ (n,'Cq 
:::'~'t" ~;~---?<".", "5~,.(j'f~l.t: ~ "~, CJ. fu.J S("Y'~>.o{/.)" t 
;':(J,j" hpy:!,~ l( 6'r."~:.f'f~"·'4'" \+< 
OBERFLACHEN ·PROBEN 10m2 ) 
Foramina"ren (gefarbt) I Fauna (Spritzal0 ml) 




I J magn. Bal<terlen 
LINER ·12 cm lL~nge I cm) 
Archiv - Honr 
Archiv - Rohr 
Geophysik - Rohr 
Gaochami. - Rohr 
SPAITZENPROBEN 
Be - Tracer 
Th· Tracer 
RCNTGEN·PRAPARATE 









Tieta (cm) 4 I 7 110 113 116 119 I 22 I 25 I 28 I 31 I 34 I 37 I 40 I 43 I 46 149 
A-Serl" 
B-Sari. 
Smear - Slides 
GKG PROTOKOLL 
p,t.atJo"". nurr.mer [S8atbener. . 
GenB \\ 0 n- \ \-\ (l.A....\,I.J~ Datum L:) . A.-.r;r C b 
KERNBESCHREiBUNG 
E,ndricgung <cm) ') 3 8emerkungen 
Sediment - Tamp, (0 C) 
Tiel. Ulhologi. Farbe Prob. Strukturen 8eseh reibung 
Ocm 
-. o -1J' ",--, 
5- '""'W -
~ J~/t7 ..(.~4J~ 10-
-
~Gf~"''''o.-,.~, 





§ o-,~ ~ c-fl 'r·1 f«'-""~I 
20- - l).~ q'IP~ 
25- - S -
.-




'0" x/ .  
































Raise -P~:H Z GKG PROTOKOlL 
iSiat"ionsnUmtTler -1 6eam6ffer 
GeoB 4A()2Lh1 5~w'c0f 
6() BEPROBUNG 
Elndrfngung (cm) ", ..- 8emerl<ungen 
Sediment· rerrp, (' C~ ,'J.' 
Aultellung der Oberll~ch. Baschrelbung der OberMche 
;{'. !j ;";-" "I' )~ , 
;''JE;'f::S, ;V"}"'0'cd 
r; r V cT;;: () ~~'t 
,,: 
08ERFLJ\CHEN.PR08EN (=2) 
ForaminUeren (getarbt) Fauna (Spritzel0 mO 
Forarnlniteren Ton· Mineral. 
Radiolanen Se· Tracer 
Oiatomsen Th - Tracer 
org, Kohlenst, 
magn, Baktetien 
LINER ·12 cm (l~nge {cm) RONTGEN·pRApARATE 
Archlv· Rohr Rontgen· Prop, TIele (cm) 
Archiv - Rohr von bis 
Geophyslk· Aohr RP 1 
Geochemie - Rohr RP 2 
SPRI17ENPR08EN 





.' ~ ;"' 
<;~., 
:P,: 
FRAKT10N > 1 mm 
Q,5cm 
5·10cm 
10 ·20 cm 
20- > cm 




l\a G'lfer • \. '> \\ ~'- ~~.~~\... Stallonsnummer GeoB \\01.,\ - \ -uatum n /f:.yJ'I, ob ~. A· 
v 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
Elndringung (cm) rl \ Ov-.. Bemerkungan 
Sediment • Tamp, (0 C) 
Tier. Ulhologle Farbe Probe Slruk"",ren 
Ocm i: ,;, '( 'i fj 






s~ 4 {( 15- ( ( 
't' ., 
'"I 
20t-----___ "_.I.~_. ____ --
25- ~"\ \tf 1 






o-t-\.,Ji. ':\,(1\"(,,, I 
0- i G"", Vr..,{y)<!i>- :)~l~tJ 
\ f> ' . i ~~.ci f v....~,," .... v~ :C.J~ , 
}. \0 L,.,.., Li\..\ .. ,,\!.,,;.., 
\ tL ~ '. \ 
tAJ,! -,f"r p .......... '."':.Cj ~ \. I ,", \ ,\ 
"" DiX" rJ..v<.'1 ~' e 'W>/"' .... ',t'e 
\ " 
So-.... :,e.""}"7 "f Ob 
! 
\O,lf Cl.>..--' (~<..r ... ~'''' 
\ I 1:" f At\,-v..'J 7~(~~'v..}~ 
IA..Vv~ 
Lv 0-& ~... ~j.te1 
I 
(": ~ : ; 
~l ~w>,.:~~~L~~ 
\~. -s! c......' bo-.l 'it'] 
.~P, (' i f' .. 'p J r,J'h <0, c, .... ~I....',F ~f 
I i , 
,?'-.!",; ",--"J i i.." >.J~ <,) 
, J 
,B ! i 





























-p 3'1 Z GKG PROTOKOLL 
I StatlOnsoummer roearoetter 
GeoB M[)Z~- /j 5cL".) , 'd.t-
}; ./ A,:/!-1 
Eindringung (cm) "'Z:{ 
-'> 
Sediment· Temp. (0 ClI -13,,$ 










Baschrelbung der Oberflache 
.(1 ''«' "!~~,,.,<:'Yl 
C.(;(A.h~i 
'f .s'J( 
"' "Cl t:",~rf et.);;"' -<:. ' 
Fauna (Sprltze 10 mil 






::: v_;, .'. 
:'::'(", .<·r ;f"" 1,-/ 
Datum 
:J. ({:; /. 2,;'"" 
,. .-1./. . .'. / ,Co'· ~ .. ;/'/ 
LINER ·12 cm (lange I cm) AONTGEN·PAAPARATE FRAKTION > 1 mm 
Archiv· Rohr R~n1g.n· Pr~p, Tiele (cm) 0-5em 
Arch;v ' Rohr von bls 5 ·10 cm 
Geophysik· Rohr RP1 10,ZOem 
Geoehemie· Rohr RP2 20-> cm 
SPRI1ZENPROBEN 







fSta!TonSnll/11iOOr ~- ~-~~aroeffer 
GeoB 1102:;-1 1':;{A/~J,,"l 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
Eindringung (cm) ~) 3 c.,v~~,. Berne",un,e" 
Sediment· Temp, (0 C) 
Tiefe Uthologie Farbe Probe Strukturen 








.' ~ ") 




=-~ () . .f ~~)' 0 L? 
8eschreibung 
,'~ h 
,}. , .. c~ 
,\e. ~J01.1 






:" { "~' .. ;.,\ 




































Sedifflent • Talr;>_ (' Cll d") D 
AtJIleijung der Obsrfillche 







UNER -12 cm (L~nge f cm) 
Archiv - R ohr 
Arch!v - Rohr 
Geophysik - Rohr 






Beschrelbung der Obertlache 
,~. ' :, 
;,1 f ;. ~J 
,.;' 
:,,~,)::>;, " 
Fauna (Spritz.10 ml) 
Ton - Minerals 
8e -Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
RONTGEN-pRApARATE 






1": ~:? C" 
h 
r"t. >.,/", ;~ 
C ?-'A/ L/,"/';-;:,~ 
.. ;'./ {;j,'" 
'; '.' 
FRAKTION ,.1 mm 
0-5cm 
5 -10cm 
10 -20 cm 




Tiara (cm) 4 17 110 113 116 119 122125128131134 1371Ml 143 146149 
A-Saria 
8 -Serle 


















J8e~roe\{er ...f ";--'? .~~ -: :.:6 -u.deJ uatum ,30 A'-<'i Ol~' 
KERNBESCHRE1BUNG \..., 
2:70,",-_ 8€1merkungen 




(.;~) ~. ) ;:::) CMA,· 





,:A;'~'\J /~.J,{~ ~,,-,:+ 
) V~ t._ \,(' 
... ::)(-;-.. ,;_ ,,:";2.\ 1<;;->0 1\':A..lt~ ':,?\\J \J 
C"\ ~_,-,-.o: Cl\jl.V,):'.-:, (:(\C to? ... ) ,,: ·' ...... :~I 
t, /:.,)< Ct,,,A \'-0 :.c)() .~) C. 
··,,:::;.cne a, {y, :(\ .~~~: ·,~·J,-2._ l 
-'" ,.{, (,", :/?{,.) B'&;;%\l (t ... }.J /. .. ~( 
,',' "\.~ ;.-\ <.),~; i~~ G.,,><}. ( ... ) 
':':7-". c~'» '~~,/<--), i~,{)!),',;,C -,;:·.J.tt 





























GeoB //,fO :: e - ." 
~; ,: './ 
Eindrlngung (cm) 1 f 
Sediment· Temp. (OC)/ 











'."?', d ~..l ••. ("'j /" k)j (t C 
~ (" ; tJ/. () { 
·;,/.f :) <"'- C'r:!. f:. 
'f.'_ c, , ~ ,..'; ,; 
"·1/ ", /" 
; ,." ,~.:~ 
.;') ~'( ('., ; .~ ') ,~\. j' r 







LINER ·12 cm (U!nge/cm) 
"'rcl1iv • Ranr 
Archiv - Rohr 
Geophysik - Rohr 
Geochemle - Ranr 
SPRITZENPROBEN 
Fauna (Spritze 10 ml) 
Ton· Minerale 
Be-Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
RONTGEN-PRAPARATE 








2.0 -> cm 
Tlefe (cm) 4 17 110 113 116 119 122 125128 \31134 \37 140 143 146 149 
A·Serie 
6-Seria 







JA, De, D6 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
Eindrtngung (cm) 























~ "'''", . /' /' -r"·-'~- / j._ ...... " ... " ............. _ ......... · ...................... '1-.... ·-" ./ .. // 
45 ~.::><:~ 
50 I 
.. ~ I I~"'''-~ 
8<>.sch relbuog 
~, ;~::, 
( (.,~ /" .:,-
.. /< Jl(;,' / ... ,v; "";.,; '{':/ 
L<:,. /,. {{ .;:.:" ~(.,; ~;) /).·:l ./~,'l 
',;;)C<-( Jy: f<.,< }.~~ e: 0,';" .sO ~ 3~ (.rr'i 




























Aalse r 3'12 GKG PROTOKOLL 
Datum tlliliOQsnl.llllli1ef J i.lealbi!rt9t 
GeoB /l./ /) -'/i e,:i~Ml"j"t:" .. ' j . ,..»&·,v··.$$I',V-.w,' 29,08,06 
.'~) 
EindrIngung (cm) 36" 
Sedlmel1l • Temp. (" C) /7.~ 
Aufteifung der OOOrflilch. 







LINER ,12 cm (Lilnge I cm) 
ArchiV • Fiohr 
Archiv - Rohr 
Geophysik - Aohr 
Geochemie ~ Aohr 
SPRlTZENPROBEN 






B.schrelbUng der Oberflilche 
,~. C6 
t ~' ... 
;C',: ~ [" t ... :: ,'~~, 
J>~" .. .) "~f' •. <.<.' ((h.·.f ("",' >.~:> if (;.: ...; ~ . 
-::: ;/.,:."r ~ ... ,< l';./~; of 
;\,:; ~. ~ .. 
Fauna (Sprnze 10 mQ 
Ton· Minerals 
Be· Tracer 
Th • Tracer 
R6NTGEN·PRAPARATE FRAKTlON > 1 mm 
10 









28 131 34 37 140 43 46 149 
GKG PROTOKOLL 
uatum $@fOMnummer I Bearoe~er 
GeoS /{..10Z5 • ,,1 ,;:.;, hr~" dI '34. :pe, 6£ 
Elndrlngung (cm) 

































:~i {.f''('f r'/"1 ;ht ::( 
{~'")t;.::.f..(J"n {·t.C~ ... { 0, ch .. ti ·CC\ ~'<d 
abtt.·"1,-;jc;.,(·7-1· ;'-"'Yl,'<':.a;. 
J-':>{&"$'t"~.{ <.c·vb-y':(-! k. 
c;¥q.:x~n;' C, e!nr, :: . .{. . ..f "v>{..,,-.~J. o...j 
:;-Yc f,,""-: 4 /1::;· (, I)"':' 

























Reise ? -:"1"2 GKG PROTOKOLL 




Eindrillgung (cm) 50 
Sediment • Tamp. (0 ClI ;: 0 
AutleNung e'er Obelflache 







LINER ·12 cm (Ulnge I cm) 
Archlv • Rahr 
Archly· Ranr 
Geophyslk - Rahr 
Geochemi. - Rohr 
SPRITZENPROBEN 
51"1,/,,,, 'cJJ'I-' 2'3 a&D(;p 
IG 
Bemarkungen 
8eschrelbung der Obarflache 
I"! 'et c.J '";.r ~;' i ~/~ v" : ,:/~', 
,,":: 
.l <., ; ,~. '.~) ,: ( /; -t" 
[,3, <,..:. 
;'.(>", ""! 
;~J; (~.(.."!f,~1 i 









hl ... ;"'-· ~: ~::) 
v>: ~" 
~ ./.\ /. 
,~., ;' /' 










rSta/lonsriui-nmer , '_ re~,:e: 
GeoB A40:!LJ -1 :"e. /, 
l'lafum 
'3/1. Cb. 06 
Eindringung (cm) 



































,i H j c.<!,a;y«v /I"",c/ 
Innct~:...w~C-t k{v i'/{) h.1. ri)('( k.d 
nil'Cc<- I!~.-.,..}J-.c:.~....f 
":t.~1A.//. 
~:~:~~;. ~~::'<~~~, ~';:J::;"~$ 
rl,...·tf "'···i.$['~,>; ri.-:~ (. f~.o( ~ z.. S <'.r"",? 
::..::L~,t {j .(!. +- .,fi( (' Ir~ 
.16,5 (~)-( 



























i'!&is<l l' 3'.12 GKG PROTOKOLL 
I "''''IOM.nummer I ""amenar uatum 
GaoB -1AOZ.t! ."i' " f ,'«(~J, .:>0","rV~ ~ lA C8 ()6 
~/f, '·t~. ~ BEPROeUNG 
Elndfmgung (cm) I I Bemer!<ungsn 
Sediment - Tamp. (" Cl I ") .-









".,() ,").,1'<-( v,> (-. 5 ~ ... :'" 
OBERFIJ\CHEN - PROBEN {om 2 } 
Foraminileren (galam!) Fauna (Spmz& iO mi) 
Foramlniferen Tan - Mlnerale 
Radiolarian ee -Tracer 
Ola!omaen Th - Tracer 
org. Kohl.ost. 
magn, Bakterien 
LINER ·12 cm (lllnge !cm) AONTGEN-PRAPARATE FRAKTION ,,1 mm 
ArchiY - Rohr Rontgen - Pr~p, Time (cm) O-Scm 
Archly - Rohr von bls 5 -iDem 
i3eophysik - Rohr 
RP1 10 -20cm 
i300chemia - Aohr RP2 20 -> cm 
SPRrrZENPROBEN 






IStatlOl1imTimmer I Bea,rb6~ .• r 




8ndringung (cm) Zf Berneiku{1gan 
Sedimert! -Temp, (" C) 

































(~().~ H r,rq(>f, 
Lil'· ..... 0'JL'"'Il".~f »)i.7' -r ~~ f::.·.1 
,.i,:Jt {h,t".:;..l: /.<. ·r".,-) 
"~:"'''''{).~''''} f:'d}f~·~I'-.'-~ (9'~~~,~ {,y,., 
.'\~ -\0 !:f.c."'. "y. r:·,-; h'{y'/r,"},_ 
"'( l~ .fM.>.... 
t"..dd:~ .... , 
























f\el$<> 1>3'<12 GKG PROTOKOLL 
I StatlOtlSnummer p"eprt>euer 
GeOBAA{)3Z~/1 '6(£1 r;-, '(:.(~ 
A.~::, /. BEPFlOBUNG 
Elndrillgung (cm) I/,(, Bemerl<uogen 
sedlm<>nI • Temp. (' clf 
Auttellung der Obertlache 8eschrelbung de, Obemache 
'l:' 
1,,- j ,~ 
\-",..;~:i 
;- .~. " 
l/'.(j :":) .:':". ','f 





o'g, Ko hl.osl. 
magn. Bal<tart.n 
LlNER ·12 crn (lllnge I cm) 
Archlv • Rohr 
Archlv • Ranr 
Geophyslk • flohr 
G.ochamie - Roht 
SPRJT2ENPR08EN 




FlOi'l1'GEN • PFlAI'ARATE 





":; 1 ".,\~ C)6 
,,.,<>"',.r;./() 
< ~, -::: r. :" 
;,.,.jy"';', /:' 
, a..,,: 
.);., :'<.),' i.: ,.. 
.,,< (". 
FRAKTION > 1 mm 
o ~ 5cm 
5 ~ 10 cm 
10 -20cm 
20·" cm 














Sediment· Temp. (0 Cl 
Tlele Utho!ogie Farbe Probe Strvicturen Besch,elbung 
o cm D_I:O '--: 
o-L, ..... c~ ('1 ~' I ?f! , 
5- - 'A, \'tr ""--"I r' ,"0.- t i 
\K.'~'7 \"'~<I.J..-(.'.....~ (' 
I !j ... 
ri v 'u t I1 
10-
"-. 1""",, ~i-./.It .Iv.. (/,--,",,1 



































R~lse 1':3 \i ? GKG PROTOKOlL 
rs-!iifk1nsnummer ]l3OOrtietter Datum 
GeoB 4,,10 -/I .Sw1.·~,r'V·11 cl~ '3---[ (:JS, t:~6' 
6)J~ BEPAOBUNG 
1 -") " ) <.~,: t·,···· Elndrlngung (cm) Semerl<ungen 
Sediment· Temp. (0 cll i-t g ~ ( 
Aultenung de, Obertlilche aesch,elbung de' O!Jerflache 
(' (;:". !:r-
, i..:;( 
"",( a ! ;~., ":~I") ,.... : '~")(."'{ ", f, . .<. -i.t: s .> (;Of 
'.f'" 







LINER 12 cm (Ulngefcm) 
Archiv • Rohr 
Archlv - Rohr 
Geophysik· Aohr 
Geochemie • Rahr 
SPRITZENPROBEN 


















S4 1 37 1 40 1 43 1 46 I 49 
GKG PROTOKOLL 
I St~llor.snummer 
GeoB \,\033 \ rearoene, UCM.-;~~\\ 
Datum 
at.; .fA.f~ 7. 00 t 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
Elndrlngung (cm) 











































./ "-. / ' .~ 
50 
Beschreibung 
(! - ' 'r. 0 tOvv.~\"""\~ t,;,\ 
" 
\..,..\.<~ 
"" l~" j C pp.,~. oil' .;; c'-' 
tt~1LJ 
~ ...... -~'-... -; ...... -.. 
0~y np! 
; 
i",iXv\ j1.J,. \'i'~ <>-w ~l d , 
S; - I'! L"--
,I ,t. n.L~ (~,j L,o.I,,, 
,"k,,! ! P',J vI'" 
(/f.- (If '-' 
"[,, 
I J"'7~)U)'<X<j 
-; '+ - )~ z.... .• 
/,~, I re7 
1t c,J !~(' ,,~ 
~i.l,s~~~ iexj, 
l. ~ , V 


























"P 3 t j'L GKG PROTOKOLL 
, l>!lIllonsoummer , :"ea"",,~er -Datum 
GeoBA'ff'o'3S- 11 5,'[, "",,<c-&1 lW,1>f!J.06 
o·<;J 
Elndrlng"ng (Cm) ] 
Sediment· Tamp. (' cl A?, '1 
Auttellung der Obertlltcha 







LINER ·12 cm (Li!nge I cm) 
Archiv· Rohr 
Arclliv . Rohr 
Geophyslk· Rohr 
Geochemie • Rohr 
S?RITZENPROSEN 






.::: > •• </ /~'( / ~7.':' (;.~ ~ ...... /~",,:;, ~ '" 
Beschrelbung der Obsrflache 
,''::, "'"/ ~ >.,' ", t.~ ("1'"/ ~~"',o 1" .' )!,',/{ \..:w/ 
Ct..L"1_~ " . fj r..:r ;>"',~..; )'!. >,l (( ~ ,:" 
Ct.. ,~,) ;'j."? f. -,' f (/ /' ~; (" ' .... ·1 
{( ':.: 
V ... '2! t..: ,);'"<. ~,~) 









13 116 119 1 22 125 28 131 
/ >: 
I",] 









Datum (.l~ ~ ~\, '1.~c ~ I StallinsnurrtrnQf GeoB \\0 ~(", \. 
-I tjtiai1J.e.tter l' \\('><'ri~,~~, 
Eindringung {cm) ') c ~-" 
Sediment· Temp. (0 C) 








15~,.L/ ___ ~, 


























~c-.,.,,~, ~o c.~ D"a",,~ IP0.r-t 
!)L"iLl "'<lv-..-"Jt,l" .... l,~~c- I, 
I" {! I i i f)\..JXr~[ 1"(f\-.~,~,(.J.;"o\),.4....: > 
~! r'f'.7 'I \. (fvt-g)jrio 1(1.../ \...'( ~ v<:r.A..,...r,~( / 
,. 'I " "fl\ i !d.y.~,,,, ~" !o,,(JCv,~'\ (>1. ~! 
La--Cj fl., kO~ J't.'1{-(.1 'VJI'y-~J (J ; 
iCl' Id' - ::: s ~"-, 
~PF(, ~",\.,.t"l ,l""P \ -;."L.~ s,j ~ 
\ I 'i ;" ,) "\ "L-., '"" \"0 ""J .,l.y£ () ,,..1. I j 
- I \ } . " 'I 
c,,#Y., '"', X .( t , 'C \. ,)" ,~,,. '~ 
L..v,l i.: ~l'! < ( ... '" (J.. ) ..... c... v· .... 
,).~~"yJ "' • .f -1., k .. k l"'"~/ 
, - L ' 


























Reise '? :?;,J"J 2; GKG PROTOKOLL 
fSlaililns-numrnerl Beajjj$ftar 
GeoB .. /;~<-.J /") 0J;;) ..... : .. ,,} t:,('l~n'A; .. (. , ,~. . ..... : .. ' ,.: ~ "Cl 'V<'-.. . 
/"1 '~'" ",A "'2: 
J;: ;.:; • .<." //.'1 
BEPROBUNG 
Eindrln9ung (cm) l/it 
Sediment· Temp. (' Cl I .. ", 
Auftailung der OOOrtfilch" 







LINER ·12 cm (Ulnge/cm) 
Arch;v· Rohr 
Archlv . Roh, 
Geophys;k - Rohr 




8eschralbung der OOOrllache 
n· :' 
~'~(;~7'" ~/ ~(: .:<: 
<:,<" ;",~, f:~ 
, ~ . ;" 
~. (, 
~ (." (.//,./ ~,$t:'~::':' 
;.., 
>~ ~ (' f~) ;'" '':::. t ...... ) ~) 













j > J"i"' ,.~', .. 
.~ (-' ~ .. .>~ ,; ,·,<L .. :, j. ...... ;,;. .. :;~.{ 





Tiel. (cm) 4 I 7 (lD 113 Its (19 I 22 t 25 t 28 131 134 I 37 140 I 43 I 46 I Ml 
A·Sane 
B-Serle 
Smear ~ Sltdes 
btatl"""nummar 
GeoB 11 O.n-4 
Eindringung <cm) 
Sadimant - Temp. (" C) 
Tlefa UthoJogie 
Oem 
' . .',. 
5 ~j-:-~ :' 
/~ ~ . 
'_ .. ,. . \ 
. • "-13 
" 0 10-;. !:::) 
." 
GKG PROTOKOLL 
















-i "'''<fJ;'j,:~-< ,L~hkF«,< .. 
d,:s f~J(d ;~.» ·!\.lr~t-- if (c "--,) 
-
6(:j}--1~c,,-
ohi.-1 ~r{;t/:";"!. 3T1I>.1" J Z J 
~ f r11.<po.. ~()~,,· .... dOvy 0·· + r (YJ 
~ ! /!.Ip 43) 15-:+ / 1'X')1 ·,,,,l,d .r,'., " ... J ..id J:"'v,<I(~'c •• 
. I \ /1 (~"f,\d rid~ (,~ (:~'i:<}'","J,.t("li' ~ .~, ~:;1 ..... ~J r·: ... 1'~ r(;-{)[ t,,~ ...;~ <:~ .• 
20-1 / ::;r~ 011, 'j.-~ <J>"1 (9~ ",f,r! '1" (,,! f c"J 








\1 I. J 'o,,,r, '"-0) ;, l<J toJ,.i'f /:., \"J},., 
// 
I 
(7,~y c/n~ !~~ YR»:< . ./ ('Uy 1/;; 
,~,0 ':(fij:A 31"'1,(" (lJy ':/?! .<', 
--) './~ ~1 J- f{:;f,) :',. I'/.j~ ..• 




























Reis. f-V::' GKG PROTOKOLL 
aciroeilar latum 
GeoS ,<" ';>::- /; I 5~,f,u"""/C/f ···f ~.') L-
-'"'""'t <-"" 
if-
Elndrlngung (cm) <.:.~'.';'> { V":'"'; 
SedIment· T&~, (' C) '/!~3 !if1 
Auftellung der OberlUiche 







LlNER '12 cm (langs I cm) 
Arch!v • Rollr 
Archi"· Rohr 
Gaophysik - Rohr 




j.,/; ct-"~;J ,'" c/ { 
•. ,.~.i:··; =, {/ 
8eschrelbung der OberWlchs 
<:>~ ·t>114 h f·-"( C .~,C{ ,~" c·:-:.;!"·~~ 51~ i:";""t;.~ y? 
C .(.l •. { !:/ ~,., ,~{ k 
c t.~. (. (../r";""~,~ > •.J 
(1 ((: tt·tt..,' (-~ c·r L!t>~ 
h \-) /);J ""-::-. ~ .. ),) ;';.: (( ( 




/tf ')\'-.i .(p< <. 
'~; 
RONTGEN-PRApARATE FRAKT10N >, mm 
Rontgen. Prap. Tleta (cm) 0-5cm 
VOn bis 5-10cm 
RP1 lO-20cm 
RP2 20-> cm 





IffL::lci~ I $!ationsn-rimer GeoB~1'i gl(.1 Datum O'tr:) ?,~.{ 
KERNBESCHREIBUNG 
8emerkungen Eindringung (cm) 22(,,- J",Jj: .[:;L f 
Sediment - Temp. (" Cl 























/ .. , 
30-j \ J I,//f 
:"/' " j 3S-j ')., I I 
/ ~ 






l~~,,- .. ~ 0qf ........ \l""j f'··,~ .f,-"',~,J 
,1\'fH{d J~(lP f('~""Jf (> )"" . .j 
.Q~,,( of U, r),,~r(,·;. !o'h. ) 
'10 ;;'.. .. i -1] (", 
\,-,...,{IA.'N ..... 
4~'w~_ :: .::" <~. (." 
·h '-If. Y ~..,I"", t; ~('1 
,J\I .... ~~ "j ' .. S· 
~1 
{~J~·wV'·, p"":; 



























RelM 3'12 GKG PROTOKOLL 
rSiRlionShumm~J14q3e _ /! 18e.~iter 
GeOB;Y4i $".:'MWJ;;}~ 
7.'" . ZS BEPROBUNG 
Eindrlngung (cm) I.,.{ 2~ 
Sediment· Temp. (. ClI ,,'1" 
Auftellung der Obertmche 
Semerl<tmgen 
Beschreibung der Obortlache 
(/;.t ~~,<".~,. ~/;." .,., .... ,,' 
:'j :< 
1),,)J f ( f /;~'; 
{'-f'::\y 
!j('t" i:./,JcC ~ .. !..~t' /{e-L<' 4;,~ 







LINER '12 cm (Ulnge' cm) 
Archiv - Aohr 
Arch;v· Aohr 
G.ophysik· Rohr 
Geochemle • Rohr 
SPRlTZENPROBEN 
~:f"·'~:;_u.' (" ;':::'" t'; ··~·'>.t.i.( 
Fauna (Sprftze 10 ml) 
Ton· Mineral. 
Se - Tracer 
Th - Tracer 
R6NTGEN-pRApARATE 





--1. t):tA C}6 
{' ('.{,.;.!::.:".-:' 
s 





Tiefe (cm) 4 17 110 113 118 119 122 125 128131 134 IS7 140 143 146 149 
A-Serle 
B -Sene 
Smear ~ ~~llde9 
,-St-ationsnummer 
GeoB A,/(j .i:j 
Eindrlngung (cm) 
































fil-"<.. st:;.l-".~.l.y c-'i'\,-.( d 
-:;,;':;-Y~ ~ ,-; ;' D.,· _" ~:~ lr 
I.)J./ ~'-!, ~,~:.(>..~ tb :'/ i\.<; f~ i"f~) 
;7'(\k i:;rot:)n 
(~-: Y' c/c,/: ff 
I..)U/'-;:; 
{" ,.{.' :·f £,?::.",'~, 
. ':...' ' ~:..., :. l',·~ 
"i;, : ~)~ >~'1 
d<'),i·h (J~\ i \' ·br~1L",,:r·: 
'A''. ;~; 

























R$Is<l P3U2. I.;iKG PROTOKOI.L 
I 'StatJonsnummer ISaiiib&lW 
GeOB 4'ACJi/()-/! St-h,,~,,'Ct..,f 
1 36 
EindrlllguT1\! (cm) 1 Z '-i 
Setilm<>rrt·Temp. ("C)I /i3, '2_ 
Auftallung oor Oberflacha 







LINER ·12 cm (Laoge I cm) 
ArchJv • Aohr 
".chtv· Rohr 
Geaphysik· Rohr 




8eschrelbung der Oberllache 
:::,:?(" /.' .(;n'?'J!·{: 
::;S ... D"? 
":(' 
-'."';,' 
, / ~'l ((./".':.;. (, '~,./ 
p,.;.. ~),",~ .. ( ~ .• .')-'. 











(. ",' ":, .. -,,. 
"~. : • I, < ::.'.< ,-.f< 
'".j ~ 
~ <" L , <,:, 
~ 
" '\ 
FAAKTION ,. 1 mm 
0·5cm 
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